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"In the more lev el parts of the
country, the su rface of th e peat
is broken up into little pools of
water , whi ch stand a t differen t
heights , and appea r as if artificially
excavated"
Charles Darwin , 7th January 1835 ,
in describing the peat-covered areas of Tierra del
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I NTR ODUC TIO N
This thesis is concerned with the development of surfa ce patterns
on a n area of blanket bog in south-wes t Sco tl a nd.

The area concerned forms

part of a series of blank et bog s , c ollecti vel y known as the

ilver Fl owe ,

all of which have conspicuous patt erns of deep pools or hollows alternating
wi th fir me r a rea s of the bog surfa ce .

Such patterns are commonly found on

blanket bogs in northern and western districts of Bri ta in , and are part icul ar ly
well developed on th e extensi ve ' flows ' in Sutherl a nd a nd Caithness .

Similar

surface patterns have been described fr om ma ny pea t lan d areas elsewhere in
the northern hemisph ere, many of which occur on a scale fa r greater than
those of the British pe atlands .
The cause of such pa tterns has lon g excited speculation .

A r e view

of the literature was written by Auer as long ago as 1920 and a rec en t
a pp r aisal is gi ven by Sjors (1961) .

In Britain bogs exhibi tin g these

features have been curiously neglected by ecologists unt il qui t e recently .
In 1956 Pearsall briefly described tw o such bogs in Suther land and in 1958
Ratcliffe and Walker descr i bed the bogs f orming the Silver Flowe .

Very

different interpretations were offered to ac count fo r essen t ial ly simi l ar
features and neither of these contributions pr ovi des a completely satisfactory
explanatio n of pattern de velopment .
largely speculat i on .

Indeed Pearsall ' s contribution is

more r ecen tly Boa t man and Armstr ong (1968) ha ve

described an area of blan ke t bog in west Sutherla nd , in which numer ous deep
elongated pools occur .

They sugge st a possible mecha nism to account for pool

alig nme nt parallel t o the contours of the bog surface .

II
my aim, in carrying out the investigations which form the ba sis of
this thesis , has been to investigate in detail one area of patterned blanket
bog with a vi ew to understanding some of the processes involved in pattern
formation .

The Silver Flowe in Galloway was an obvious choice for a study

area since , not only was i t t he neares t area of undamaged patterned bog ,
but it also had the safeguard of being a National Nature Reserve .
Ea rly in plannin g the work it was decided that several lines of
investigatio n would be adopted within the one study area .

This policy

ar ose from a consider a tion of the various suggestions which have been made ,
largely by Sca ndinavian and No rth Ame rica n workers , to account for the
develop me nt of patterned surfaces .
' schools of thought '.

In general t erms there are two

ma ny workers ha ve suggested that patterns are

produced by physi cal pro cesses by which pea t already f ormed is sub j ect to
displacemen t, at l eas t in th e s urface lay e r s .

Several di stinct and unrelated

phenomena ha ve been relied upo n t o a ccount for the de velopmen t of esse ntially
similar patterns .

These include the l ateral movement of pea t owing to slope

of the underlying mineral gr ound (Trol l 1944 , Pearsall 1956 , Hei nselman 1965);
desiccation and subse quent shri nka ge of peat , resulting in convolutions of the
peat sur f a ce (Newbould 1958 , Pearsall 1956) ;

also frost - heaving and other

phenome na rela t ed t o peri odic fre ez ing and thawing whereby surface irregularities
might be produce d ( Auer 1920 , Drury 1956 , Drew and Sha nk s 1965 and Siga f oos ,
1952) .
Others suggest that pa tterns are the result of a specialised form of
bog growth , th e ridges and hollows forming disti nct ecological environments
which, once initiated , become ac cen tu ated by di ff erential r at es of pea t

III
a c cumu lation (Sjors 1963 1965 , Granlund 1932 , Lu ndqvist 1951 , Boatman and
Armstrong 1968) .
In reviewing th e subject of pattern devel opment Ra tclif fe (in Burnett
1964) suggests that three mai n pr ob lems require explanation .

Th e first is

the un derlying cause of hummock and hollow develo pment , in whatever situation .
The second is th e cause of alig ne d hollows on slop ing bogs and the third is
the development of extensi ve pool ne tworks which he considers are due to
erosion .

These are still the basic pr oblems.

It is worth emphasising

that many of th e i deas ad vanced fr om both ' sch ool s of thought ' a r e in fact
no more than sp ecul ation based on an examination of su rface features .

It

is surprisin g, in vi ew of the extent of patterned peatland in the Bor eal
Zo ne, and the number of areas which ha ve been descr ibed in de tail, that very
few detailed investigations a imed at understanding th e process of pattern
formation ha ve been carried out (e . g . Granlund 1932, Boatman and Armstrong
1968 and

atcliffe and Walke r 1958) 0

If patterns result from a physical process involving some lateral
movement of peat then it is reas onable t o expect tha t th e distribution of
patterns will show a relationship wi th the form of the und erlyi ng mi neral
ground.

Accordingly it was decided that t his relationship s hould be

investi9ated i n detail in th e area selected for study .

In addition analysis

of pea t stratigraphy was chosen as a second line of investigation in view of
the fact that it woul d pr ovide a most direct means of ascertaining the course
of ' pool and ridge ' f orm ation .
Detailed examina tion of water level fluctu ation i n different types of
situation within an area of patter ned bog was adopted as th e third major line

IV
of investigation .

In considering the possibility that patterns result fr om

a specialised form of bog growth the most obvious relationship is that of
plant communities and microtopography to water table o

In the case of the

Silver Flowe , Ratcliffe and Walker demonstrate d clearly th e range of tolerance
of different plant species in this respect and many other workers notably
Sjors (1948) and Drury

(l9~6)

have emphasised the different ecological

conditions pre va iling in hummock and hollow .

The behaviour of the water

table in these different conditions had not however been investigated in
detail at the time when this work was planned and it appeared that this would
be a logical first step in understanding the process of pattern f ormation as
it is occurring at present.
During the course of the work two particular features of the present
bog surface posed additional problems which were considered to merit attention.
One of these was the accumulation of wind-blown litter of molinia caerulea

in pools and wet hollows , a feature which I considered migh t have an
important influence on the present development of the bog surface .

The

other was the scarcity of aquatic species of Sphagnum in the deeper pools.
The small amounts of Sp hagnum growing naturally in such situations was
observed to disintegrate in the late summer of two successive years and for
this reason I decided to investigate the performance of Sphagnum intr oduced
to such conditio ns.
These various lines of approach t o the problem are presented in turn .
Each forms the basis of a separate section but throughout the wor k , wherever
it is rele vant , the bearing of one line of research on another is discussed .
The main points arising from the various sections are drawn together in the
final discussion .
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The Silver Flowe
The bogs c ollectively known as th e Silver Flowe lie a long the floor
of a br oa d gently sloping valley in the Galloway Hills, Kirkcudbright,
Scotland (grid reference:

NX 475820).

much of the valley f loor is

cov ered by blanket bog, the vegetation of which belon gs to the lowl a nd
western-Scottish type (Trichophoreto-Eriophoretum) described by McVean
and Ratcliffe (1962).

The flatter expanses of bog are distinguished

by pronounced surface patterns of pools or hollows sep a r a te d by hummocks
or ridges.

Bogs exhibiting th ese features f orm a series, separated by

lagg streams, along the valley bottom, and patterns also occur locally
on flat-lying areas of blanket bog t owards the head of the val l ey.

It

is these patterned bogs which give the Silver Flowe its special character
and importance.
A general account o f the strat .i g raphy of certain bog s of the seri es
and a description of the ue getation throu ghout the whole are a ha s bee n
given by Ratcliffe and Walker (1958).
The Silver Flowe was designated a National Nature Res e rve by the
Nature Conservancy in 1956 in order to maintain the bogs as far as possible
in their natural state.
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Introduction
Within a region of fairly uniform blanket bog in the northern part of
the Silver Flowe there occur eight areae of patterned blanket bog
characterised by either linear pools and ridges or by anastomosing pool
networks.

The distribution of these is shown in figure 1 in which the

naming of sites follows that used by Ratcliffe and Walker (1958).

The

three larger areas are situated on a low spur which forms the watershed
between the Long and Round Lochs of the Dungeon and the valley of the
Saugh Burn and its tributary.

All three differ from other bogs of the

Silver Flowe io that they cannot be clearly distinguished
adjoining blanket-bog.

rro~

the

Other bogs of the series generally show distinct

marginal features such as 1aggs and rands which separate the bogs from
each other 80 that each Can be regarded as a separate morphological unit.
Indeed Ratcliffe and Walker suggested that in certain external features the
lower bogs of the series showed affinities with raised bogs.

However

the lack of definite marginal features in the three northern bogs and
their very position on the watershed led them to regard these sites a8
truB blanket bog.
Differences are apparent between these three areas.

Round Loch 80g

exhibits a series of linear pools and ridges with a greeter amount of
Sphagnum than in the other two bogs.

In this bog many of the pools are

interlinked but the pool networks so f ormed are not extensive.

The surface

of Long Loch 80g A, the largest of the threa, consists of an extensive
series of anastomosing pool networks with deep pools separated by ridges.

most of the pools are steep edged and only the peripheral pools are
grown.

5pha9nu~

long Loch Bog 8 exhibits a variety of surface features which can be
divided broadly into four major types.
1. Extensive steep edged pool networks, with little development
of Sphagnum dominated communities.
2. Linear pools and ridges with a well defined zonation of plant
communities related to the amplitude of the pools and ridges.
3. Areas with hollows and 'flat' dominated by Sphagnum papillosum.
40 Areas where pools are abient except for relatively few small nonlinear pools.
All these types occur within an area which appeare at first sight
to be a single morphological unit, the pools and ridges being aligned
around one central axis.

The other two areas described above ara more

uniform in their surface morphology and it was for this reason that Long
Loch 80g B was selected for detailed investigation.
Shape of the peat body beneath the study area
and two smaller areas near to Long Loch
The surface patterns which define the extent of this site occur on
a tongue of peat which slopes gently from north to south along the axie
of the watershed.

Their total extent is included in an arSB 700 ft.

(213 m.) long by 600 ft. (183 m.) wide which is the are8 investigated in
detail.

It can be seen from the oblique aerial photograph (figure 2)

that the patterns are discontinuous and that they vary in type throughout
the site.

Parts of the site are lacking in conspicuous surface patterns

and in places min eral ground is exposed in the form of granite rocks,
some of which may well be erratic boulders.
The general slope of the bog surface is shown in figure 3, in which
the contours are drawn on the general level of the bog surface, not teking
account of deep pools.

For details of survey methods see Appendix 1.

The surface of the peat forms a single morphological unit within which
three zones can be recognised:(a) An extensive central area which appears to be almost flat but
which slopes very gently from north to south along the axis of
the watershed, at an approximate gradient of 1 in 250, giving a
total fall of only 3 ft. along the mid-line of the study area.
(b) A surrounding area continuous with (8) in which the slope increases
to

8

gradient of 1 in 37 (average of 10 profiles) and locally to

1 in 25.

In the south west section of the sita this zone i8

less distinct, being wider and flatter (with an average gradient
of about 1 in 60).
(c) A relatively steep margin (average gradient 1 in 11 ) is developed
around the southern periphery of the site.
~arge&

Elsewhere zone (b )

with the surrounding blanket bog in a continuous gentle

slope.
In contrast to the peat surface the morphology of the mineral ground
i& most irregular 8& can be seen 1n figures 4-7.

A number of basins and

ridges underlie the study area, the distribution of which is not reflected
in the surface slope therefore the peat depth varies considerably throughout

- 4 -

the sitae

In places the occurrence of mineral ground ridges is reflected

in changes ofs1ope of the peat surface but these only occur where the peat
is vary thin (generally less than 1 m.).

Such features give rise to the

steep surface slopes around the southern margin and to isolated knoll,
alsewhere on tha peat surface.

The sections across the sit. (figure 6),

and those which are extended to include the area to the east (figure 7)
(where patterned surfaces are absent), show the contrast between slope of
the peat surfaca and that of the mineral ground on the study area.
Sefore going on to consider the relationship which exists between the
shape of the peat body and the distribution of major surface patterns on
the study area details are given of the shape of the peat body underlying
two smaller isolated patches of 'pool and hummock' bog which occur within
the general blanket bog terrain close to Long Loch.

The natws of these

sitas can b. seen in the aerial photograph, figure 8.
of the peat surface in this araa is from north to south.
Sphagnum - dominated vegetation (referred to

8S

The general slope
Both areas of

pool networks 1 and 2)

occur on "terraces" where the peat surface is almost flat (see figures 9a
and lOa).

Within the pool networks a Sphagnum papillosum - Eriphorum

angustifolium

l

association predominates, whereas on the surrounding

blanket bog vascular plants prevail, Calluna vulgaris, molinia caerule8,
Trichophorum cespitosum and Eriophorum vagina tum being the main constituents
of the vegetation.
1. Plant nomenclature in this work follows Clapham Tutin and Warburg (1962),
Paton (1965), Warburg (1963) and Fritsch (1945, 1948).

- 5 -

Profiles across those sites show that in both cases there is a basin
in the mineral ground below the terrace on which the pools occur (figures
9c and lOc).

The present extent of the pool networks does not however

correspond exactly with the basins.

Each basin is filled with soft semi-

liquid peat (except at the lowest levels close to the mineral ground)
which contrasts with the compact peat, strikingly difficult to penetrate
with the peat borer, which covers the peripheral regions of each basin.
It is clear from the profiles that these baains are much simpler
structures than the irregular nature of the mineral ground below the study
area and for this reaeon any relationship which might exist between the
distribution of surface patterns and the shape of the underlying mineral
ground might be inferred from these smaller areas end then applied to the
structurally more complex situation of the study area itself.

The

following features exhibited by these sites are considered to be importent
in this respect.
(1) Where the pools are present the peat surface is effectively
level or only sloping at a very shallow angle.
(2) The presence of pools appsars to be related to the presence of
a baa in in the 8ubjacent

~ineral

ground with a corresponding ridge

downslope of the area of pool development.
(3) A considerable thicknese of peat may accumulate above such a
ridge and in these cases the pools occupy. peat terrace lying
.ell above the height of the rock ridge.
(4) The type of peat which covers the ridges and surrounds the basin
is more compact than the semi-liquid peat in the basin itself.

- 6 -

Distribution of the surface patterns on the study area.
In illustrating the distribution of the surface patterns on the study
aree emphasis has been placed on the pools (rather then the ridges or
hummocks) since these, by virtue of their water surfaces, ere easily
identified for mapping purposes.

The distribution of various types of

pools is indiceted in figure 11 in which the orientation of the long axis
is shown for all elongated pools except those in which the maximum
dimension is 5 feet or less.
Discrete pools are s hown according to certain size categoriss and this,
together with their spatial relationship, provides an indication of the
e~plitude

of pools and ridges on the peat surface.

Where long linear

pools lie close together there is generally a w811 defined ridge between
any two adjacent paola.

In contrast the small pools, less than 10 feet

(3 m.) in length, which are widely distributed over the western section
of the site, occur within a surface which is less undulating, though
occasional tell hummocks occur.
The outlines of three areas referred to 8S 'pool networks' are shown
in figure 11.

In the cas. of the 'eastern' and 'north-west' pool networks

detailed maps have been drawn (figures 13 and 15) and the areas concerned
are shown in figura 11.

The 'south-west' pool network is composed mainly

of Sphagnum grown pools many of which merge into adjacent linear pools
making it difficult to define a boundary.

The boundary shown only

indicates the are8 where pools are distinctly interlinked.

- 7 -

Relationship between shape of the peat body and
distribution of major types of surface pattern
The distribution of pool networks and various forms of linear hollow
shows a relationship with the shape of the peat body in terms of peat
depth, shape of the mineral ground and gradient of the peat surface.
Comparison of figures 3 and 11 shows that the three areas of pool network
are situated on the flattest parts of the bog surface whereas linear
hollows occur on gently sloping areas.

Tha pool networks do not however

extend throughout the whole of the flattest parts of tha bog surface but
are restricted to those areas where peat depth exceeds about 7 ft.
(2.1 m.), 8eB figure 5.

The Bastern and north-we8t pool networks are

separated by a zone where there i8 no pool development (well displayed
in figure 2) corresponding with the area or thin peat ovarlying the
minaral ground ridge which follows the long axis of the study area.
Linear pools or hollows occur on the sloping areas of the bog
8urface and it is clear from

8

comparison of figures 3 and 11 that the

long axes of these features are aligned parallel to the direction of
contour lines on the bog surface o

Even in the case of very short hollows

(5 _ 10 ft. in length) this alignment ie maintained where the surface
gradient 1s only 1 in 100.

The distribution of linear pools and hollows

throughout the study areB is however vary irregular despite the relatively
small amounts of variation in 8urface gradient and again the depth of
peat and shape of mineral ground appear to influence the distribution of
hollows of various types to some extent.

Large linear hollows (such as

- 8 -

those between the western and eastern pool network) OOcur where peat
depth exceeds about 7 tt. (2.1 m.) but small hollows are numerous in
areas of shallow peat such as that on the west side of the study area.
No hollows occur where the peat is very thin (less than about 1 m.).
Although linear hollows are restricted to sloping ar eas the degree
of slope appears to be i.portent in determining their extent.

In figure 7

it can be seen that the linear patterns of the study area occur on the
gently sloping zone immediately adjacent to the almost flat central area
and are not developed on the more steeply sloping areas further to the
east.
37.

The meximum gradient on which pools are developed is about 1 in
The absence of pools from certain sectors of the eastern periphery,

.ight be related to the local increase in slope 1n these areas (1 in 25-27)
but in the case of the ares devoid of pools immediately to the east of the
eastern pool network the relatively shallow peat is probably also
important.

Within the small area of pools to the south of this the

gradient i8 only 1 in 43 and this area is of interest in that it is
bounded by a mineral groun d ridge on the downslope side producing a
situation similar to that of the two small areas near Long Loch previously
described.
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SECTION
mORPHOLOGY

AND
ON

2

VEGETATION

Of

THE

AREA .

STUDY

SURfACE

PATTER S

Pool Networks
The most striking feature of the surface patterns on the upper bogs
of the Silver Flowe is the presence of pool-networks consisting of deep
pools (30 - 60 cm. ) with steep, often 'undercut', margins and wide expanses
of open water in which are situated numerous islands and peninsulas.
such netw orks occur on the study area.

Three

The pools have a distinctive

vegetation, the only macrophytes being menyanthes trifolieta, whi ch is
abundant, pr oduc ing an open growth throughout the pools, and Eriophorum
angustifolium , which is restricted to situations

~h e re

the pools are

s hallower than 20 cm., when dense stands of this species may occur.
Aquatic Sphagnum sp ec ie s are characteristically absent from these deep
pools although there is generally a very sparse fringe of Sphagnum
duspidatum along the edges.

Algae are however abundant thou gh this group

had not been investigated during the present work.

The pools generally

contain accumulations of wind-blown litter of molinia caerulea which forms
a compact mat filling the pools completely in the 'bay s' and around the
ende of elongated pools, but which is semi-flo ting in the centre of the
larger pools.

In contrast to the deep open-water areas aquatic Sphagnum

species are present in association
bays.
is

8ee~

~ith

depo8 ts of molinia litte r in the

Where this litt er is relatively thin or absent the pool bottom
to be a fairly level bare peat surface covered by a layer of

filamentou s algae (mostly 8atrachospermum ap.).

- 10 Areas between the pools are composed of peat ridges, th e surfaces of
which are ap proximately level, though isolated hummocks of Sphagnum rubellum
and Rhacomitrium lanuginosum occur.

Such hummock s are most common where

the pool network is developed on a gently sloping s urface when they are found
on the linear ridges.

On the fairly level surfaces of th e ridges the

vegetation is composed of an aesociation of Sphagnum species and vaecular
p~ants,

species of both groups having high cover values.

Islands, of variable size, are abundant in the networks.

Small

islands (less than 25 cm.) are common and usually consist of a single
tussock of Trichophorum cespitosum.

Larger islands have a vegetation

composed of 'high hummock' species i.e. Rhacomitrium lanugino8um, Cladonia
impexa, Calluna vulgaris , Sphagnum tenellum, Hypum cupressiforme agg., and
Pleurozium schreberi.
To illustrate the vegetation of the pool networks a detailed analysis
is shown in figure 12 which shows a transect across the southern part of
the Bastern pool networko

All species except smell leafy liverworts were

recorded along the exact edge of a tape laid along the transect line, which
is 100 ft. long.

The numbers refer to the total number of 2 inch units for

which the species was recorded in each 1 foot division.

The list of

species has been arranged in the diagram to facilitate understanding of
the distribution of each s pecies and to emphasise the narrow range of
vertical distribution.

It can be seen that the vegetation of the networks

falls into two major categories, these being the communities of th e ridge
surface and of the pools.
association of

Intermediate communities (especially an

• papillosum, Trichophorum cespitosum Nerthecium oss ifrsgum

end Erica tetralix) which are important consitutents of the vegetation

- 11 outside the pool networks are her e confined to narr ow zones along the
pool edges.

This can be seen by comparing t he uegetat ion along this

transect with tha t of the two transect lines in the region of linear hollows
and

rl~ g es

(figures 19 and 20) where the distinction between vegetation

' zones' is much l ess pronounced. '
The patterns of pools and islands on the two major networ ks in the
study area are shown in figures 13 and 15.

These map s wer e compiled from

low level aerial photographs (e.g. figure 14 ) obtained by means of a
camera suspended from a balloon at between 100 and 200 feet above the
peat surface (details of the method are given in appendix 2).

Each pool

network is composed of a number of distinct hydrological unit s in the form
of pools with differing water levels separated by peat ridges .

Of the

fiv e such groups of pools which constitute the eastern pool ne tWork (groups
A to E in figure 13) groups A to C form a continuous series on a s lop i ng
peat s urface and illu s trate the rel ation between the downslope widt h of
each pool and the surface gradient.

This group C, which is most extensive ,

occurs on the almost flet surface and the narrow pool system A lies on a
steeper slope .

This is true in general of the pool networks and moreover

the pool systems occupying the flat upper parts of eech major pool network
(e. g . area E in the eastern pool network) exhibit no orientation , there
bing simply a moaaic of pools and islands.

Such areas contrast with the

peripheral areas of the pool networks where t lBre is a dinstinctly sloping
peat s urface and the conatitutent pools are elongated, the network in such
areae consisting of groups of interlinked parallel pools with a common
wa ter surface.

Narrow peninSUl as and etrings of islands parallel with

- 12 -

the contours of the bog s urface occur in s uch areas .

The lower part of

the N. W. pool network and group B in th e eastern pool ne twork illustrate
this very clearly.

Although the var ious groups of interli nked pools form

separate hydrological units the difference in wa ter level may be quite small .
When measured on a sing l e occasion (23 J une , 1967) the difference between
var ious sections of the eastern pool network was A to B 7.8 cm. and B to
C 12 . 4 cm .
Pool complexes constitute a major feature of the surface patterns on the
study area and since th e processes involved in their development are not at
all clear efforts have been made to examine any morphological featu res which
might throw light on this problem.

Several such features are now described

but first it is necessary to explain why these par ticular features are
considered relevant.

Examination of aerial photographs and maps of the

individual pool complexes suggests that the development of these extensive
areas of pools i s dependent on some process of pool expansi on and linkage
at the expense of the intervening pea t s ur f ace.

In particular the str ongly

orientated pool networks deve l oped in areas where the overall peat surface
is slmping provide features consistent with this theory, especially the
linear development of islands and peninsulas and on a sma ller scale the
presence of many small ' i s lands ' often composed of s ingl e tussocks of

ca espi ~

vasculer plants such as Erlphorum vaQinatum or Trichophorum cespitosum,
the fibrous remains of which form submerged
than they are broad.

illers which may be taller

It is difficult to envisage

8

process by whic h

th ese features could be produced without s uch islands once being conn ec ted.

- 13 -

Consideration of the implications of pool linkage pr ovides a crude
method of investigating whether or not pool systems result from coalescing
of several previously discrete pools .

On a sloping peat surface where

each individual pool has a water le ve l differing from that of adjacent
pools up and down slope linkage would result i n adjustment of the water
levels in those pools furthest upslope to the level of the lowest pool
in the network so formed.

Consequently , the upslope pools would become

shallower and the previously s ubm erged edges would be exposed to some extent .
The north west pool network has been examined in order to see if

~is

is in

Pool depth and shape of vertical pool edge profiles have

fact the case.

been measured in the ' highest ' and 'lowest' sections of this networ •
Profiles of pool edges ar e shown in figure 17 .

The data were obtained

by using a frame through which graduated rods were pushed horizontally at
known heights (3" (7 . 6 em.) intervals) so that the method was consistent
f or all profiles.

Group A is f'rom the 'highest I part of the netwo.rk

which though it is shown in figure 15 as a discrete pool , has a water
level at the same height as the rest of the network .
are from the ' lowest ' pool .

Pr ofiles of Group 8

The edges of pool A show abundant bare peat

surfaces above the water surface which are often colonised by
atrovir ens .

ampylopus

The profil es ar e clearly variable in shape but they are

usually concave to some degree especially in the lower half of the
profile , i.e . t he re is a projecting lobe of p at in the upper section and
an 'under cut ' surface below .

The height of the water surFace (obtained

from a continuous rec order) in relatio n to the profiles differs in that

- 14 it is lower in the 'highes t' parts of the network (group A) so that the
projecting lobe of peat is exposed around the margins of the pool, whereas
it is at, or slightly below the water surface in the lower pools.

Pool

depth was measured on a single occasion at 10 or more places in each
individual section of the ne twork and the average depth (in cm. ) is s hown
in figure 15.

The lowest section of this pool network is about 8 - 10 cm .

deeper than the upper sections, a difference which corresponds approximately
with that already noted in the case of the pool edge profiles.

So ,

although the differences in height are very small, the morphological
featur~8

of the north west pool network are at least c onsistent with the

conditions to be

exp~cted

if pool networks result from linkage of previously

discrete pools.
It appears that 60me degree of erosion is involved in the development
of pool ne tworks.

This has been suggested previously by several

authorities but their opinions differ as to exactly how the proce
operates.

~

It is not relevant to discuss these fully at this stage but

an outline of the various ideas is necessary since I have investigated
certain features of the pool networks in order to see how far particular
theories are applicable to the study area.

One school of thought relies

on phy ical erosion involving current or wave action due to wind,
including Ratcliffe and Wa lker (1958 ) , Ratcliffe (in Burnett, 1964),
svald (1923, 1949) and Pearsall {1956~; whi l st Sjors (1963 , 1965) r elies
on corrosive oxida tion of peat which is essentially a biological process

- 15 -

depen ding on the presence of a film of algae on the bare peat surface
below the water level.

Boatman and Armstrong (1968 ) rely on some form

of erosion to account for enlargement and linkage of pools but consider
that the process depends initially on 'flooding' of the peat surface in
the areas which are subsequently eroded.
It might be expected that if wind action is important the direction
of greatest pool elongation would be related to that of the prevailing
wind and also that the undercut margin might be more pronounced where the
greatest fetch is possible.

Pool edge profiles have therefore been

examined in a variety of situations in the north - west pool network and
eastern pool network by the method previously described and these are
shown in figures 16 and 17.

There does not appear to be any relationship

between shape of a profile and its position on the pool system.
furthermore, the extent to which the pool edge is undercut does not
depend on the size of the pool or degree of fetch since two profilas
which show considerable undercutting (nos. 24 and 25 in figure 16) are
from a relatively small pool.

Neither is there any clear indication

that pool elongation is more pronounced in those cases where pools are
aligned parallel to the prevailing wind.

The strongly linear pools of

the north west pool network lie at 90° to th

prevailing wind.

The

very fact that undercutting occurs at all in the small pool (figura 16)
implies that soma process other than wind ac ion is involved, though this
does not preclude wind action as a factor elsewhere.

- 16 -

It has been shown that linkage of pools on sloping areas (e.g. the
north west pool network and the southern part of the eastern pool network)
involves narrow straight-edged connections across the intervening ridges.
There is no obvious reason why pool linkages due to erosion should have
such a constant and characteristic shape.

Certain features of the

present ridge surfaces have been examined which indicate a possible way
in which the process of 'fragmentation' is initiated.

Thes e are narrow

belts of a distinct vegetation type crossing the continuous ridges which
separate the individual hydrological units of each pool network.

These

are generally 1 - 2m . wide and extend completely across the ridge.
f our of these can be saen in figure 14 between groups C and 0 of the
eastern pool-network.

The vegetation is characterised by the presence

of an algae-covered surface with a sparse distribution of vascular plant
species.

floristic data for nine sites on the eastern pool network,

and four sites in the north western pool network are given in tabla 1.
Species are shown by presence or abse nce in five quadrants (15 cm. square)
on each site.

Certain characteristic species of these sites occur only

sporadically in other communities on the study area , e.g. Drosera anglica ,
Rhynchospora
especially

~,

Carax pauciflora and Sphagnum compactum.

Other species,

riophorum angustifolium and Narthecium ossifragum are abundant,

as also ara Sphag num papillosum and S. cuspidatum which occur as small
nuclei rather than a continuous cover.

CampyloDus atrovirens is

characteristic of these sites where it is associated with bare a1gaecovered surfaces .

EASTERN POOL NETWORK
Drosera anglica
rotundi fo 1i a
Eriophorum angus t ifolium
r~e nyant h es tri fo 1i at a
Narthecium ossifrag um
Rhynchospora al ba
Sphagnum compactum
cuspidatum
papi1los um
rubellum
subsecundum
Campylopus atrovirens
Molinia caerulea litter
Algae-covered surface
NORTH WESTERN POOL N En~ ORK
Calluna vulgaris
Carex pauci flora
Drosera anglica
rotundi fo 1i a
Erica t etralix
Eri ophorum angustifoli um
Moli nia caerul ea
Nartheci um ossifragum
Rhynchos pora al ba
Trichophorum caespitosum
Sphagn um compactum
cus pi datum
magellanicum
papillosum
subsecundum
t enellum
Campylopus at rovirens
Odont os hisma sphagni
Algae-covered surface

1

2

3

1---1 ---II
1--1- --III ----I
III-I IIIII I-III
---11-1-1
-1--1
IIIII 1--11 -1111
II-II -1111 IIIII
IIIII 1---- 1--1-

1

IIIII

-/- - -

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1-1-- -II-I
lIll- I-III
IIIII IIIII IIIII IIIII
I-III
1---- -1-1- 11--I-III -I-II -I-II IIIII
IIIII 1111- 1111- IIIII
-11-- -11-- --1-- --1-----11--IIIII
IIIII 1111- III-I 1111-

IIIII
1---1
II-II
1--11
I-III
--11IIIII
IIIII
----I
-1--I-III

9

-II-I
11-1IIIII
111-1--1111-1--11
1---//111
.....

4

---1----I
1-1-- -I 1/- II-II 1--1111-/
---1- 11-/1
II/ -I ----I
---11/1-/ --//1 //1-1 //1/1
//-- /1/ -/ //--- --/-1 - -///
-/-- --/1//--- ---/1 ---1-/--- 1--11 -/---// - / /-/1/ ///-/ IIIII
1//-/-1 -/ -/111 1/111 /1 -/1---1/--- /-------I
/11/1--1---/ - /-- --/11
-I-II

-J

Tabl e 1.
Fl oris t ic anal ysis of nine
overflow si tes i n t he eas tern
pool network and fou r si tes
i n t he north western pool
network. The data from f i ve
quadrats, each 15 em . square ,
are shown for each si te by
speci es presen ce or absence .
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The average height (of ten points) of each of these sit s is shown
in relation to the fluctuation of the water surface in figure 18.

The

range of height of the ridge surface on which these sites are situated is
also shown.

All the sites lie within the range of water level fluc t uation

and are therefore liable to periodic inundation and exposure of the surface.
On the north-western pool network the majority of the ridge surface
(outside these sites) lies above the highest water level s .

The ridge

on the eastern pool network is ho wever lower in relation to the adjacent
water surface and a greater part of this ridge is subject to inundation
(water level fluctuations are described fully in section four).

here

a ridge separates two groups of pools in which the level of the water
surface differs then the sites desc rib ed above are not only inun dated but
there is also flow of water across t he ridge when the water level rises
sufficiently.

For this reason it is proposed that these zones be termed

'ov er-flow sites'.

Similar features have been examined on the la ge areas

of patterned bog known as Claish moss in Argy ll where the lowest points
on the ridges between pools at different levels clearly act

8S

overflow

sites.
Similar distinct vegetation zones have been described from an area
of patterned blanket bog in west Sutherlend (Boatman and

rmstrong 1968).

In this case the zones occur between adjacent pools lying at the same
level on a sloping bog surface.

Boetman and Armstrong consider these

areas, which they term 'bridges ') to be frequently flooded.

They emphasise

that Eriophorum angustifollum is the only vascular plant species present

- 19 and point out that this species is considered by Armstrong (1964) to be
tolerant of low oxidation-reduction potentials.

These features are

thought by Boatman and Armstrong to represent an early stage in the
linkage of pools.

They suggest that erosion of the peat forming a

bridge occurs once the bridge surface has been permanently flooded which
they attribute to the slower upward growth of the peat on the bridge than
elsewhere round the pools.
The overflow sites described from the study area are remarkably
similar in that there is much bare peat and th ey are certainly subject
to regular inundation .

It is tempting therefore to suggest that a

similar process to that suggested by Boatman and Armstrong might explain
the development of the cross connections between pools on the study area.
A further featura of the pool networks on the study area is of interest
in this re s pect.

That is the occurance of submerged peat ridges extending

between adjacent islands or peninsulas .

Three such areas can be seen

in figure 14 between the islands to the right of the water level recorder.
They are recognisable by the presence of emergent Eriophorum angustifolium .
These ridges contrast strongly with other carte of the pool net works since
they are relatively shallow (11 - 14 cm. below the lowest recorded summer
water level).

Their edges are steep , falling 35 - 40 cm. to the floor

of the pool end these edges form a line continuous with peninsula and
adjacent island in each case.

It appears t hat they represent an

intermediate stage in the developmental sequence from overflow channel
to steep-edged connection between pools.

- 20 -

These then are some of the morphological features of the pool
networks which I consider provide an indication of the way in which these
networks have developed .

The significance of these features is considered

in the light of evidence from other investigations (notably stratigraphy
and Sphagnum growth ex periments) in the final discussion .
Linear pools and Sphagnum covered hollows on the study area.
It has already been shown th at discrete linear pools or hollows
are restricted to areas of the peat surface which show a distinct slope
and that the long axes of such pools are aligned parallel to the contours
on such slopes .

In general the pools of this type occur peripherally

to the central pool networks (their distribution is shown in figure 11) .
It is of interest to note that such pools do not occur continuously
throughout the peripheral zones of the bog.

In fact they are well

developed in particular areas the limits of which are clearly defined .
One group of pools lies on a projecting tongue of peat to the south~east
of the eastern pool network and a more extensive group occurs further
to the north , again marginal to the pool networko

In this latter case

the adjacent section of the pool network consists of a series of interlinked linear pools and ridges .

A further group of large , linear

Sphagnum-grown hollows occurs on the gently sloping surface in the south
west of the bog .

Elsewhere linear pools are developed locally as in the

area downslope of the north-west pool network.

These various groups of

pools are well displayed in fig ure 2 in which the Sphagnum dominated

- 21 hollows (5. papillosum and S. cuspidatum ) are emphasis ed by their lighter
colouring.
In those areas where linear pools and ridges are developed there is
a wide range of variation in surface microtopography and associated
vegetation.

In order to illustrate the general nature of the vegetation

in relation to surface features two areas were selected which re present
different morphological types.

These are illustrated in figures 19

and 20 by transect lines parallel with the slope and the vegetation is
depicted in the same manner as previously described for figure 12.

The

western transect crosses a number of wide ridges and Sphagnum dominated
hollows which lie on a very gentle slope whilst the eastern transect
crosses a more steeply sloping surface where the ridge and hollow morphology
is on a smaller scale.

A section of the eastern transect is shown in

figure 21.
In contrast to the pool-networks the linear pools exhibit a continuous
vegetation cover (predominantly Sphagnum species).

These are probably

best described as hollows since the water surface is only vi Sible after
a period of rain when it rises above the bryophyte carpet.

Ouring the

summer period standing water is seen only intermittently.

The length of

linear hollows varies from only 1 - 2 m. to a maximum of about 20 m.
Their width is usually 1 - 2 m. but may be as much as 7 m. in the widest
parta .

Hollows show considerable morpho

seen in figure 2 .

J ica1 variation, as can be

Th e amplitude of ridges and hollows lies mainly in

the range 10 - 25 ems. (c. 4 - 10 inches).
may be an amplitude of up t o 30 ems.

On the steeper slopes there

- 22 -

The vegetat ion of the ridge and hollow systems can be divided ideally
into three facies.
(1) Th e ridge vegetation .

This is dominated by both vascular plant

species and bryophytes in varying proportions.

Usually the cover

of Sphagnum (S . tenellum , and S. rubellum) as a ground layer below
the ericaceous shrubs is discontinuous.

Calluna , molinia and

Erica tetralix are widely distributed through the ridge surfaces
whereas certain species e . g. Er iophorum vaginatum, Rhacomitrium
lanuginos um and Hypnum cupres sifo rme are more local and restricted
t o the higher parts .
( 2 ) margins of Hollows .

An open

phagnum carpet is characteristic of

the periphery of th e hol lows and is usually dominated by
S . papillosum though this may be replaced l ocally by S. magellanicum
or even 5 . rubellum .

Only a sparse association of va scular plants

is present inclu ding Drosera rotundifolia, Na rt hecium ossifragum
Trichophor um cespitosum and Eriophorum angustifolium.
( 3 ) Hollows .

These are very constant being dominate d by

phagnum

cuspi datum, S. s ubs ecundum var . auriculatum and Eriophorum
angustifolium.

Where both Sphagnum species are present t he f ormer

generally occupies th e marginal area and the l atter is co-dominant
with E. angustifolium in t he centre .
abundant in some of the shal lower h 110
fre quent 1n t he l arger ones.

Utricularia minor is
and

enyanthes is

Further details of the vegetation

in s ome of the linear ho l lows are given in the section on malinia
litter.
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In contrast to the open pool networks mor phological features of
linear hollows pr ovide vary little indication of the way in which s uch
featur es arise and consideration of their development is deferred until
the final discussion in which evidence from other lines of investigation
(especially $ratigraphy and water levels) is significant .

TRANSECT ACROSS THE

EASTERN POOL NETWORK SHOWING MORPHOLOGICAL

FEATURES

AND ASSOCIATED VEGETATION
Frequency values are the number of 2 " units per foot in which the species is recorded
20
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19
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figure 14.

Low level aerial photograph of a part of the Eastern Pool
Network (approximately section I - J, 7 - 8 in figure 13 ).
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Figure 21 .

Low lavel aerial photograph of linear hollows along
a section (38 ft. long) of the Eastarn Tr ns ct.

Tube w lIs can be seen at 5 reet lnt rvals.
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SECTI N

e

STRATIGRAPHY
In order to obtain information on the past development of pools and
hollows on the study area stratigraphical investigations were carried out.
It was considered that a study of macroremains in the peat below selected
pools and hollows would be the most appropriate course of investigation,
rather than to attempt a wider analysis of the stratigraphy in the study
area as a whole.

Since the pools and hollows of the study area can be

divided into two major types (the open pool networks and the linear hollows
wher

S. papillosum forms a carpet or border) these form a basis for

separate studies.

Together with an initial investigation they constitute

the three sections into which this chapter is divided.
(1) Initial investigation.
(2) Examination of peat underlying open pool networks.
(3) Examination of surface peat below linear hollow8 where
papillosu~

i.

is dominant.

(1) Initial investigation
Ratcliffe and Walker (1959) suggest, in their de8criptions of Snibe
80g, that initiation of pools and hummocks is a relatively recent phenomenon

restricted to the upper layers of the pest and associated with the
development of fresh Sphagnum peet above a m I e humified 'Sphagnum- molinia
bench'.

No

trati~raphical

investigations had been carried out on the

upper bogs of the Sil ver Flowe at the time when the present work was
co

nced end an initial investigation wes made to see whether the situation
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described by Ra tcliffe and Walker also applied in the study area .

Two

sites were chosen, both of which were situated in pool networks where the
peat was deeper than the average for the study area.
Site

ne
This is an 'island' of firm peat in the south-west pool networ k ,

which is completely surrounded by a zone of S. papillosum 'carpet' and
pools with Sphagnum cuspidatum.
by a hummock of S. imbricatum.

The centre of this island is occupied
A series of three cores was taken between

the centre of the hummock and the pool margin by means of a Hiller sampler.
Cores were extracted to a depth of 4 m. below the hummock but only to a
depth of 2.

m. in the case of the pro fi le nearest to the pool owing to

difficulty of core extraction.

The upper 30 - 40 cms. of each profile

were extracted by means of a sharpened aluminium tube (see Appendix 3).
Cores were examined in the laboratory, initially taking units of 2 cm.
length at 10 cm. intervals.
2 cm. unit bing examined.

Procedure wae later modified, every alternative
Amorphous material was removed by sodium

hydroxide digestion and the remaining material examined for its Sphagnum
cont nt.

Sinc. Rhacomitrium cr. lanugin08um constituted a large proportion

of certain cores this was also noted.
remain

of va eular plant •

proportion
categorie

No attempt

as made to identify the

Res ults are shown in figure 1.

of different Sphagnum species present ar
have been recogni ed v1z : pres8nt,

~undant

Relative

subjective.

Three

and dominant , indicated

respectively by progre siv ly thicker lines in the diagram.

The category

term d ' dominant' i8 applied to that species constituting the larg est
proportion of the SphaQnum contant of the sample but thi
lIi-..
it y )
l.l r ry
i l

category is
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not us ed where the total Sphagnum content is less than about 10% of the
whole sample.

If two s pecies are equally important they are both shown

as dominant.

Abundance is also a variable category depenoent on amount

of Sphagnum in the sample but it generally indicates less than 50% of
th

total Sphagnum content ass essed visually.
The differences between the three profiles can be summarised as

followss
Core 1, at the centre of t he hummock, shows abundance of S. imbricatum,
relative to other Sphagnum species throughout almost its entire profile.
At one horizon where S. imbricatum shows a decline 5 . papillosum increased
in quantity.

This latter species is not well represented and '5. acutifolium,l

is virtual ly absent.

The fr quent abundance of Rhacomitrium is noteworthy.

Core 2 shows association of S. imbricatum with S. acutifolium agg.
(mainly S. rubellum) in the lower horizons where S. papillosum i

frequently

present, but S. imbricatum is absent from the upper horizons where

s.

pepillosum end S. magellanicum constitute the bulk of the Sphagnum.

Rhacomitrium i. reduced in abundance compered with Core 1, particularly
in the lower horizons .

S. tenellum is

B

frequent constituent of the

upper horizons.
The lower horizons of Corea 2 end 3 are similar but the up per layers
of Core 3 show reduction in both frequency and amount of Rhacomitrium end
age in

• imbricatum is abIent .

1. Exc pt wh roth r wise stated 5. ' ecutifolium' has been used to
d not
11 s peci •• of the Acutifolia group.
On the pr esent bog
urf c S. ru bellum is the commoneet member of the group but both
!
plumulo um end S. capi1laceum al s o OCCUr in small amounts.
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Abundance of S. imbricatum and S. papillosum can, by analogy with
their present habitat requirements, be taken to indicate respectively 'dry'
and ' wet' conditions.

This being so it can be seen that a wet phase at

a certain hori zon in Core 1 corresponds, to some extent, with a similar
wet phase in the other cores where aquatic Sphagna are recorded in one
such instance.

The development of wetter phases is more prevalent in the

upper horizons in all three cores but it noticeable that they were developed
at comparatively low horizons in the case of Core 3.
The implication is tha t , once established , the centre of pool and
hummock have in this case remained constant , though periodic wetter or drier
phases have resulted in lateral transgression of vegetation zones .

There

has been a progressive increase with time in the degree of lateral transgression by wetter communities towards the centre of the hummook.
Differences in vegetation reflecting the present difference between
pool and hUmmock app ear to have been initiated at

8

depth of 2 - 2. 5 m.

which contrasts with the situation on Snibe Bog where the pools ara said
to be initiated within 1 m. of the present bog surface (Ratcliffe and
elker 1958) .

D spite the rather incomplete data of the preeent work it

app9ars that the hor iz ons below about 2. 5 m. are less variable laterally
th n th

upper horizons .

profile

might therefore be argued , in that both show initiation of pool

and hummocks across

Some degree of similarity with the Snibe Bog

relatively uniform surfa B.

-

Site Two
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following this investigation another site was selected in order

to compare the stratigraphy of the surface peat below a ridge and below
the adjacent section of a deep pool in the eastern pool network.

At the

selected site the ridge surface is almost flat, the pool margin un der cut
and, at the time of sampling, the pool depth was 37 cmso

Core 1 was

taken at a point on the ridge 10 cms. above the level of the water in the
pool by means of a Hiller sampler.
by means of the aluminium tube.

Again the upper 30 cms. were extracted
In the case of Core 2 the soft peat

immediately below th e pool was extracted to a depth of 50 ems. by means
Below that depth a Hiller sampler

of a special corer (see Appendix 3).
was used.

Cores were examined in the laboratory, the whole core being examined
in units of 2 cm. length.

Each sample was washed through sieves of 2, 000,

210 and 75 micron mesh sizes.

The larger macro-remains, e.g. Sphagnum

stems and branches, larger parts of vascular plants and certain oth r
material such as the 'capsules ' of Donacine beetles were thereby separated
from other finer grained material.

The 'microfraction ', consisting of

Sphagnum leaves and other material of similar size, 8.g. menyanthes
seeds , wae retained in the lower sieve .
in a third sieve.

Amorphous material was retained

The whole macro fraction was examined and the proportions

of various identifiable plant remains noted.
microfrection wa

8.

examined .

The

a~ount

Only a semple of the

of • orphous material wes noted

n eppr oximete proportion of the totel sample.

cetegorie

The sarna subjective

_ re uS9d to dietinguish the proportions of plant remains
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present as in the first investigation but in this case and in all
subsequent investigations each was compared with the total material of
the sample.

' Dominance' indicates over about 40% of the sample.

Results

are shown in figure 2.
The two profil es show differences which are most pronounced in the
upper horizons.

Below about 1.2 m. there is a greater degree of similarity

between the two cores.

Vertical variation is most pronounced in the pool

profile which shows an alternation of re l atively wet and dry phases which
is not so marked in the ridge profile .

A point of similarity between

the two is that a layer of amorphous peat , darker in colour than the
fibrous peat forming the bulk of the profiles, occurs in both profiles
t a similar level .

Also 5 . imbricatum, which is absent from the surface

veget tion of the eastern pool network, is a major component of the peat
beneath both ridge and pool at a depth of 1.2 m. below the level of the
ridge surface .

Differences between the two profiles include absence of

Rhacomitrium cf. lanuginosum, molinia caerulea and 5. acutifolium agg.
from the pool profile, all of which are significant components of the
upper horizons of the ridge profile .

Conversely aquatic sphagna and

5. compactum are not represented in the ridge profile, though both occur
in the pool profil

to a depth of 1 m. below the level of the ridge surface .

Profile I ahow8 I

8. distinct

vertical trends than Profile 2 •

• imbricatum , which is the dominant 5phagnu
1s
i

beent above that layer.
th

domin nt

gnum

b low the amorphous layer,

S. acutifolium agg. (mainly

• rubellum)

peciee in the upper horizons of the ridge and
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Rhacomitrium is relatively more abundant than at the lower levels.
Profile 2 exhibits an early 'wet' phase, indicated by an increase in the
proportion of S. papillosum and 5. subsecundum .

The succeeding section

of the profile is characterised by presence of E. vagina tum, Calluna,
S. imbricatum, and, at one horizon, Leucobryum glaucum and absence of
S. papillosum.

This corresponds in part with the amorphous layer.

It

is noteworthy that the s pecies present are all less hydrophilous than
those associated with habitats dominated by S. papillosum, which lends
weight to the suggestion that this is an oxidised layer.

The upper

40 cm . of profile 2 shows progressive decrease in the less hydrophilous
species, i.e . S. imbricatum, Calluna and E. vaginatum, so that the layers
immediately below the pool are characterised by S. subsecundum, S. papillosum
and E. angustifolium with no other vascular plant remains.
of S. compactum in profile 2 is of interest.

The pressnce

At present this species

occurs on bare peat often in association with gelatinous algae or
Zygogonium sp., where the surface of the peat is periodically inundated.
So in this case the cores below a ridge and an adjacent pool show
differences which are more pronounced imme iately below the present pool
bottom than at greater depth.

The ridge profile shows no pool phases at

any stage whereas the pool profile shows two distinct pool phases separated
by drier conditions .
re

Certain of the drier elements of the ridge profile

ntirely abeent from that below the pool.

In the upper horizons of

the ridge profile above the level of the pool bottom Sphagna of the
Acutifolium

group form an important constituent which i

from the pool profile.

entirely absent
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A feature of interest is the fact that Sphagnum imbricatum does not
occur above the amorphous zone in either profile.

This species is present

at only three places on the surface of the study area yet it is a major
component of the peat below 1 m. at this site and was dominant throughout
below 2. 5 m. at site 1 where it has survived to the present surface at
one point .

Abundance of S. imbricatum at lower levels in the peat,

contrasting with absence or only sparce occurance in the surface layers is
characteristic of many British bogs, (Green 1968).

A very similar loss

of S. imbricatum associated with a strongly humified horizon is deacribed
from Tregaron Bog by Godwin and Conway (1939) who consider that the humified
horizon represents a 'retardation layer' indicative of drier climatic
conditions.
(2) Examination of peat underlying part of the Eastern Pool Network
It is appreciated that generalizations made on the basis of the
features shown in the two sites studied during the initial
may not be applicable to the whole study area .

investi~stion

Nevertheless one of the

features which both sites have in common may be eignificant .

hereas

the profiles below ridge or hummock are relatively uniform, the profiles
of the peat below existing pools indicate that thera has been a tendancy
for wetter conditions to be initiated, which have gradually become dominant .
This implies that the pools are not simply surface features but were
initiated at depth whilst the ridges have rained fairly constant
features.

morphological features of the extensive pool networks suggest

that such pools have increased in size by erosion of peat in the intervening
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areas.

If this is so the underlying stratigraphy will differ considerably

in various parts of the pool s depending on whether the site concerned is
an original pool site or whether it is the truncated section of a previous
In order to discover whether this is in fact the case a series of

ridge.

10 cores was extracted from the peat immediately un derlying parts of the
Eastern Pool Network.
Distribution of the core sites is shown in figure 24a .

Cores were

extracted by means of the special sampler at about 6 m. intetvals along
the two sides of a ridge crossing the eastern pool network.

In addition

two cores (2c and 2d) were extracted from the peat underlying parts of the
pools in line wi th elongated islands or peninsulas
expected to have occurred.

where~osion

might be

In all cases the pool surface was covered

with a think layer (1 - 2 cm .) of algae and semi-liquid detrital ooze
co nsisting of menyanthes seeds , fragments of S. subsecundum and
Rhacomitrium lanuginosum, also fragments of many vascular plants including
particularly menyanthes rhizomes and Calluna stems .

The whole length of

each core was examined in the laboratory (2 cm. unit. washed through sieves ,
as described for site two above) and the re ults are shown in figure 24 a
and b.
It i

immediately clear that the different cores show a good deal of

variation in the sequence of macroremains.

most of the cores consist

pr dominantly of fibrous remains (mainly root ) and amorphous material .
Slightly less humified horizons are present, but fresh Sphagnum peat ie
absent .
re pr

In the lower

ections of most cores the identified macroremains

nt only e small fraction of the total material (which is mainly

amorphous material and roots).

These strongly humified lower horiz ons
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are similar, and probably equivalent, to the amorphous horizons of the
pool profile in figure 23.

Above the predominantly amorphous horizons

the profiles generally show an increase in identifiable macro-remains
thou gh the proportion of fibrous material, especially roots, is still
very high in most cases.

It is in these upper horizons that the greatest

amount of variation occurs between different cores.

Indeed the most

significant feature of this series of cores is the fact that there is
no common stratigraphical sequence immediately un derlying the pools
concerned.
All the cores

~how

changes in the macroremains indicative of changing

conditions of water table at the time of peat formation.

Certain cores

show fluctuating wetter and drier phases throughout the whole profile
(e.g. la and 2 c) but the majority show abrupt breaks in the stratigraphy
where humified peat (containing macroremains indicative of dry condit ions)
is overlain by a peat containing abundant evidence of wetter conditions
(e.g. ld, Ie, 28, 2d).

In some cases these latter profiles show reversion

to drier conditions (e.g. lb, Ie and 2e) whilst others show persistence
of the pool phase (e.g. 2a and 2d).

It will be clear from the diagram

that in some cases humified peat ex tends very close to the present pool
urface (.e.g. ld and 2 d) whilst in other cores notably la and 2c such
highly humified p at is restricted to relatively thin horizons.
Of the profiles which show establishmen
number

of a distinct pool phase

le and 2a show the most clearly defined succession.

The lower
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horizons of le show amorphous and fibrous peat with remains of
Trichophorum cespitosum, E. vaginatum and abundant Calluna, overlain
by corroded S. papillosum.

s.

This is immediately followed by a layer of

subsecundum indicating a pool phase.

Numerous branches and leaves

of Calluna are associated with this indicating flooding of a Calluna
dominated surface.

The succession thereafter shows progressive

colonization by less hydrophilous elements.

The initial phase of pool

colonization is very well displayed showing S. papillosum succeeded by

s.

magellanicum as the dominant bryophyte and there is a well defined

succession of vascular plants.

The upper horizons contain Calluna and

Molinia caerulea with Rhacomitrium indicating a dry community, at which
point the profile is terminated by the pool bottom .
flooding of a humified peat surface is also show in core 2a .

In

this case S. imbricatum and Calluna are followed by a highly humified peat
containing fragments of Calluna and Rhacomitrium .

s.

A layer of cor. oded

papillosum indicates the onset of wetter conditions this being succeeded

by a pool phase dominated by S. 8ubsecundum .

The presence of molin!a

litter, S. cuspidatum and S. compactum in the upper horizons of this phase
provides striking similarity with the profiles below shallow hollows
(see figure 52) , a similarity which is accentuated by the presence of
5, papillosum and E. angustifolium above the pool phase.

The other profiles in which wetter conditions are established over a
humified peat show a more attenuated pool or hollow phase .

Cores lb, Id,
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and Ie all show a wet phase characterized by

s.

papillosu~

or S. magellanicum,

with E. angustifolium and in all three cases this has reverted to a drier
Core 2d is unique in that a more distinct pool phase is developed,

phase.

with menyanthes and algae present, which persists to the leval of the
present pool bottom.

Indeed this is the only profile in which the

succession can be interpreted as being a logical precursor to the present
pool condition.
Certain cores particularly la and 2c show alternation of dry and wet
phases throughout the profile with little development of completely amorphous
peat.

In neither case is a well defined pool established, the wetter

phases being represented mainly by S. papillosum and Tri chophorum.

In

2c these form narrow inter-collations 1n a predominantly dry phase peat
composed essentially of Rhacomitrium and Cal luna remains.
Sphagnum acutifolium agg. (c onsisting of S. rubellum whenever
examined in detail) occurs in only two corse, 2c and 2e.

In the latter

profile it is a major component of the lower horizons along with molinia
and Calluna, prior to the establishment of an association of

• papillosum,

E. angustifolium and Trichophorum.

A number of the features outlined above are thought to be important.
firstly, whilst many of the profiles indicate establishment of wetter
condition

in the upper horizons, this has

development of a pool phasa.

It necessarily led to the

Where pools have formed, subsequent
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colonization has occurred in most cases and this has resulted in reversion
to drier conditions.
Although the present pool bottom is fairly flat the profiles show no
common feature in the succession immediately below the surface.

Indeed the

present pool bottom bears no relationship to the succession displayed in
most of the pr ofiles .

In only one core does a succession exhibit the

development of a pool immediately below the present pool bottom.
Certain profiles (particularly la, 2c and 2e) show predominantly
dry conditions with periodic development of S. papillosum.
are similar to the ridge profile in figure 23 .

These profiles

In two cases

i.

tacu tifolium '

is present , which is confined to the ridge profile in figure 23 and a
further point of similarity is that there is no development of a pool
phase in these profiles.
The following interpretation is offered to account for these features.
It is clear that wetter conditions have been superimposed on a humified
peat surface.

In some situations this has resulted in pool formation with

subsequent recolonization.

In other situations there has been renewed

activity of peat growth involving S. papill06um and
no pool phase.

i.

'acutifoliumt with

The pr ofiles exhi biting this range of conditions are all

truncated by the present pool system , indicating that this is a secondary
feature which has been produced by Bome process involving erosion
irrespecti ve of the succe sion in the

profil e ~

such 'er osion ' may have been pronounced .
profile

concerned.

In some cases

Evidence suggests that the

showing an absence of pool formation (but including wetter phases
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in a predominantly dry succession) may well r eprese nt truncated ridges
the upper pa rts of which have be en r emoved by erosion .
these pro files , i n li ne with

~ r agme nted

consistent wi th thi s suggestion .

The position of

ri dges (or peninsulas) , is

The st r a tigr ap hical evidence therefore

supports the contention that f orma tion of pool networks involves some
deg r ee of ' e ro si on '.
(3) Examination of s urface peat below lin ear hol l ows in
which • pap illo s um is dominant
(a) Larg e lin ea r hol low s
A characteristic feature of th e study area is the presence of
pha gnum dominated lin ear hol lows .

Th ese may be domi nate d comple tely

by an association of S . papillos um a nd E. angust ifol ium or they may have an
auriole of S . papillosum and a centr al zone of S. cu sp idatum or 5 . subsecun dum
of t en with molinia litter and E. angustifolium .

Some of the l a r ges t of

s uch hollows are crossed by the western transect line t he positi on of which
is shown in fi gur e 27 .

An a naly s is of the veget ati on i s given in fi gure 20

a nd the general f orm of the hollows can be seen in the ob li que aerial
photograph f igur e 2 (the holl ows concerne d lie mid ay between the pool
network in the f oreg round a nd t he east e rn pool ne tw ork) .
In order t o investiga t e th e stra tigraphy of such hollo ws six cores
were extrac t ed , a seri es of three across a lin ear hollow and two fr om an
adjacent

• papi l la um-cov ere d holl ow.

,~

core was ex tracted from th e

int erve ning ' ri dge ' widway between th ese hollows .

Relati ve heights of the

bryop yt e s urf ce at th e core si t es wa

The di s tribution is

shown blow .

m asu r ed .
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Cores were extracted by means of the aluminium tube described
previously .

In the case of the ridge site and the lower margin of

the linear hollow it was necessary to obtain additional deeper cores.
A Hiller sampler was used for this purpose below about 50 em.
core

The

ware examined in the laboratory (by sieving 2 cm . units, seB

previous description of method).

In depi

i ng the results the relative

abundance of each s pecies has been shown in relation to the total core
mat rial

t the horizon concerned.

humific ticn, as well

8S

In addition since the degree of

the contents , shows abrupt chan ges an attempt
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has been made to provide a visual guide to the profile in each case.
Relative proportions of the various fractions are shown only approximately.
The results are shown in figure 25a and b.

The symbols used to depict

the variou s types of macroremains differ f rom those generally used in peat
stratigraphy since it has been essential to make a clear distinction between
the various Sphagnum species present .

This has necessitated the use of

a wider range of symbols than for instance those proposed by raegri and Gams
(1937).

The symbols were chosen to provide some visual indication of

the degree of humification of the peat, at the same time as distinguishing
the major species concerned.

It should be emphasised that the relative

levels of the horizons in different cores as shown on the diagram may well
be inaccurate owing to the var iation in compaction of the profiles during
extraction of the core .

(Tests on fresh S. papillo9um, which is most

subject to compaction, showed that differences of up to 7 cms. could be
produced . )
All except one of the profiles show highly humified peat forming the
lower horizons.

The exception is core 2 below the linear hollow which

does not however extend as deep as the other cores.
The profile below the ridge (figure 25a) shows very clearly fluctuating
conditions, from dry (Rhacomitrium, E. vaginatum , Calluna) to wet conditions
(E. angustifolium, S. p8pillosum, Trichophorum).

A pronounced feature of

of the profile ie the fresh 5 . papillosum in the upper layers and the
appearance of molinia caerulea close to the surface, which is absent from
the lower horizons .
compon nt in th

It is notable that S, 'acbtifolium' is a major

profile .
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Profiles below the S. papillosum covered hollow (figure 25a) show
a basal amorphous and fibrous peat which does not show the same degree of
vertical variation as in the case below the ridge.

(Indeed the identified

species are restricted to S. papillosum, Trichophorum, and E. angustifolium
in profile two and Trichophorum, Calluna, E. vagina tum and Rhacomitrium
in profile three.)

Certai nly the macroremains are much less well preserved

and roots form the majority of the material in these cores, as in the case
of most cores below the open pool network described in the previous section.
In both of the cores the humified peat is overlain directly by the pool
d containing algae and fragments of Menyanthes.

This is followed by

01ini8 litter and S. subsecundum with abundant E. angustifolium which
is rooting in the pool mud.

Stem bases of E. anaustifQlium. showing a

similar degree of decOGpoaition, were also found in the upper layers of
the humified peat , contrasting with the majority of that material and
indicating that plants of the pool phase were rooting in the older
humified paat .

Above the pool phase is fresh S. papillosum with

E. angustifolium and S. cuspidatum is present along with these in the
upper horizons of both cores .
The pool phase is strikingly similar to that of the present open
pool network.
i~ilar

an

It might therefore be inferred that these hollows are

poole which have become colonized by S . p8pillosum.

x minetion of the margins of the pool s

However

wed that there was no

distinct pool-edge engulfed by fresh Sphagnum, as would be axpectedo
The depth of fr sh Sphagnum papillosum appears to decrease gradually
from the hollow tow rd
continuou

end

the firmer peat, the pool phase becoming dis-

v ntually dyjng out.
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The linear hollow (figure 25b) shows a similar development of fresh
Sphagnum over humified peat.
which fragments of

~.

In profile 1 strongly humified peat, in

va~inat~are

abundant, is succeeded by the peat

composed essentially of roots with numerous leaf

scales of Tricho horum.

Corroded S. papillosum is present and this increases to form the dominant
material in the core together with E. angustifolium.

This remarkable

thickness of fresh S. papillosum shows a drier phase at one horizon,
where 5. 'acutifolium' forms a significant part of the core and Calluna
shoots are present.

(It is suggested that this is a lateral extension

of a community lying adjacent to the core site since it is unlikely that
colonization of the fresh Sphagnum by all the species concerned would
occur.)

The development of S. papillosum over the humified peat of core

three is not such an abrupt change as in core one .
indicate progressively wetter conditions.
fresh S . papillosum

Here the macroremains

following establishment of

short pool phase occurs but the profile sho 'a

5. papillosum, with E. angustifolium as the dominant association in
core one.

are two , in the centre of the

zon8S of fresh

01ini8 hollow, shows distinct

• papillosum alternating with S. subs9cundu. and other

material indicative of distinct pool phases .

The lowest of these pool

phas s indic ted by S. sub secundum overlies peat dominated by Sphagnum
plumulosum and Trichophorum.

Unfortunately the lower horizons were not

inve tigated owing to difficulty of extracti 9 deeper cores in the centre
of th

hollow.
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In this region of the bog surface fresh

s.

papillosum has developed

over a humified peat surface the microtopography of which was very irregular.
From the few cores examined it appears that the present wet hollows have
been produced by flooding of such a surface.

A field examination shows

that fresh S. papillosum is gradually becoming dominant over the remaining
'r idges ' of older humified peat as it has in the ridge profile in figure
25a .

Alternation of S. papillosum growth and pool phases is seen in

the centres of the hollows possibly indicating a delicate balance between
conditions necessary for establishment of a Sphagnum papillosum carpet or
a pool, whilst the conditions on the peripheral areas are more consistantly
suitable for development of a Sphagnum carpet.
(b) Small linear hollow
In addition to these large hollows numerous small , linear hollows ,
occur within a zone of vegetation dominated by vascular plants towards the
western margin of th

study area (north of grid line 6 and west of line D) .

These generally occur on shallow peat , 1 - 1. 5 m. in depth .

One such

hollow was se lected for detailed stratigraphical investigation (lying at
l60E and 360Nj

units in feet from grid z ro) .

Others have been examined

in les8 datails and are described in Section 6 in relation to the
accumul ation of molinia litter .
A sketch map of the hollow was drawn in the field

8ee figure 26 )

and twelve surface cores 30 - 50 cm . in length were extracted at approximately
1 ft. interval

along a base line following the long axis of t he hollow .
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Cores were extracted using an aluminium tube as described previously and
the whole length of each core was examined in the laboratory.

Since the

profiles consisted for the most part of fresh peat it was possible to
represent the various fractions by symbols for single species .

An

exception to this is in the lowest horizons where humified peat contains
remains of Calluna and E. vaginatum.

No attempt has been made to indicate

the proportions of various species in such horizons.
depicted in figure 26,1n

~hich

The results are

there is a vertical exaggeration of xS.

It should be emphasised that possible compaction of the peat during
extraction of the cores precludes exact reproduction of the relative
heights of horizons in different cores.
A first inspection of the diagnm shows that there is a good deal of
lateral and verticel variation in the cores.

Furthermore it is clear

that the range of vegetation represented in these relatively short cores
contrasts with th e present surface vegetation which is basically otvisable
into only three types (see sketch map).

Three species 1n particular,

which form significant proportions of certain cores, are entirely absent
from the pr sent surface in the immediate vicinity of the hollow.

These

are S . magellanicum, S. compactum and R. lanuginosum.
Perhaps the most striking feat ure of the profiles is the fact that
the hollow has developed on a relatively uniform surface of humi fied peat.
All th

s.

cor

show lower humifiad horizons t ' cminated by a layer of corroded

pepillo urn which indicates the onset of wetter conditions.

Above this
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the cores show considerable variation, not only in detail but also in the
main success ional trends .

The following account is intended as a guide

to the salient stratigraphical features as well as being an interpretation.
firstly it is apparent that certain cores show a simple succession,
following establishment of a pool phase, in which this phase persists to
the present surface or else is subject to colonization by S. papillosum .
In some cases Rhacomitrium and S. compactum form dominant fractions within
8

succession which must be regarded as a pool phase .

Cores 1 - 5 and 12

exhibit the above features which can be summarised in a diagram.

s.

papillosum lawn

floating molinia litter
and S . cuspidatum

i

5 . cuspidatum
layered molinia litter
and E. angustifolium

s.

compactum
Rhecomitrium

5 . sub secundum
molinia litter
E. angustifol1um
I
AJgal mud may be present

(

Corroded

~. papillosum

i

and/or S. compactum

Humified peat
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Core 4 represents the simplest succession , in which a pool phase is
established following the layer of corroded S. papillosum overlying humified
peat with Calluna and E. vaginatum .

The lower levels of this phase are

mainly S. subsecundum with molinia litter and some E. angustifolium .
E. subsecundum is replaced abruptly by S. cuspidatum at a higher level , in
conjunction with an increase in molinia litter which f orms a more compact ,
lay ered deposit.
is floating .

This persists to th e present pool where this material

me nyanthes trifoliata is present in the lowes t layers of the

pool phase in core 1 and a distinct algal layer is present in core 12.
This consis ts of both filamentous and gelatinous algae (including abundant
Gleocystis ap . ) .

In c or es 2, 3 and 5 S . compactum and Rhacomitrium are

present and it is clear that these species are intimately associa ted with
the ' shallow pool phase ' or wet peat surface .

In the case of S . compactum

this is not unexpected since it occurs elsewhere on the bog surface i n
su ch conditions , but the abundance of Rhacomitrium in t his situation is
unusual, particularly i n its apparent capacity to colonize the pool
environment . . It is s ugges ted that the cores concerned are marginal to
firmer peat where this species is well established (as in the case of cores
5 and 6) end that the species is simply growing laterally from such areas .
Three cores (1 , 2 and 12) show colonization by S. papillosum to form the
present

phagnum carpet which borders th

thi

occurred directly over the a quatic

o

he

the pool phs

•

hollow .

In cores 1 and 12

phsgnum end

olinia litter
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The second group of cores (6 - 11) show a more varied stratigraphy.
An obvious difference is that humified peat extends closer to the present
surface.

In the case of core 6 this could be interpreted as a result of

a persistent hummock centre.

In contrast the stratigraphy exhibited by

cores 9 and 10 indicates that an early pool phase has been overtopped by
humified peat of a hummock and this in turn is reverting to wetter conditions
at present.

The rather

com~ex

sequence shown by core 9 is a result of its

intermediate position between pool and hummock.

Whethe r the 8econdary

hummock development 8een in cores 9 and 10 originated in situ or whether
it is a lateral extension of humified peat with Rhacomitrium displayed
in core 11 cannot be determined directly.

However the fact that the

initial pool phase in core 10 is terminated by Rhacomitrium implies a
In contrast a pool phase in cores

lateral spread of drier elements.

7 - 9, which appears to be equivalent, was colonized by S. magellanicum
and this has been subsequently inundated by the present pool depo its.
The more important features can be summarised a8 follows.

Simplicity

of the present surface vegetation contrasts with the variety of vegetation
types represented in the cores.

Throughout the whole profile more humified

peat lies below the s urface layers.

All the cores show development of at

least one pool phase and in most cases this is initiated slightly above
the more humified basal layers, often with a thin layer of Sphagnum
papilloeum occuring between the two.

Sphag um compactum is oftsn

associated with a pool phase and in one case a distinct algal layer is
well develop d.

Subsequent development is variable , some areas remaining
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as pools and others being colonised by less hydrophilous vegetation
which is considered to represent lateral spread from adjacent drier
areas .

In some cases second pool phases occur .

Greatest vertical

variation (cores 2, 5, 6 and 9) appears to correspond with present
position of pool edges indicating that the zone separating relatively
wet and dry areas has remained fairly constant.

At both ends of the

hollow Sphagnum papillosum has colonised the pool but this has not
occurred in the centre of the hollow.

There the pool phase persists

and in the case of core 4 it has never been interrupted by drier elements.
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Summary of stratigraphical investigations
The stratigraphical investigations described in this section provide
direct evidence of the way in which particular surface features have
developed on the study area.

In this respect these investigations

differ from other lines of approach to the problem of pattern formation.
Other sections of this thesis are concerned more with possible causitive
So the

factors rather than the actual course of pattern formation .

present investigations provide an important basis for discussion of
possible causes , which forms the final section of the thesis.

In order

to emphasise the salient stratigraphical features which have a bearing
on pattern development these are now summarised .
In general the peat shows less lateral variat i on in lower horizons
than it does closer to the surface , though the depth at which more uniform
conditions occur is variable.

At site one where the peat depth is 4.6 m.

fairly uniform conditions prevail below 2. 5 m.

At site 2 thera

indication of more uniform conditions below about 1.2 m.

~s

some

In the case of

the linear hollows lateral variation is most pronounced in the surface
horizons to a depth of 20 - 60 cm., below which the peat is more strongly
humified.
In many cores abrupt changes from strongly humified peat to a pool
phase are demonstrated , often with a very thin layer of corroded Sphagnum
papillosum at the surface of the humified p
conditions .

t indicating onset of wetter

Such sudden changes to a pool phase indicating flooding of

a humlfied peat are seen in some of the cores below open pools and
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particularly in the c ase of the small linear hollow.

In some cases the

developm ent of a pool phase is associated with an algal layer and often
Sphagnum compactum is present.

It is significant that on the present

bog surface such conditions are found only on the overflow sites described
in section two.
Lateral oscillation of wet and dry vegetational elements ie
demonstrated particularly in the case of site one (figure 22 ), and
can be inferred from the degree of vertical variation exhibited by cores
adjacent to pool edges in the case of the small linear hollow.

In this

case there is a considerable contrast between these marginal cores and
that in the centre of the hollow where the pool phase remains dominant
throughout.

It is suggested that at site one a, pool phase was initiated

in the region of the present pool centre, that periodic wetter or

rier

phases have resulted in lateral transgression of vegetation zones and that
there has been a progressive increase with time in the degree of _steral
transgression by wetter communities towards the centre of the hummock.
Sites one and two show that major centres or pool or hummock remain
constant though vertical fluctuations in the small linear hollow (core 10)
indicate small-scale alternation of pool and hummock conditions and similar
alternations are seen in the peat below open pools in certain cases.

Ridges

or hummocks on the present bog surface appear to be characterised by the
absence of pool development at any horizon i . the underlying peat and by
abundance of Sphagna of the Acutifolium group in the upper horizons.
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On the basis of th e present work existing ridges might be regarded as
areas where pools have never developed .

(It must be remembered, however,

that very few ridge sites have been examined during the present work and
so these r e sults must be tr ea ted with caution.)

The peat below present

hollows or open pools often shows more pronounced vertical variation than
th a t of the ridges and in some cases t hi s involves alternation of poo l and
hummock phas es as mentioned above.
Regarding the de vel opment of the large pool networks it has be en
shown th at there is no common stratigraphical succession below the two
pools investigated and indeed only one of the ten cores shows a succession
which can be interpreted as a logical precursor to the presen t pool .

This

arbi tr ary truncatio n of stratigraphical sequences impli es that the pr ese nt
pool bott om is an ' er osion

~henomenon '.

Th e stra ti graph y below the pool

bottom in areas in lin e with lin ear peninsulas and an intervening island
(cores 2c and 2e , figure 24) is more comparable with th a t of the

r~ d ge

profiles in that aquatic phases a re completely absent and Sphagna of
the Acutifolium group are present , which are generally absent from profiles
where distinct pool phases are develop ed .

These two sites sh ow th e most

pronounced anomaly between stratigraphical succession and level of the pool
bottom and it is inconceivabl e that t he present level of th e pool bott om
can be anything other than an erosion feature in this case .
of erosion is , howe ver , un known.

The amount

Similarit y of th e profile below a ri dge

with that of the peat below a gap in the ridge does not necessarily mea n tha t
the ridge was once continuous at its pre s ent level .

Th e gap ma y have be en

initiated by flo oding of a section
of the· r~dge
" g grow th
•
•
a t some t"~m e dur~n
of the ridge and later a ccentu ated by er osion .
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SECTION
WATER

4

LEVELS

It has been shown in earlier secti ons that the surface patterns on
the study area are an expression of the relationship between the present
surface microt cop o graphy and water-table.

In some cases this consists

simpl y of exposure of the water-table in deep permanent pools separated
by drier ridges.

In other situations the relationship between

water-ta~le

and peat s urface is reflected largely in the vegetation zones.

most of

the plant species are more or less hydrophilous but taking the whole bog
flora, there is a considerable range of variation in tolerance to, or
dependance on, conditions of high water -table.

A vertica l zonation of

species in relation to the water-table has been demonstrated for the
Silver

Flo~9

(Ratcliffe and Walker 1958) and the importance of water

level as a principal factor determining bog communities has long been
accepted e.g. Osvald (1923), Tansley (1 939) , Sjors (1948), Kulczynski
(1949) and maImer (1962).

The present stratigraphical in vestigations suggest that pattern
initiation is in some way dependent on a rise of water-table with respect
to the bog surface.

Examination of present water-level fluctuations is

r elevant to an understanding of pattern development in so far as it
indicates th e conditions under which pa
present.

~ rns

are being maintained at

This in itself is sufficient reason to stUdy the behaviour

of wa tar level s .

There is the danger however that what is being
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investigated might be a result of pattern formation rather

than a cause

and so caution is necessary in relying on present conditions to Qxplain the
development of patterns.
ater level fluctuations within the study area were investigated by
two separate methods, one producing continuous records and the other
intermittant records .

The number of sites where continuous records were

produced was limited to three partly due to the high cost of the necessary
instruments and partly to the need to restrict the amount of ensuing data
to manageable proportions.

By contrast intermittant records were made

at a large number of sites in four distinct groups totalling nearly 100.
The distribution of water level recording stations isshown in figure 27.
The patter n of groups of stations for intermittent records results from
the need to obtain information about the behaviour of the water table
both in relation to the whole bog system and also at the local level in
individual pools and hummocks.
In the following account the continuous records obtained at the three
key stations are described first since they provide a background against
which the intermittent records become more meaningful .

This is followed

by a de8cription of the significant features of the intermittant records
and the n. t ure of water level fluctuation is than summarised in the light
of both theBe types of investigation .

- 53 Continuous records of water level fluctuation
Selection of the key sites for continuous records was made on the
followi ng basis.

Sites land 2 were chosen as representatives of

contrasting pool types, site 1 being a large Sphagnum-covered hollow
(principally S. papillosum and S. cuspidatum) and site 2 one of the large
open pools of the eastern pool network.

The third site which lies on the

crown of the bog in the north western pool ne twork was established at a
later date in order to investigate the degree of water leval fluctuation
in that part of the system where the only hydrological input is in the
form of direct precipitation.

80th site 1 and 2 are subject to soma

degree of run-off from other parts of the study area though this can b
expected to be very slight in the case of Site 2.
The instruments chosen to produce continuous records were mu nro
vertical one-range water level recorders (type IH89) which are specifically
designed to record small changes in water level i.e. less than one foot.
Opera tion is by means of a float operating a pen arm in the vertical plana
in conjunction with a rotating chart drum operated by a monthly clock
mechanism.

The chart drum is 10" (25 . 5 cm.) in height, sufficient to

accommodate the full range of flu ctuation on the sites investigated at the
naturel scale.

Each clock was tested for

p riod in excess of on

month before the instruments were set up in the field .
In order to produce absolute

stabilit~

the instruments were screwed

to iron platforms supported at their four cornsrs by conduit piping
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extending through the peat to mineral ground.

It was thou gh t that by

this means the record produced would be independent of any vertical
movements of the peat mass should such occur.

The steel tape bearing

float and counter-weight was protected from disturbance in an aluminium
casing.

In the case of site 1 a small area of Sphagnum papillosum was

removed to a d pth of about 25 cm. thereby providing a sufficient depth
of water for the float, the aluminium casing extending down into the pit
so formed.

The method of mounting these instruments is shown in

figure 28.
Records were commenced at sites land 2 in November 1965 but those
at site 3 were not commenced until September 1966.

All records continued

until August 1967 a period of 20 months in the case of sites land 2.
Unfortunately, failure of the instruments for a variety of reasons, in
conjunction with the fact that charts were renewed only at monthly intervals,
resulted in loss of records over substantial periods as can be seen from the
diagram showing maan weekly levels over the entire period (figure 30) .
For this reason the results have not bean subjected to a computer analysis .
The records have however been analysed in a number of ways and the results
ere depicted 1n figures 30 - 33.

Several sele cted portions of the conti uous charts are shown in
figure 29 in order to illustrate th e gen ral features of water level
fluctuations ov r periods of severel weeks.
diagram is to provid

The main purpose of this

a background against which analy is of the continuous
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records might be more easily understood.

In particular the nature of

the vertical scale and its zero datum must be explained.

It will be

appreciated that especially in the case of the recorder at site 2 in
the open pool network undulations of the bog surface in the vicinity of
the instrument might well exceed th e total range of fluctuation of water
level so that it is meaningless to relate water level fluctuations to
' ground surface' since such a value could only be an arbitrary figure
with no real significance.
instrument is entirely

This being so the zero value for each

arbit~ary

but is consistant throughout the re sults .

These arbitrary values are referred to as levels 1, 2 and 3 relating to
the site concerned in each case where in practice the zero level consisted
of a horizontal line engraved on the aluminium float casing.
This sam e diagram (figure 29) also serves to illustrate some of
the features of water level fluctuations over 'wet' periods during
both summer and winter.

The charts show a series of rises and falls

related to periodicity of rainfall, the r ising portions being abrupt
and the fall-off curves being exponential curves truncated at each
successive period of rain.

It will be noted that the pattern of

fluctuation is essentially similar at different sites over the same period
but that the total range of fluctuation differs, that at site 1 being
consistently greeter than site 2.

Perhaps the most important feature

of the charts is the evidence that total r nge of fluctuation even at
site 1 can be very small over periods of several weeks.

In the case

of these particular charts, which are of winter end summer perio ds , the
maximum range is 6 cm .
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The range of fluctuation does of course increase during drier periods
and the nature of the continuous charts over such periods can be appreciated
from examination of the section of charts from site 1 shown in figure 38 .
This particular period was the most pronounced dry phas9 during the whole
period of study.

It will be noted that the total range of fluctuation is

in this case 16 cm.

Another feature of interest which is well displayed

is the diurnal effect which gives rise to the 'stepped' trace.

This

effect is found on charts during dry periods throughout much of the year
but, as might be expected , is more pronounced during summer since it is
a direct reflection of evapotranspiration rates (indeed Heikurainen,
1964, has used this phenomenon to measure evapotranspiration).

Another

feature of this chart is that the period following the dry phase illustrates
very clearly that even in summer the water level can be rapidly raised to
a level comparable with that of the wet periods previously described .
These, then, are soms of the features of water level fluctuations
which can be seen from direct examination of the continuous charts .

In

order to illustrete the nature of fluctuations throughout the year at
different sites the data have been ' condensed ' in various ways .
firstly , the data are shown (figure 30) as mean valu es for weekly
periods, the se values being the mean of 14 points in each wBek«6 a . m.
and 6 p .m. each day ) .
over the year.
weekly

This diagram indi cates the nature of fluctuations

It can be 8Ben that gr atar differences between consecutive

v rag s occur during the

ummer period but a pronounced fall
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du r ing January 1966 shows that a sufficiently long dry pe riod can have a
sUbstantial effect in lowering the water table even during those seasons
when evapotranspiration rates are negligible.

The diagram shows clearly

that the average height of the water table over the year changes gradually ,
being high in winter and lowest in June-July , but the total difference is
remarkably small.

The mean weekly values differ by only 10 cm. in the

ca e of site 1 and 8 cm. in site 2 over the whole of the study period .
The diagram referred to above does not include total range of
Instead

fluctuation in terms of maxima and minima for the weekly periods .

the total range and degree of fluctuation of water levels are demonstrated
by means of histograms which are drawn to represent sections of the
continuous charts by showing the length of time that the water level lay
between each 1 cm. division as a percentage of the total period represented.
Histograms of water level fluctuations are shown for weekly and longer
periods in order to demonstrate both short and long term

behavio~r

of the

water table.
Using this method the seasonal fluctuations of the water tabla ere
illustrated in figure 31 by means of 9 selected periods of 4 - 6 weeks
throughout the year.

It is immediately apparent from this diagram that

the water levels show a seasonal cycle in terms of both the range of
fluctuation and the relative height of the modal values for the periods
concerned.

The wint

~riods

are characts'ised by a consistantly narrow

range of w t r 1 vel fluctuation (e.g. 8-10 cm. for the three periods
between 4 November 196

and 18 march 1967 at site 1 and 7- 8 cm. for the
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periods at site 3).

In contrast periods of similar duration, or less,

during summer s ho w considerably greater range of fluctuation.

for example

the total range of fluctuation at site 1 during a six week winter period
(8 December 1966 - 18 Janu ary 1967) is less than half that of a four week
summer period (27 may - 23 June 1967), the totals for those two periods
being 8 em. and 17 em.

The degree of difference is slightly less pronounced

at site 3 where the value s for those same periods are 7 cm. and 12 cm.
A second point concerning the seasonal variation in range of fluctuation
is that the highest water levels in each period are remarkably constant
throughout the year.

At site 1 there is only a 2 cm. difference between

the highest values for all 9 periods and 5 of the 9 periods share the
highest value.

In contrast the maximum difference between the lowest

velues for the 9 periods is 11 cm.

So although the greater range of

fluctuation in the summer is largely caused by lower water levels the
effect would be less

re it not for the fact that the summer wetor levels

may at times be as high as the highest winter water levels and are
frequently within 2 cm . of such values.
This diagram (figure 31) is not sho ' n simply for the purpose of
depicting seasonal range of fluctuation.

The main purpose is to demonstrate

the nature of water level fluctuations .ore clearly by expressing this in
terms of percentag
The histogram

time between particular levels over a given period.

for these periods with their modal values give a clearer

indication of the actual behaviour of the water level than do weekly means
of tot 1 r nge of fluctuation.

am

of the histograms show two separated
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peaks (e.g. September 22 - 3 November 1966) indicating that the period
concerned included the end of a dry phase followed by a phase when the
water level remained relatively high.

Single peaks are however more

usual and it is significant that the seasonal variation of this modal
value, although distinct, is quite small .

At site 1 the maximum difference

of modal levels throughout the year is B cm. and in the case of sites 2 and
3 this value is only 3 - 4 cm.

Associated with this in the fact that

the low s ummer water levels indicated by the total range of fluctuation
constitute only a small proportion of the periods concerned.

The four-

week period 27 may - 23 June 1967, which includes the most pronounced
dry phase during the whole period of study, illustrates this fact very
For example at site 1 the water levels for the whole study

clearly .

period rarely fell lower than 18 cm. below the datum for that site but
during this particular period the lowest leval reached was 26 em . below
this datum .

The time over which these relatively low levels

is however only 30

of th

o~~urred

four-week period.

The same method has been used to demonstrate the behaviour of the
water table over shorter periods and this is shown in figure 32 which
comprise

11 consecutive single wsak pariods from B April to 24 June 1967.

The mean valu es for these periods are included in figure 30 .

Aa in the

previous figures the fact that site 1 has a greater range of fluctuation
then th
rang

other two site

is demonstrated v ry clearly.

Tha very narrow

of fluctuation which occurs during ' wa t' periods (i . e . when the
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water table is high) is particularly marked.

For example the period

22 April - 27 may for which the total fluctuation is 7-8 cm . at site 1
a nd 4-6 cm . at sites 2 and 3 for the weekly periods.

During two

c onsecutive weeks the water level at sites 2 and 3 lay within single
1 cm. units for over 50% of the time .

By contrast the total range

of fluctuation is seen to increase considerably during a dry period,
e.g. 3 - 27 June, when over a period of three weeks the total range
was 17 cm. at site 1 and 10-12 cm. at sites 2 and 3.

Ouring the last

week of this period a ra pi d rise of water level is demonstrated, a total
difference at 14 cm. occurring at site 1 .

The fact that the water level

can in a matter of days regain a level from which it has gradually fallen
over a period of

2t

weeks is significant when considering the fact that

the highest water levels during the summer periods shown in figure 31
are consistantly very close to the highest winter water levels.

Some aspects of climatic conditions during the
period of continuous water level recording as a
gui de to interpretation of results
ater level fluctuations have been investigated to provide accurate
information relating to one variable which is considered to have a significant
effect on the di tribution of plant communities within the area of patterned
bl nket bog being studied .

It 1s to be expected that fluctuations in water

level will be related to the climatic regime of the areB and to the physical
properties of the peat body concerned .

A full understanding of the causes
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of water level fluctuation might therefore require a study of the whole
hydrological regime including, as well as a total water budget , an
investigation of storage capacity and rate of water movement through the
peat.

For a representative picture to be obtained such a study would

have to be made over a considerably longer period than the present study.
Indeed unless the particular climatic conditions prevailing during this
study can be compared with average conditions over longer periods the
value of these observations of water leval fluctuations will be very
limited.

So it is relevant to indicate briefly the extent to which the

study period is typical of the prevailing climatic conditions of the area
and for this purp ose reference is made to meteorol ogical affica rainfall
data for the nearest stations .

Examination of these and certain other

data relating to the climatic conditions during the study period also allows
a more meaningful interpretation to be made of water level movements ,
particularly in terms of seasonal changes.
The data which have been used are monthly rain fall totals for loch
D8e (which lies at the southern end of the Silver Flowe about three miles
from the study area) also monthly rainfall totals and daily values of
' bright sunshine ' for the station at Clatteringshaws (seven miles from
the study area) which have been used to produce monthly estimates of
potential transpiration over the period of study.

Data are tabulated

in Appendix 4 .
In table 1 the monthly rainfall totals for loch
alongside th

se are given

arne val ues expressed as p rc ntage8 of the average monthly

- 62 rainfall (based on the period 1916 - 50) .

This indicates the extent

to which any month differed from average bot h in degree and also whether
it was wetter or drier than average.

The annual total for 1966 expressed

as a percentage of the average annual rainfall is 103 . 57 which is very close
to the average condition.

The figures for Clatteringshaws for 1966 show

an even closer degree of similarity between actual and average annual
rainfall where the total is 100.42

of the average (table 2) .

For this

part of the study period the rainfall conditions can be regarded as
average in total but there is clearly a good deal of divergence from
average conditions over the monthly periods which is relevant when
considering seasonal fluctuations of water levels.
A more significant indication of the extent to which seasonal
fluctuations in the climatic regime over the period of study depart from
average conditions is obtained by comparing actual and average values of
net soil water surplus or deficit for monthly periods.

These f igures

are simply the difference between rainfall and potential transpiration
for each month.

Average monthly values of potential transpiration are

given in the ministry of Agriculture Technical Bulletin

o. 16:

Potential

Transpiration, in which the method of calcula ting monthly potential
transpiration for particular periods is giv n.

(This requires data on

hours of ' bright s unshine ' per day and s" nce t he station nearest the study
area which includes thi s is Clatteringshaws the f igures in tables 3 and 4
ere bas ed on da t

fr om this station) .

In t ble 3 the monthly rainfall totals are gi ven together with
calcul ated v lues of potenti al transpiration

nd a striking feature is the
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fact that over the whole period of study only t wo months show a net s oil
water deficit and for a considerable prop ortion of the time rainfall is
substantially greeter than potential transpiration.

The figures are

tabulated in order to emphasis this relative small significance of
potential transpiration in proportion to rainfall which prevails over
eight months of the year.

Some indication of the likelihood of a net

soil water deficit oc curring in any month can be gained from table 5 which
shows the minimum amount of rain (expressed as a percentage of the average
monthly rainfall) necessary to produce a net soil water surplus under
average conditions of potential transpiration .
expected that a net soil

From this it can be

water dt ficit will be unlikely to occur very

often for months other than May, June and July .

This then provides a

background to the general climatic conditions of the area .
finally average monthly soil water surplus at Clatteringshaws and
the actual monthly totals of s urplus or deficit over the study period
ar e given in table 4.

Comparison of these two sets of figures provides

the most significant indication of the extent to which seasonal
fluctuations in climatic regime over the period of study depart from
average conditions .

A graph of the relationship is given alongside

the mean weekly values of water levels in f i gure 30 .
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Interpretati on of water level fluctuations
in the light of climatic data
There is in fact a striking similarity between the seasonal cycle of
mean values for water levels on the study area and the values for soil water
surplus or deficit at Clatteringshaws (see figure 30).

Certain

irregularities in the seasonal cycle of water levels already noted are
immediately explicable in terms of divergencies during the study period
from the average conditions of soil water surplus in each month.

For

instance, the pronounc ed fall in January 1966 already commented on occurred
during a month when the soil water surplus was only

58~

of average.

The

gradual fall in mean water levels over the succeeding period March - June
corresponds with
to the a verage .

8

period when conditions of soil water surplus were close
In contrast the same period in 1967 shows violent oscilla-

tiona of the water levels with peaks in February - march and May and
relatively low levels in

pril and J une.

The high water levels of may 1967

can be explained by the fact that net soil water surplus for that month
was 383

of a ver age .

Average conditions of soil moisture surplus can thus be used as a
crude guide to the expected a ver age seasona l fluctuation of water levels .
In addition, comparison of the mean weakly water levels during months in
which there was e high net soil water surplus indica tee that above a certain
wa t er level the high rainfall has no fur the

ef ect .

dmittadly the figures

are not strictly comparable since the soil water surplus is for the whole
month during which shorter periods with lower values might be expected.
Neverthele

5

it ia cle r in the case of site 3 that there is v ry little
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difference between the mean weekly water levels during the ' high periods'
in December 1966 and february - march 1967;
in ma y 1967 lies at a similar level.

also the highest mean value

Despite the very high s oil water

surplus in December 1966 the mean water levels are not any higher than
those of the later periods and it must be assumed that a considerable amount
run-off occurred.

A threshold must therefore exist for each site, above

which additional rainfall will have no further effect in raising the water
levels .

The shap e of water l evel falloff curves already described

supports this contention since it shows a very steep fall at hi gh levels .
This also explains why there is so little difference between the highest
water levels of each period shown in figure 31 .

Since they are not

affected by extremes af rainfall it can be expected that the water level
maxima recorded aver the period of study represent conditions which are
frequently repeated .
It is less easy

to~ t ermine

how far the par ticular law water levels

recorded during the period of study are characteristic of the water le vel
regime over long periods.

From the graph of average soil water surplus

figure 30 and the proportion of average rainfall necessary ta produce a net
soil water surplus (table 5) it appears that very low water levels are
only lik ly during April , may , June and July .

In order to demonstrate

the seasonal variation af rate of water level fall , selected ' fall-off '
ourves '

t different times of year ha ve bee

figure 33a .

superimposed and are

sho~n

This is done simply by using a constant horizontal datum and

superimposing as far as possible the steeply fa l ling initial section of
the curv

in

in ea ch cese .

The lower part of each curve is effectively a
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straight line and so it is possible to produce a value for rate of water
level fall.

This is shown in figure 33b as potential water level fall

per month (30 days) throughout the year.
bviously the degree of water level fall depends on the length of a
single dry period and the evapotranspiration conditions at the time.

It

can be seen from figure 33b that the rate of water level fall increases
considerably over the summer period, the rate for June being twice that
for April and August.

So the possibility of very low water levels occurring

is far greater in the period may to July irrespective of seasonal conditions
of rainfall.

The longest dry period in summer over the whole period of

study was 13 days (June 1967) during which time the fall rate was about
1 cm. per day and this, if continued for one month would cause the water
l evel to fall 15-20 cm. below th e lowest level recorded during the present
study at site one.

So i t can be assumed that there is a strong possibility

of substantially lower summer water levels occurring than those recorded
during the present study.

Clearly thera is a need to consider the water

level fluctuations in relation to rain day frequency but this has not been
considered during the present work.

It is, however, most unlikely that

lower water levele than the extremes recorded during the whole study period
will occur during the pe r iod August to April.
A comparison has been made between

he rate of water level fall

throughout the year at site 2 and seasonal Variation in average potential
transpiration (figure 33c).

The figures used for transpiration are based

on an altitude of 1,200 ft. (compared with 90 0 ft . for the site concerned)
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which represents an error of about 3 mm . in June .

more important is

the fact that these are figures for average potential transpiration for
monthly periods , which may well be exceeded during vlry dry periods .

For

this reason it is impossible to comment upon the relationship during periods
of high potential trans piration except to note that it is approximately
Wh a t is interesting is the fact that the sections of fall-off

linear.

curves used indicate that there is a minimum fall-rate of 10 cm . per
month irrespective of seasonal var iation in potential transpiration .

The

rates of fall represent the lower sections of the curves shown in figure
33a .

At higher water levels , where th e fall rate is more consistent

and is primarily a reflection of run-off, the fall rate is about 4 cm. a
da y.

So there is a considerable difference in the effective lowering of

the water level due to physical fact ors alone during periods when the water
level is high or low.

This indicates the difference in hydraulic

conductivity between the surfac e layers and the slightly deeper horizons
of the peat forming the lower margin of the pool concerned .
Chapman (1965) has demonstrated a very close relationship between
water-tabl

and run-off on a Sphagnum domi nated blanket bog in Northumberland .

He shows that when the water level rises to within 8 em. of the bog surface
a very m rked increase in the rate of run-o f f ta kes place suggesting that
th a t the bulk of the wate r movement in the system is fairly rapid flow
through the very surface layer and that ma
most vary slow.
the pr

ment in the 10 er layers is at

Although no measurements of run-off have been made during

ant investigations , nevertheles , the form of the hydrograph end
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the relationship of this to potential transpiration described above suggests
the existence of very similar conditions to those described by Chapman.
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Intermittent Records of water levels
In the introuuction to this section the point was made that intermittent
measurements of water l evels have been made in order to understand the
behaviour of the water table on th e scale of the wh ole study
at the scale of local hummocks and hollows .

ar~and

also

It was considered impracticable

to determine the water level behaviour throughout the whole study area
end so the large scale app roach is restricted to a transect E - W across
the study areacLLong grid line 5 with stations at 50 ft . intervals and a grid
system of stations at approximately 30 ft . intervals throughout the eastern
pool network .

The distribution of these and other water level recording

stetions is shown i n figure 27 and a more detailed map of the grid in the
eastern pool network is shown in figure 37 .

The behaviour of th e water

table on a local scale was i nvestigated by means of two transect lines
(shown as t ransects A and B in fig ure 27),along which stations were
situated at about 5 ft . i ntervals.

80th these transect lines , each of

which is 100 ft. long , follows the l ocal direction of slope and crosses
a series of Sphagnum- grown hollows with inter vening r idges .
E ch of the 92 recording stations consisted of a narrow plastic t ube
inserted into the peat to provide a free water surface and accurate
measurement of the water lev 1 was fou nd to re quire a s pecial instrument
t o avoid di s turbance of the water table dsring measurement .
50 cm . long and 5 . 1 cm . diameter , with two

Tubes were

ows of 5 mm . diameter holes

drill d along oppo its sides , the holes bing spaced at 10 cm . intervals .
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Before inserting each tube a core of peat about 40 cm. long was removed
by means of an aluminium tube (of 5 cm. diameter).

A 60 cm. length of

wood (2. 5 cm. s q.) was pushed into the peat below the well so formed and
a perforated disc of expanded polystyrene was inserted above this to form
a sup port for the plastic tube.

It was hoped that by this means the tubes

would remain rigidly supported.
Initially water level measurements were made simply by lowering a
rule r into the tube and measuring the distance from the water surface
t o the rim of the tube.

However it was soon appreciated that fluctuations

in water level were very small and that anomalous results were produced
by disturbance of the peat surface adjacent to the tubes.

The weight

of an observer within 1.5 m. of a tube was found to cause the water
surface to rise by as much as 3 cm. in certain tubes .

This effect varied

a cc ording to the vegetation types in which the tube was situated.
An instrument was therefore designed, enabling accurate measurements
to be made from outside the critical zone around each tube .

This consisted

of an aluminium tube 2 m. long bearing a movable graduated rod at one end .
The graduated rod was lowered into a plastic tube until the instrument
rested on the rim of the tube .

It could then be moved up and down by

turning a knob at the opposite end of the instrument .
the graduated rod were two electricoontac

At the bottom of

arranged s o that when both

touched th e water surface an electric circui t

as completed.

light on the battery box carried by the operator.

This operated

The distance between

the t op of the tube and the water surface could be read from the s cale when
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the instrument was withdrawn.

The instrument is illustrated in figures

34 and 35 in which the method of operation can be seen as well as detail
of one of the recording tubes.
wing to the resistance of the water the current passing through the
circuit was very small, consequently it was necessary to increase the
current through a transistor in order to operate the light .

The circuit

diagram is shown in f igure 36.
Th e instrument was made as light as possible to avoid any displacement
of the plastic tubes .

Even so it was necessary to rest the instrument

very gently on the tubes .

The heights of the tubes on one transect line

have been checked three times during the course of the work by means of a
quicksett level and the amount of difference in measurements was never
more than thearror of the level , within about 5 mm.
allowing

~ater

In addition to

levels t o be measured without the observer influencing the

local wa ter table at the time of measurement , the instrument also allowed
the measurements to be made without disturbing the surface vegetation in
the immediate vicinity of the tube sites .
visits to sites dominated by

It was appreciated that regular

phagnum can lead to rapid deterioration of

the s urface and that this might in due course influence the water regime
under investigation .
Water levels have not bean recorde d

~egularly

four group s of stations since the objective

or consistently for all

varied .

hort term

fluctUations particul rly during the summer have been investigated at
the local level along the two short transect lines but it has also been
nace

sry to m k

intermittent measurements at thes

same stations throughout
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the year in order to interpret the short term fluctuations in relation
to th e expected sea sonal fluctuation.

The total number of occasions on

which water levels were measured for each of the four groups of stations
was as follows:
Group in Eastern Pool Network

27

Tr ansect acr oss whole site

15

Western Transect

37

Eastern Transect

14

In presenting the results of this investigation I have decided to
select only those features which appear to be most significant rather than
repr oduce the data in full.

This has been necessary because behaviour

of water levels and more particularly the relationship between mean water
level and ground surface are expressions of both local microtopography and
position of a r ecording station within the whole system.

The problem

is most acute when considering th e water level behaviour over a large
part of the study area where presentation of data such as depth of mean
water level would be me aningless. unless it could be related to an 'average
I

bog level'.

Since it is necessary to distinguish between differences in

water level behaviour over the whola area and those on a local scale these
factors have bean considered separately in the following account except
in the final s ection dealing with the re
and vegetation.

tionship between water levels
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Range of water level fluctuation in the region of
the Eastern Pool Network and along grid line 5 .
Since the data a re not produced in full it is necessary to provide
evidence as to the reliability of the data prior to interpretation of
selected features.

Figure 39a shows a series of selected water levels

along the western tran sect throughout the period of study and it can be
seen that the wa ter levels behave in a very c onsistant manner .

Although

the t otal amount of fluctuation varies from one station to another the
relative positions of the water levels remain remarkably constant.

For

instance the maximum difference between water levels for the two dates
17.12. 65 and 14.3.67 is only 0 . 5 cm . along the whole transect (10 0 ft. ) .
It is also true of other recording stations, both in the Eastern Pool Network
and along the transect across the whole site, that the differences between
any two water levels at separate sites appear to be s pe cific, implying
that there is a particular range of fluctuation characteristic of each
site .
The most significant feature of the water levels over the area of the
eastern pool network is the fact that th re is a pr og res si ve increase in
the range of fluctuation away from the pool system .
line

To demonstrate this

of equal water level fluctuation heve been drawn based on the difference

betw en the maximum and minimum water levels over the whole period of study.
utilisation of the extremes can be justifia

in view of the apparent

consistancy of wat r level changes described above.

Since the isople th s

of we ter level fluctuation relate to data fr om the water level record i ng
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stations they have been drawn in figure 37 solely in relation to the
distribution of these stations and irrespective of surface features over
the area concerned .

The resulting pattern of isoplaths has been

superimposed on a map of the Eastern Pool Network showing surface contours
and pool outlines (figure 37) and the distribution of water level recording
stations is also shown .
It can be seen that the difference between water levels on the two
detes concerned (4 February 1967 , 17 June 1967) increases from 8 cm . to
12 cm . or more around the periphery of the pool system but that the
' gradient ' of fluct uation i ncrease varies .

ne area to the east of the

Easter n Pool Network shows a very gradual increase in the range of
fluct uation and this corresponds approximately with a distinct zone of
linear hollows shown in fig ure 11 .

The most pronounced ' gradient ' of

fl uctuation occurs around the s outh - eastern rim of the pool system , a
region where the peripheral slope of the bog sur f ace is steepest and
where it al s o ap pr oaches most close l y to the margin

of the pool system .

Before considering the significance of this progressive increase in
wat er level fluctuation it is necessary to examine the extent to which
the different components of fluct uatio n contribute to it .

The map was

compiled by comparing extreme conditio ns but it is not known whether
precisely the same effect is produced during periods when the water level
is rising or falling .

To inv es t igate this two periods have been selected

from the c ntinuous water level records at site 1 , one a falling period and
th

oth r

B

' rising ' period (see figure 38) .

In the first period

- 75 ( 9-17 June 1967) the water level fell continuously.

The second period

(17-23 June 19 67) inclu de s sections when the water level fell but is
predomina ntly a period of rising water l e vels.

Selection of these periods

was restricted by the dates on which water levels were measured elsewhere
in the system.

The range of fluctuation during each of these periods

at the station s along the transect crossing the whole study area (grid line
5 , which crosses th e Eastern Pool Network) is shown by lines band c in
section 2 of figure 38 .

In addition the difference between the maximum

and minimum water levels recor ded along this transect over the whole period
of study is indicated by line a .
All three lines indicate that the lowest range of water level
fluctuation occurs in the region H - I of th e transect which corresponds
with the highest part of the bog surface and the position of the Eastern
Pool Network (as in figure 37);

they also show that there is a pronounced

increase in water level fluctuation to the east of the grid lin

I and that

the range of fluctuation is variable in the western half of the transect.
Before considering the water level fluctuations over the two periods it
should be emphasised that a meaningful comparison cannot be made between
actual amounts of fluctu at ion indicated by lines ban d c since the relative
amounts of water gained and lost over the two periods are not known.
The object is rather to demonstrate differences in relative amounts of
fluctuation during the two periods in diff -ent parts of the transect .
The greatest differ nc
the bog

in this respect is b tween the highest part of

urface and the areBS on either side .

uring both periods the
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amount of wat er level change is greater towards t he edge of the bog than
on the crown but thi s difference is less pronounced in the falling period .
The difference between the two areas is accentuated by the inverse relationship
of lines ban d c .

On the crown of the bog the water level fell more

during the first period th an it rose during the second whereas the
converse applies in the peripheral areas where the rise exceeded the fall.
In order to illustrate in more detail thi s crossing of the lines b
and c, data for the same peri ods are shown in figure 38 (3) for stations
at 5 ft. inter vals along the Eastern Transect , 100 ft . in length , which
lies close to section J - L of the longer transect (see figure 27).
Although local variations in water level fluctuations are more obvious
than in the longer transect the relationship between lines band c is
essentially the same .
In considering the reason for progressive increase of water level
fluctuation away from the pool ne twork on the cro n of the bog it is
significant that the feature is less pronounced during

8

period when

water leval is falling than when it is rising , but the fact that the
featur

is characteristic of both periods is probably more important

as a guide t o the principal causative factor .
Changes in water level at any particul&r site must relate to the
water balanc

but th e actual amount of

apace of the s ubstrat .
water the level will chang

ha nge wil l depend on the pore

Thus for gain or loss of a given amount of
mor e in a compact substrate with little pore
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space than one with large pore spaces .

Relating this to the study area

a difference is to be expected between the amount of fluctuation of water
levels in the large pool networks and in the areas of compact peat dominated
by vascular plants which occupy the margins of the study area .

An

intermediate condition will apply in the case of the surface horizons
of Sphagnum dominated areas.

This might well explain the pronounced

' gradient ' of fluctuation around the margins of the Eastern Pool Network
but it does not explain why the amount of change should differ ' during
periods when the water level is rising or falling.

A possible reason

for this is that whereas during dry periods the amount of water level
change is dependent on site factors (e.g. porosity and gradient of the
surface) and evapotranspiration conditions, during wet periods the amount
which the water level rises is eventually limited by a threshold valu e
beyond which run-off occurs as described in the previous section.

The

effect of this will be to add to the input side of the water bUdget in
the peripheral regions causing water levels to rise higher in relation to
those of the pool system during the same period and this will accentuate
the already existing difference due to the threshold leval.

This effect

will be most marked in areas of steepest slope and least in the 'flattest'
area adjacent to the pool system.

It has been shown 1n the pre vious

Bction that the threshold valu e of the

001

systems is very pr onounced

and that the climatic regime is characteri ad by a high potential soil
water

urplus during th

winter period .
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o it may be that there are several factors contributing to the
range of fluctuation at anyone site including 'porosity' of the surface
peat, position of the site in relation to gradient of the bog surface and
position in relation to any extensive areas of pools on the bog sur face .
It should be noted however that those areas where hydraulic gradient is
greater due to gradient of the peat surface, will also be the areas subj e cted
to the greatest influx of run-off from higher regions of the bog thus
accentuating the differences which might exist due simply to storage
capacity .

For example the area of Sphagnum-grown hollo ws on the spur

to the south east of the Eastern Pool Network will be subject to less
water level drawdown during dry periods and less influx of runoff at
high water levels than adjacent areas where the gradient is steeper .
Difference between range of fl uctuation of
water level in hummock and hollow
It has already been demonstrated in figure 38 (2- 3) that in addition
t o large scale trends in the amount of water level fluctuation across the
study area there also occur local variations relate d to differences in
mictrotopography of the bog surface .

In this section the nature of such

differ nces is described in the case of the Western Transect (figure 27) .
This transect crosses several linear
with firmer ridges .

phagnum-dominated hollows alternat ing

The vegetation is shown in figure 20 .

in order to illustrate the water levels

~ equately

Unfortu nately

along a line of this

length (100 ft.) it has been necessary to exaggerate the vertical scale
considerably wi th th

result that the peat surface profile is much distorted .

-
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In figure 39a water levels are shown for 12 selected occasions out of
a total of 37 measurements over the period of study .

It can be seen that

for any particular ' zone ' within the total range the behaviour of the water
levels is remarkably consistant despite differences of season .

for instance

the levels for the two dates 28 June 1966 and 31 march 1966 (nos. 4 and 5
down) remain very consistant throughout the transect and the same applies
in the case of levels on 4

pril 1966 and 20 August 1966 .

Several anomalous

peaks occur (which are more frequent in the lower horizons) and one station
(at 26 ft.) shows pronounced peaks below the level 10 cm .

On the whole

however the resulting water level curves are remarkably smooth considering
the small range

0

fluctuation and the exteeme vertical exaggeration .

The

more pronounced anomalies represent a maximum rise of only 2 cm . over a
distance of se veral feet .
The surface pro file shows three major hollows , in which standing water
is exposed at times, which lie at successively lower levels alon
transect and which are separated by firm ridges .
gradient occurs immediately upslope of each hollow .

the

The greatest water level
So although change

in water level along the transect is restricted to the ridges (as it must
be since at - high water levels the hollows have effecti vely a free water
surfac ) it occurs particularly in the downslope section of th e ridge ,
the water level gradi nt of the upslop e
r latively small.

ection of each ridge being

This effect is however

ess pronounced at depth.
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A r elated feature is th at total range of fluctuation differs between
adjacent ridges and hollows.

In order to illustrate this more clearly

a section of the transect has been drawn at only half the vertical
exaggeration and in this case (figure 39b) the water l evels are of
successive occasions during two 3-day periods .

The upper group of water

levels shows morning and evening levels for 3 days (14-16 August 1966)
whilst the lower group shows only one reading for each day during a
later period (23-25 September 1966 ) .
shown .

The lowest recorded level is also

Within the largest ridge the maximum difference between the

highest and lowest le vels of the first group is 7.1 cm . whereas in the
main hollow it is only 2. 6 cm .

This lateral variation in diffe rence

bet ween particular water levels is less pronounced at depth.

for instance

the difference between the l e vel for 25 . 9 . 66 and the lowest recorded level
shows a variation of only 0 . 5 cm . between hummock and hollow (6 . 1 and
5 . 6 cm.) .

It is suggested that this difference is again related to differences
in ' storage capaCity ' of the peat .

Since the peat of the ridge is more

compact the water level will rise and fall more per unit gain or loss of
~8t8r

than it does in the hollow .

simple as that .

The situation is not, however,

ince at high levels the

gradient , movement of water must occur

a~d

88

ster-tabls shows s pronounced
this is substantiated by the

very repid fall (4 em . /day) at high levels i n ths ridge.

The fact that

the water level f Ils mueh more slowly at lower levels suggests that
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hydraulic conductivity is also involved, as suggested previously.

The

hydrological regime of each hummock might then be regarded ae analogous to
t ha t described by Chapman (196 5) in which the lower l aye rs of peat a re much
less permeable than th e s urface layers .
Sjors (1948 fi gure 18) demonstrates a very similar e ffect , though
on a l arg er scale, on an area where broad ridges and poo ls are aligned
parallel t o the contour .

Alth ough only two unrel ated water-levels are

sho wn ( J uly and Sep tember) it is clear tha t the range of fluctuation is
greatest in the ridges and l east in the pools .

Sjors states that during

extreme drought th e water practically cea s es to flow through the peat of
the ridge and then the greater fall in the ridge causes the maximum drop
of the water surface to be displaced ' upslope '.

He implies that a

differential rate of fall occurs even at very low water levels , which has
not been found to be the case in th e present investigations .
Whatev er th e cause this difference between th e behaviour or the
water le vel in ridge and hollow is extremely significant when conSidering
the pr ocess of pat t ern f orma tion s ince it provides a mechanism by which
the tw o ecol ogically dis t i nct

e nvironm e ~ts

can be maintained .

The hollow

is by definition an area characterised by hydrophilous plant species which
in general r equire a c onSistently high wa t er level .

from the evidence of

continuous water l e vel rec ords it is t o be expected that water levels below
about the lavel of th e September valu es in figur e 3gb will occur only for

reI tively brief periods during the summer and that for most of the year
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the water levels will lie within the in f luence of the effect described
above.

The consequences of this effect are not however limited to the

hollows and indeed the converse argument may be more significant to an
understanding of pattern developm ent since greater fall of water level in
th e ridge mi ght be expected to facilitate growth of less hydrophilous
plants.

So that despite the persistant s oi l moisture surplus

characteristic of the climatic regime this process will allow developmer.t
of less hydrophilous species in certain situations .
The main point is that once differences in su rfac e conditions are
initiated this process allows them to be perpetuated .
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Relation between water levels and vegetation
In order to determine the extent to which differences in range of
fluctuation described in t he previous section might be important in
influencing the distribution of plant species the relationship between
water levels and vegetation within the study area has been examined .
The vertical distribution of certain plant speci es with resp ect to the
wat er table has already been shown for the

ilver Flowe (Ratcliffe and

Walker 1956) but in that case th e water l evel was measured on only one
occasion at each site and there is no indication of the period over which
the data were obtained except that it was during the summer months , during
which the variation in water level can be expected to be 20 cm . or more in
So i t is considered that

some situations ( s ite 1 of the present stUdy) .

these data are not suitable as a basis for the present i nvestiga t ion .
In order to examine the relation between vegetation and water levels
the vegetation has been examined in a quadrat 25 cm

2

placed at each

recording station with the tube in the centre of quadrat.

ach species

in the quadrat was rated either as present , or as a physiognomic dominant ,
a subjective rating indicating a major component of the vegetation
irrespectiv e of cover value or form of the plant.

Thus Eriophorum

engustifolium and Sphagnum papillosum might constitute the physiognomic
dominants in s community also containing

rosers rotundifolia which is

relatively insignificant as a str uctur al cO lponent but
th

c over value of

riophorum angustifolium .

hich might exceed

The phYSiognomic dominants
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were used as a basis for comparison of water level and vegetation which
means that the results exclude the occasional occurrence of a species
in situatio ns other than where it is dominant.
Twenty dates were selected on which

The procedure was as follows.

water levels have been measured in the stations throughout the Eastern
Pool Network and along the wes tern transect , a total of 54 sites .

The

dates were chosen to refl e ct as far as possible th e general nature of
~ater

l e vel fluctuations indicated by th e histograms in figure 31 .

This

was done by varying th e s pread of selected water l evels so that a larger
number occur close to the modal level and progressiv ely fewer r eadings were
selected further away from the mode .
Th e wat er lev els ha ve then been expressed as the number of records
occurring in

ach 1 cm . division above and below th e level of the bryophyt e

surface for all sites wh ere a particular plant sp ecies is dominant .

Histograms

of thes e values are shown for each speci es in relation to th e level of the
bryophyte surface in figure 40 .

istributian of total water levels for

all sitos is shown in the l arge his t ogram to facilitate comparison between
species .
~h ere

The number against ea ch species refers to the number of sites

th e species is dominant .

It should be noted that one site usually

has several dominants .
Th e spe cies are arranged approximat ly in r e lation to increasing
depth of water lev 1 , S. cuspidatum at the

ope left r ep res enting th e

wettest conditi on and Callune at th e bottom right, th e driest .

Th e mode
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of water levels at sites in which S. papillosum is a dominant species li es
a t about 2 cm . below the l evel of th e bryophyte carpet .

For sites

dominated by Eriophorum angustifolium th e water l avel mode lies at about
2 . 5 cm .

Th ese are higher than the mode for all sites which lies at 5 cm. below

th e peat or bryophyte surface .

Th e mode of wa ter levels f or sites dominated

by Calluna , Eri ophorum vaginatum and Sphagnum rub ellum li es at 7 - 8 cm .
below th e pea t sur fac e .

So there is a diff er ence of only about 5 cm .

between th e water level mo s t often occurring in the two extreme , i. e . those
sites dominated by hydrophilous sp ecie s (hollows ) and those dominated by
th e r elativ ely l ess hydrophilou s s peci e s (hummocks).
r emarkably small differ ence .

This is a

In th e previous section it was sugg ested

that lateral differences in rate of fall of water levels in th e s urface
peat might be significant in determi ning th e distribution of plant .species
an d th ereby in maintaining the conditions of hummock and c ol low .

In

fi gure 39b th e depth ov er which th e rapid rate of fall in wa t er l evels
occurs in the ridge is about 7 - 8 cm ., th e corresponding fall i n t he hollow
for the same period being about 3 cm .
effect is not so pronounced .

Below this level th e differential

So during r elatively high water levels ,

which it must be rem embered r epresent a large proportion of total water
levels, a local differential effect causes the water le vel of th e ridge
to be lowered mor e than that o f th e holl ow by an amount which in this
particular c

e corresponds very nearly wi th th e fi gure for difference

betwee n th e water level mode of s ites dominat d by ' hummock' or 'hollow '
s pocies.
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Furth er comparative studies of water le vel behaviour in adjacent
ridg es a nd hollows is necessary in order to ascertain th e precise
r ela tionship between differ e nc e s in fall - rate and height of the water
lev el mode , but th e facts outlined abov e strongly sup port th e sug ge stion
that differential r a t es of f al l are important.
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Summary
The main f eatures of the water level fluctuations described in this
section can be summarised as follows .
Firstly the water levels in th e open pool networks which lie on th e
flatter crown of th e bog show a very narrow range of fluctuation .

From the

regularity of the peaks it is apparent that the upper limit is related to
the point at which run-off occurs across the bog surface .

Below a

certain level the fall-off curve flattens out considerably and it is
suggested that this is due t o the low permeability of the peat surrounding
the networks .
During the whole study period the maximum range of fluctuation in the
two pool networks examined was on ly 15 cm . (about 6 i nch es) but the longest
dry period was only 2 weeks .

From climatic data it can be expected that

lower l e vels than those r ecorded might be expected during the period may,
J une and J uly.
the

n the basis of the actual fall- off curve for site 2 in

astern Pool Network over 2 weeks in June 1967 it is shown that a

fall-rate of 21 . 5 em . /mo nth (30 days) is possible for th e lower part of
the fall-off curve .

That is below th e threshold of rapid run-off.

So together with the more conetant upper section of the curve the total
annual range of fluctuation can be expect d to be about 26.5 cm . (or
about 10. 5 inch es) given a single dry period of one month in June .
Dur ing wint r the frequency of reinf 11 together wi th the low
evaporation r t e a comb!n

to maintain e consistently high

ater level
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but throughout the year the frequency of rainfall is very important in
determining water level.

It is particularly significant that a single

day of rain can cause very low water levels (resulting from prolonged
dry periods in summer) to be raised to the threshold level related to
run-off .
A similar pattern of fluctuation occurs in a Sphagnum-grown hollow
a littl e distance from the crown of the bog but there is consistently
a greater range of fluctuation at that site .
level fluctuation away fr om Eastern Pool

Increase in range of water

etwork has been demonstrated also

by intermittent records throughout the area and this effect is att r ibuted
mainly to differences in storage capacity (which is of course greatest in
the open pools and least in compact amorphous peat) .

It has , however ,

been shown that run-off also contributes to this effect and this is
accentuated by the fact that the pool networks have a sharply defined
threshold level above which run-off occurs .

In the peripheral parts of

the bog differences in range of fluctuation are closely related to gradient
of the bog surface , those areas with steepest slopes having the greatest
range of fluctuation of water level .

This can be attributed to both

draw- down during dry periods being greater where hydraulic gradient
increa ses a nd also to the fact that run-off from higher zones of the bog
will be channelled through these areas duri ng wet periods .
Local diffe r nces in r ange of fluctuation between adjacent hummocks
and hollows have b en demon tra t d.

n a sloping bog surface the rate of
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fall in a hummock may be three times that of an adjacent hollow when the
water-table is high but at lower levels this difference is

ins~gnificant .

This has again been attributed to diff erences in storage capacity, but also
indicates that the rat e of water movement through the peat of a hummock
(hydraulic conductivity) must be considerably greater at high water levels
than at lower lev els .

Comparison of rates of water level fall at site 2

(throughout the year) with potential transpiration give a measure of that
component of fall which is unaffected by differ ences in e vapotra ns piration
and th erefore a crude measure of permeability of the lowe r horizons r elative
to the surface lay ers .

A fall rate of 10 cm . /month is given for the l ower

horizons which contrasts with the fall rate of 4 cm . / day in the upper
horizons .
It has been shown that the modal water l evel depth below the bry ophyte
surface at site s dominated by plants characteristic of pools and those
chara cteristic of hummocks differs by only 5 em . and it is suggested that
th e di f ferences in wat er l e vel fluctuation due to storage capacity are
su ffic ient to accentuate differences in vege tation between pool and hummock
once these a r e establish ed.
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Trace of water level fluctuations from continuous recorder
at site 1 to show the behaviour of the water table over the
periods referred to in the lower diagrams.

20

Diagram to show the range of water level fluctuation along
a transect across the whole study area (stations 50 ft.
apart).

The three lines a, band c refer to the following

periods:
(a) Total range of fluctuation recorded over 18 months of

intermittent records.
(b) Difference between water levels at beginning and end

of period 2 above.

During this period the water level

was progressively raised.
(c) Difference in water level at beginning and and of period
1 above.

During this period tho water level showed a

gradual fall.
3.

Diagram to show the range of fluctuation for periods 1 end 2
along a short transect 11ne (eestern transect) approximately
equivalent to the section J - l of the longer transect shown
above.
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SEC TI ON
PHAGNUm GROWTH

5
EXPERlffi NTS

It can be seen f rom th e description of the open poo l ne tworks on
the study area that aquatic or semi-aquatic Sphagnum species are considerably
r estricted in th eir dis tribut i on.

Th e main

cent~es

of growth are at the

e nds of elongated pools where they app ear to be associated wi th
of wind-blown litter of mol inia caerulea.

accumulation ~

In such situations thr ee sp ecie s

are us ually present occupying adjacent zones .

S. papillosum occupies a

peripheral zone continuous with tha t of the firmer peat of the pool edge;
• cuspidatum, often th e most ex t ensive, forms a central zone and S. subsecundum
va r. inundatum , when present , occupies the edge of th e Sphagnum- grown area
adjacent to the open wa ter.

Elsewh ere in the pool networks the a quatic

species are restricte d to e s parse frin ge growing close to the water surface
on th e edges of pools, whilst So papillosum is present almost throughout
the syst ems on the pool edges immediately above, or partially subject to,
wa t er l e vel fluctuation .

Perhaps the most striking feature is th e absence

of Sphagnum sp ecies from those ar ea s of th e overflow sites wh ich a r e dominat ed
by a surface of gelatinou s algae.
This absence of aquatic sphag na from the deeper parts of the pool
systems contras ts with the luxuriant development of those same specie s in
man y discr e te linear hollows situated in pe r iphe ral regions of the bog.
is th er e f or

It

pe rtin ent to the subject of pool formation to consider why such

potential coloni se rs are in fact abse nt.

Since the stratigraphical
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inv es t iga tions described in section 3 support the contention that
development of pool networks ha s involv ed some degree of l a t eral extension
and coalescing of pools it is cl ea r that such a process must in volve some
mech anism by which colonisation of op en wa t er pools by aquatic
pr evented .

phagna is

Th er e are i ndications that certain ar eas of open pools can

be colonised by aquatic Sphagna in part i cular con di t ions , not abl y wher e
mol inia l i tt er has accumul ated .

Here th e Sphagnum ' raft ' appea r s to

be

ly i ng on the litter a nd it is feasible that such support is necessary f or
col onisation of deep pools .
sites , wher

In con t r a st however th e sh alla

overfl ow

Sphagnum growth would be mo s t likely t o occur i f support

near t o the wat er surface were nece ss ary , show a pau city of Sphagnum growth .
Tw o field experiments were carried out in order to c ompa re the
perfo r mance of both

• papillosum and S. cuspidatum in conditions wh ere

t hey ar e g ner ally ebsent and in s i tuations where both s peci es normally
grow w 11 .

Furth ermor

a number of laborat ory experiments ware c rri ed

out under controll d conditions t o inv stigate the performance of those
same species under di ff e r i ng conditions of wat er d pth and exposur e .
Fi
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(a) 10 groups of each species on an overflow site

ith apices

about 1 cm . above the bare peat surface an d the rema inder of
the plants buried in the peat .
(b) 5 groups of S. cuspidatum placed in a larg e open (unve ge t ted )
pool , each group be ing supported close to th e surface by a 2"
diameter plastic tube (at such a height that the apices

ere

unlikely to be exposed) .
(c) 5 groups of S. cu pidatum lying on the bottom of a large
unvegetated pool at a depth of about 45 em ., on
litter .

olinia caerulea

The groups were held in place by cords anchored to

stakes on the bottom .
(d) 10 groups of each species in a l arge hollow dominet d by

s.

papillosum and

hei ght

~~~~~~=

those of the adjacen t S. papill osum
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whilst the groups in th e

~pillo s um

Initially th e groups in the pool

hollow continu ad to grow vigorously .

situations showed great er gr owth increments

than those in the other sites .
S. papillosum showed no significant difference in gr owth rate between
th e two sites , indeed the graph shows a re markable degree of consist e ncy
with rapid growth during August in each case.
It is relevant to mention obser vations made on th e various sites at
the time of sampling .

eath of

• cuspidatum coinci ded with a luxuriant

growth of filamentous algae , both Bat r achosper.ulI moniliforme and Zyg ogonium
spp ., which coated all solid ob jects in th e wet r including the plants
concerned .

This gradually incr ease d in intensity during July and

(see fi gure 42b) .
in som

ugust

hilst it is not prov en it is suspected that death

way r elated to this phenomenon.

as

The samples collect ed from the

op n wet r in July wer e r slativ ly free from algae but those col lected
in August showed a coating of alg ae and th
lay sr of gelatinous material .
coated with algal filam ant

plenta were c overed with a

A photograph of a S. cuspidatum l ee f

in ufficiant groups h d be n placed in this habitat
t o inv
app
r

tigat

pl nte

0

r d unlikely since mo t of th

60

it was not possibl e

eff ctod would rs cover .

Ho ' ver it
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is shown in figure 42 a .
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ge l a tin ous algae

and al so to a lesser ex te nt by filam en tous algae) .

This lay er gr adua lly increased and th e su cc essive sampl es were noticeably
dar ke r green .

It may well be that th e decline in the growth r a te of

S. cU 5pi da tum on this site during the spr i ng is re la t ed to t he presence
of this laye r of algae .
Laboratory Experiments
Specimens of S. papillosum and S. cuspidatum were gr own in a growth
room un de r controlled conditions o f li ght and tempe r ature but in varying
conditions of exposur e and immersi on of th e shoot

fifty p lants of

a p !~es.

each s pe cies wer e sel ected and cut so th a t stem length including capitulum
was 5 cm .

The se were washed for a day to r emo ve any algae and t he n placed

in growing conditions .

Ten shoots of each spec ies were placed in each o f

five beake rs where t he y wer
glass r od •

supported by a periph eral framework of vert i ca l
am

a t ar (fr om th

lIIas rilt r d and th

beekers

III

r

pool fr om which th e pla nts were collected)
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o

Growth of the plants is shown in figur e 43 , the

water kept at 0 - 5 C.

average shoot length of the ten plants in each group being plotted .

After

about 5 weeks th e totally immersed S. cuspidatum showed signs of chlorophyll
lo ss and by the end of the seventh week all th e plants had di e d and we r e
In spite of th e fact that measurem en ts of shoot length

disintegrating.

were made very infrequently, the results show that the planta with their
apices above the surface continued to grow whilst those totally immersed did
Group B produced rather small branch es but did not appear to be

not.

unh ea lthy.

s.

papill osum

sho~a

direct rela tionship between stem elongation

and the degree of immersion, those plants with th e ir apices 4 cm. above th e
water showing greatest growth.

All groups continued to grow to some extent

and none a ppeared unh ea lthy.
Laboratory Experimen t 2
The experim nt was repe ted, making measurements of shoot length
more frequ ntly but with fewer exampl e s of differ nt water level conditions.
An addition 1 factor w a inv stigated in the ca
Th e de th of
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unexpect d but it we
hich th
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In the case of

s.

papillosum two r eplicates each containing ten s hoo ts

were set up, in each of the conditions:
(1 ) Apices 2 cms . above th e water surface

(2) Apices 2 cms . below th e water surface

The r esult s are shown in figure 44 .
It is clear that the replica tes in each c ondition beha ved in a
similar manner initially and that the growth rate was distinctly gr ea ter
in the exposed shoots .

Th e subsequent greater spread of the replicates

does not in fact reflect the true perf ormance of th e plants which is b tter
The totally immersed plants gradually increased

illustrated by figure 45.

in length (particularly during the latter peri od) but there was an almost
The experiment

total absence of branch developme nt.
shoot l eng th wae no longer a meaningful
In th e case of

performance.

• cuspidatum 4 replica tes lIIere set up, each containing

hoots, in e ch of the condi tiona.

10
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(2) Apic
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weight .

The performance of group 3 in wh ich air was bubbled through is

of interest since i t s hows that totally submerged plants will continue to
grow unde r certain conditions .

The reason for th is improved performance

cannot definitely be attributed to replenishment of an oxygen or carbon dioxidl
deficiency .

It could simply be a physical effect of disturbance .

However

in vi ew of th e fact that the exposed shoots in contact with air gener ally
survive and those totally immersed eventually die it seems probable that the
group 3 shoots are maintained by re plenishment of ei th er the dissolved oxygen
or the carb on dioxide in the water .
field Exp e riment Two
In view of th e D89ults of the first field experiment it was considered
that a similar experiment should be carried out over a second
In addition to placing

• papillosum in an overflow site and in a

i . papillo8um ' lawn ' furth er groups of plant
8

hollow lying prostrate .

by water .
thra

These group

8
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o decline of th e subme rged S. cu spi datum comparabl e with t ha t of the
pr viou s August occurr ed , indeed th e shoots in the pool showed better growth
than in the other conditions , which was the initial t endency duri ng the first
experiment .

• cuspidatum shoots on the overflow site again showed

progressiv e development of a lay e r of gele tinous algae and the final gr oup
were disintegrating , the lea ves and branch e s s imply dispe rsing when the
pl a nt was imm ersed in wa ter .

It i s of interest t h t no significant de velopm nt

of fi lame ntous algae occurred in the desp pool during the cour s of this
xperi~

nt .

The quan tity of alga

wa

not measur d in any obje ctive

ay

but it wa

noted that the plants growing in the pool did not b com ' slimy '

as in th e

irst

xperiment en

thera w s no growth of filamentou
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th m.
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Discussion
number of points emerge from these experiments which are relevant
to the distribution of a quatic and semi-a quatic Sphagna in the deep pools .
1 . S. papillosum shows no obvious difference in growth rate between
the S. papillosum lawn where it is norma l ly healthy and the overflow
site with gelatinous algae where it is normally absent or not

e 1

developedo

2. Whereas the growth rate of S. papillosum on overflow sites dows
not appear to be impeded by the periodic development of gelatinous
algae , retardation of the growth rate of S. cuspidatum in similar
situations may be due to this phenomenon .
3. Th e performance of S . cuspidatum supported in deep pools was

inconsistent over the two summer periods concerned .
this species will grow

uccessfully in th

pp ar to mak e any diff rence if the
or not .
of

Under cert in condition , e

' bloom ' of f11 m ntous

d ep poole di
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The results sup art the contention that th e pools in their present
stage of developm nt are not a suitable habitat for successful colonisation
by Sphagnum cuspidatum bec ause the peri odic lu xurian t growth of filamentous
algae in some way impedes th e growth of

• cuspidatum shoots and indeed

appears to result in decay of Sphagnum shoots in contact with the algae .
hether death of the submerg e d Sphagnum cuspidatum shoots is brought about
by direc t contact with algae or by depletion of dissolved carbon dioxi de is
not known.

It has been observed th at when death and decay of submerged

S . cuspidatum occurs naturally (in those limited areas of pools where some
degree of colonisation has occurr ed) it is r estrict d t o the outermost
zones of th e Sp hagnum raft adjacent to the open water where the re is a
luxuriant gr ow th of filam ent ous algae.

In these circumstances the inner

parts of th e raft are not subject t o such a vigor ous growth of algae .
Sjors (1961 , 1963 , 1965) has suggested that the presence of algae
in ombrotrophic bog pools ( and in flark s in minerotrophic pea tland ) limits
th e dev lopm nt of peat-forming moss s ( phegna) with the result that peat
orm t ion in such situ tiona is ret rd d .
s upporting

xpe r imental

vidence .

compatible wi th this sugg
in lcet
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n inv
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- 101 to be covered by the layer of gelatinous algae covering the pea t surface .
This does not explai n why S. papillosum is normally only sparsely developed
on such sites .

The experiment indicates that it grows successfully when

shoots a r e planted .

I t may be t ha t colonisation by protonema or lateral

gr owt h of leafy shoots is l e ss successful .

Again the results point to

furt her li nes of r esearch which ma y be more profitable .
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figure 42b.

Branch leaf of Sphagnum cuspidatum coated with alg 1
filaments; from the semple collected in Augu t 1966
during field experiment one.

Part of the open pool in which S. cu idetum a grown in
field eX~9riment one.
This photogrep shows growth of
8atrachospermum supported by terns of m nyanth s trifoliate
in August 1966.
A deposit of olin'a litter covers th
pool bottom.
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LABORATORY EXPERIMENT ONE
10 May - 5 July 1966
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SECTI N 6
F mOL I NIA
A ch a racteristic feature of Molinia caerulea is that the dead l ea f
litter becomes detached during early spring and is easily blo n by

ind .

This has given rise to local names such as ' Blogr ass ' and ' flying Bent' .
In th e Galloway uplands , wh ere pure Molinia grassland is very e xtensive ,
it is a common sight after a spring gale to see molinia litt er piled up
against walls to a depth of several feet .

With such quantities of litter

availabl e it is not surp rising to find that some is blo n into rive rs and
l ake

wh ere it is trapped .

We t (in murray and Pullar 1910 p . 218) mention

that in Loch Doon (5 miles north of the Silver Flowe)
litt r, chiefly of molinia, ar
of th

pools o f th

ca8

0

the

the

urroundin

pool

coy r valu •

to th

Si lv r Fl owe also act

th e litter i

n

s

s litter traps .

presumed to hava b en wind-blown from

t of th e

tudy ar a and also cov r large areas adjacent
tr butary streams .

Accumul tiona of wind- blown litter of molinia
r.atur
1n

h ch

th

o

op n pool n twork
m ntion d th t

t

b

i

In the

of pure moli nia grassl nd are f r quent in th e blanket

nd it

Coor n

xtinction

bi nk t bog wh re Molinia caerulea has a consistently high
xp

bog imm di t ly

responsible for the extraordinary

at a depth of only 7 feat.

bottom flor
Th

normous quantities of

f or coni

hev
uch

hich form a characteristic

baan de crib d in an ear i r sect ion
r a8 of

tion of th

8

de p pool

.~ umul ation

by

ppe r to

qu tic SphagnUM

pp.
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It has also been shown , by stratigraphical studies , that a pool phase
consisting largely of a quatic Sphagnum spp . in association with mol inia
litter may be present below th e surface development of S. papillosum
in certain hollows now dominated by that species .

Furthermore it is

r elevant to mention that during field investigation of the study area it
becam

apparent that many of the small hollows (1 - 3 m. long) in the

western section showed a central mat of molinia litter , across which shoots
of

s.

papillosum were spreading l a terally .

During a cursory examination ,

many hollows totally cover ed by S. papillosum were found to be underlain by
such a mat of litter.
In view of these Features it was considered that the accumUlation of
molinia litter might be important in assisting, accelerating or even initiating
rec olonisetion of bog pools and for this reason the subject appeared to be
To this end three lines of investiga tion have been

orthy of further study.
carried out .
1 . Litter tr pp ing:

to mee ure the

uantity of litter deposited

in differ nt
2.

x minetion of dey rate

3.

x min t ion o f th

of litter in a pool and hollow .

de v lopment of hollows

hera litter is

ccumul ting e
1, Litt er Tr ps
In or d r to d t rmin
ov r th
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nd

ilv r

o
r a pI c

Cr 19

11

og

nd

d posi tion of

lso how it v r ad b tw
litt r tr

in th
n b

how th

Bog

urf c p t on
0

th t , wh n

01inia litter varied
n

sat up .
eh

or

011

fer nt bog

Ten bucket

of the
of e ual

Long Loch 80g B,

t r Fill d ,

Y ould trep

- 104 olinia litter .
of each bog .

These buck ets were placed along transects across a part
In order that the water in the buckets might be maintained at

a high level each was placed in a hollow with its r im level with the pea t or
Sphagnum surface .

wi ng to t he slight slope of th ei r sides , the buckets

did not exhibit a constant area of water surface .

ssuming a total r ange

of fluctuation of 10 em ., th e wa ter surface vari ed within the range
470 - 510 sq . cm.
Ten buckets we r e pIeced in each of Long Loch 80g 8 and Snibe Bog on
3r d

A furth er ten were place d i n Craigeazle 80g on 22nd

ovember 1966.

Since the buckets had t o be placed in hollows no attempt

De cembe r 1966 .

was made to site them at exac t locations on transect lines .
Cr algeazle Bogs th ey we r

a t app r oxima tely 50 ft. (about 20m . ) intervals

a long lin s radia l t o the conv ex sur f ace of the bog .
buckets w r

num bered inw rda from the

lying

outer limit of th

t th

sy t m of op n pools in contra t to
of

III

dge t owards the centre, number 1

sph gne tum.

On both Long Loch 80g B nd Snibe
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In both c ases the

Th e dist r ibution of bucke t s

09 B is s hown in fi gure 49.
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- 105 was not collected from

nibe 80g , which was inaccessible.

Collections

from all three bogs were made on 7th may 1967 and the sites were visited
finally on 10th June 1967 .

ince tra pp ing did not commence on

raigeazle

until 22nd Decemb r the figure f or Snibe Bog are not directly comparable .
They include an additional period of seven weeks which accounted for

6 . ~~

of th e t otal catch (by number of l ea ves) on Long Loch 80g 8.
Th e results are shown in table 2 and figures 48 and 49 .

From field

observations it is known th a t most of the litter was deposited during late
Th e results show that comparatively little

February and early march 1967 .

litter was trapped on Long Loch Bog 8 during the early period (3rd No vember 22nd Dec mb r) th

a ve rag

weekly catch for reliabl

No litter was trapped after

five times greeter during the later period .
7th

ey .
i gure 48
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2

Amo unts of ffiolinia caerulea litter trap pe d in buckets

1
0

t. (9mS . )

ry

2

3*

1

5

8

12

7

6

2

0

8

0 . 15 0 . 86

0

6

9

10

3 . 05

0 . 88

33
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28

8

9

0 . 64
20 . 5

2

3*

4*

5

6

7
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t . (gms . ) 5. 16 3. 96 5 . 45 5 . 25 3. 81 1.4 3 3 . 71 8 . 03 10 . 48 10 . 55
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5nibe 80g .
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.)
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1
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.)
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286 . 2
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1 . 23 0 . 63
5
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31
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7

8

. 76

.46 0.99 0.49

40

20

36

28

654

7

8

9
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14 . 77

1. 52
68. 5

2 Oecemb r - 7 may 1967.

Bog .

3.

26

5. 49 2 . 42 0.66 0 . 91

1 8V 8

0

272

5 . 89

3 November 19 66 - 7 may 1967.
1
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5

!!lean of
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22 December 1966 - 7 ma y 1967 .

Long Loch 80g
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4*
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0
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ecember 1966 .

3 November - 22
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2.61

2
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33
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xc ud d from comparison

0 . 94
50 . 5
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about one - fifth of the amount trapped on the edge of the bog ( see fi gure 49) .
Th ese results are compatable with the assumption that the ma j ority of the
litter is wind blown and originates outside the pool- hummock area .
If it is accepted that a water filled bucket will behave in a similar
ma ner to a pool wi th a free water surface in its capacity to trap

olinia

litter , then the results can be used to explain the pattern of litter
accumulation in the pools on the study area .

Assuming that the litter B

being carried across the bog from outside then the capacity of any pool to
accumulate litter will be determined by it. position within the po ol network.
A pool in the entre of the bog is unlik ly to trap as much litter as e pool
to the windward

It can be seen

ide of it , i . e . nearer to the peripher y .

from the results that the pools nearer to the periphery will in fact
ccumul a te litter at a faster rate than those in the centre .

These

peripheral pools will continue to trap litter as long as they exhibit a
free wet r aurf c

but sinc

they are accumulating litter at a faster rate

th re

ill b a t nd ncy for them to be filled in be are those pool

cantr

of th

in the

network .

2.

ceerulea litter
The sf

pl nta 8uch

ctlv n
a

An

in arm tion on thi
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0
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of folinie litter in forming

~~____~~u_m
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Bad molinia l ea ves were collected from an area of 401inia rich
vegetation close t o the study area during June 1967 .

These were air dried

and then separated into ten samples , ea ch containing about 8 g .

Each

sample was weighed and placed in a nylon stoc king which was tied to f orm
Replicate sam les were also weighed accurately and then dried to

a bag .

constant weight , to determine the mean dry weight of t he sample .
The ten samples in nylon stockings were placed in two pools on
the study area on 17th J une 196 7 , five samples in a deep pool (where t hey
~er8

held b low the surface on a length of cord) and five samples in a

shallow pool wi thin a deposit of molinia litter and aquatic
The deep pool we
hollow

~

ona of those in the

astern Pool

phagnum spp .

et ork whereas the
These samples

s situated ne r the eas tern edge of the bog .

w re r moved on 16th February 1968 wh n they were extracted from the nylon
The loss in weight (expressed as a

begs and dri d to constant weight .
hown in table 3 .

p rcantege) 1

TABLE
10
1

3

dry wight

1 .0

11 . 01
aap Pool
(open
w tar)

3

18 . 7
11-

5

• n

Hollow with
Sphagnum spp .
and mo lini
litter

.0

1 . 06

1

10 . 40

2

1 . 36

3

16 . 00
10 . 51

5

en

9 . 10
11.27
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I t is clear that since only 11 - 12

of the litter is lost by

decomposition in 8 months the rate of accumulation from year to ye ar must
The rise of the floor of a pool receiving large quantities

be considerable .

Furthermore the difference in decay

of litter must t herefore be rapid .

rates in the two sites studied is negligible .

It can therefore be assumed

that any differences in th e rate of litter accumulation in pools o f the
open networks and those situated nearer to the edge of bog is due to
ifferences in litter availability ra t her than differential decomposition.
3 . Litter accumulation in hollows and pools

In order to assess th e effect of litter accumulation on the development
of bog pools three groups o f hollows a nd pools in different pa rts of the study
area we r

examined .

a)

A group a

large

di~crete

hollows east of the eastern pool

network .

.m

b)

o
(c)

th

le

num rous small hollows on the western periphery

0

study aree .

xemln tion

( )

flitter

0

w th littl
co pI taly

hollow

(5 - 15 m. long and I - 5 m. wide)
vary cleer l y th t previous

, aho n in

v

tetion

p rt from

n

~ enY,thes

111
occur

of v
hollo

discret

rn pool network d monstret

th

op nhave

eastern pool networ •

Hollows

A group o f l a rg
eat

ccumul etion in th

iQur

trifol iata

litt r end that a
th

5 , w ra

litt r

ccumul t

x mi n d du

e uene

van o f those

ugu t 1967 in

rder t o
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determine the nature of the changes .

It was found t o be difficult t o make

corings of t he ma t erial filling t he pools the r e f ore investi gation was made
i n the field by hand t o a depth of 0 . 5 m.

Any Sphagnum not cl ea rly r ecogni s -

able in the field was r etained for identifica tion .
Below the litter in eac h hollow is a layer of dark green algal mud
containing num erous seeds and large rh izome fragments of lenyanthes
trifoliate , together with smaller fregments of Calluna vulga ris , Rhacomitrium
lenginosum and othe r spe cies .

This is in dis tinguishab le from t he bottom

deposit at presen t f oun d througho ut the l a rge unveg etate d pool networks
and implies that t he hollows in question were pr e viou sly open and unvege tate d .
It is possible to r ecog ni se t he ' or i gi nal ' margins of these pools since a
fir m cone ve peat s urface is pr esent , part i cu larly at the down- slope edges
o f th

hollows .
In all cases (except hollow n u ~ber 7) the pool mud is di r ec tly

ov rl i n by litter wh ich co ver s the whole ar e of the hollo , though it
veri

in it

f orm

com

d grG8 of com ac tn ea
d ' d po i t

ct

v r.

11 hollo

.. r

(Th

upp r 1

in th

.)

Thi

pp .,

hich

d in th

h 11 0

.

uricul a tum in th
' upp er ' deposit

88

sho

xc

(1

• th n

it

l ower layer

and

• cu sp idatum

ere no t he ever represented in

of horizons of compact litter and
n alternation , this bing particularly

1

i h

8

nd is inveri bly associa te d with

d po it can is t
om ti

In some parts of the hollo

tum) •

tion of' n mb r 4, th o

c • fr m

h

pr

nt

hollows

t r

lich

r

r 1 tiv ly

urface to t ho algal

ud)

- 111 have filled completely with litter and aquatic

phagnum .

The deeper hollo s

(numbers 1 , 2 and 6) have not com pletely filled , their cen t res being occup i e d
by a semi -floating mass of molinia litter .

In the marginal a r eas of t he s e

hol l ows th e litter is concentrated to form dense layere d deposits .
The present distribution of all plant s pecies in the hollows was noted .
Eriop horum angustifolium occurs abundantly in areas of compa ct molinia
litter , in which it is rooted .
is s parse and semi- fl oating.
most of th

It is absent from are as where the litter
Menyanthes trifoliate , although present in

hollows only produces flowers in areas of open water .

In such

ar as the plants are comparable in stature to t hose in the unvegetated pool
network , whereas the plants occurring in the infilled areas of hollows are
Utri cul ria minor , recorded in all hollows , is most abundant in

·dwarfed .

ssocietion with

qua tic Sphagnum app. on a compact mat of litter (nos.

3 a nd 7) .

ubsecundum
in

om

o f th
th

Her

met o f comp ct Molinia litter does not extend t o the pool surface .
p ci

th

m r910

utf c

h

pool
th

0

sec mp ct gr owth form and in

hoI ow on

d n

In hollow 7
1

it
o

c rt in

dom!n nt .
hollow

pidetum i

ner lly r

wher

Ho w

t

phagnum in

met of litter closer t o t h
r8 it OCCurS e

indivldu 1 pI nt •

adg

ome cases occupies the

pidetum 1s the dominant

r

th n

pools,

This species is dominant

predominantly open - water areas .

m jority of th
th

r. euri culatum occurs sparsely in a flaccid form

v

ater

scattered

ominant throughout .

tr ctod to th

ig in 1 m rgins o f

t th

nd upper ( eat rn )

nd

m f gin is 9 ntly

l op ing an d th

- 112 holl ow has an out er zone of comp ac t litter)

• papill osum is invading the

adjace nt a r eas of the hollow by spread in g out over such a mat of litter .
It is clear that these hollows ha ve been similar in thei r mo rphology
t o t hose of the present pool netw orks , though th ey were smaller and in
It is suggested that a sequence can be r ecognised in

general shallower .

t he process of infilling of such pools .
of the pools by aqua tic

The pr ocess involves colonization

phagnum spp . and

•

angustif oliu~

in as sociation

with accumulations of Bolinia litter which form a progressively more compact
mat.

Four

mu st b

tages in the sequence have been recognised thou gh t he process

continuous .
1.

Litter is present throughout the open- wa ter pools for mi ng a
semi- flo a ting mass .
nd f owe ring .

obust

enyanthes trifoliate is abundant

~~~~~c~u~n~d~u~m

xcept around margins

is spers

wh re th e litter m t may be more compact .
2.

olinia litter is mor
eroun

m t

dense throughout the pool and for ms compact

tho m r gins .

ively mar

progr

•

an9ustifol~um

is pres nt and become_

abundant , r oo ting in the litter throughout the

ubs cundum may be domi nant in association

pool .
d n e 1 tt r

nd

but m

11

--~--~------~

ow rin •

with vi orou

tum .

001

hol

pool

-----

i

10

n

ith the

en yenth s8 i s less robust ,

, r ginal ar

l i tt r

3.

not

(Pool I is an example . )

s may have comp ct litter

1, 2, 3

nd 6 . )

compact met acro s the
which

~l_.~~~~~~~

v ry

bun

r.

Poola 5

nt .

m

---~~~-

nd 7 . )

is r oot ' ng .

n or

Ultricularie
C

r

d end

00
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4.

Invasion of the hollow by lat er al gr owth of
the comp a ct litte r ma t .

• papill a um across

This occurs a t the ends and upper edges

of t he larger hol lows (e . g . num be r 4) but it can be expected that
it wi ll occur across the whole area of the hollow as soon as
t he pre vi ous phase is c omplete .
(b)

mall Lin ea r Hollows
To ards th e weste rn edge of the s tu dy area, on t he ext n ive area

o f r elati vely shallow peat (less than 2 m. ) , are nume r ous small linear
holl ows , abou t 1 - 2 metres lon g a nd l ess than 0 . 5 m.
occur in an ar a

In ell c s
pr

5

nt

pr

t he litter i

8

5

th

hollow .

tudy

igh t hollow

x min d in th

The hollow described in deteil in

have been investiga t ed .

lr ti r phy

nd surf c

th

c or

do not ext nd to t h

c

• th

holl

C B.

in

rt

0

tur

f

n to h v

re

ho n in figur
di pI yed .

tur

f

da v
d p th

n mb r 1 1.. 0

ere

athod d scribed

op d on
0

a cm •

hollo

urI c

8

In

of the hollow d posi

b

h

nd

which

.)

umm ry of t h

•

a s made in the fi e ld

were extracted by the

luminium tub

nd the Fall a in9 i

ib r ou

( or

In the

br ief description

lnve tige t d by extr cting c or

1 bar tory .

pp endix 3 us ng th
Th

• papillosum

ction (figure 2 ) is a larger example of this type .

tratigr ph y wa

nd th

17

11 the sites

to some extent covered by a growth of

or phologicel feature s and pre ent v get ti on

th

in

blanke t bog domina t ed by vascul a r plan ts .

di ng later ally ac ro

pr vious

a

These hollows

ccumul t ions of molinia litter which varies in dep th fr om 10 - 30 cm .

hav

B

0

id e .

cese

SOI'l

In

11 othe r

of co pac t

dapo ita veri

n numb r 6 .

51 and 52 ,

n

fro
nitl 1
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at the base of the pool deposits.

ph a sea f '="'::-J::.=-=-=:'::'::-=-==
The pool phase consists

~ n itially

of S. s ub secundum with a rooting zone of

• angustifolium and litter of mo lini a usually present .

The amount of

litter increases towards the higher horizons and S. subsecundum is r eplaced
as the dominant either abr uptly or gr adually by S. cuspidatum .

here

• cuspidatum and molinia li tte r occur together there is in some cases
B

distinct layering wi th th i n bands of litter (0 . 5 - 1 cm . thick) separ ated

by thin bands of

Where S. papillosum is present at the

• cuspidatum.

surface this is see n t o overl ie the pool- phase deposits .
interfac e between pool phe s

and

• papillosum i s ab ru pt (pools 3 and 4)
are 5a shows the two

whilst it is generally between 2 a nd 6 cms . thick .
phases togeth er over

B

thickness of 18 ems .

between tho various cor es , such a

s.

pl umulosum and

In some cases the

Further diffe rences exi st

th e presence of

• magellan i cum ,

• compectum but these do not cause sufficient divergence

fr om the goner 1 trond outlined above to warrant attention in the contex t
of this

In ell t he hol l ows examined E. angusti f olium had invaded

ectian .

t ho in 1111ng po 1 , roo ting in the compact litter and subsequently occurrin . ,
though uith Ie s frequ ncy , in tho S. papil los um carpets .
Th

modo of colon
t o th

t ion .

The

n t

crib d in

It w

fou nd t h t in

rder to determine th e

11 cases shoot apices adjacent

litt r zono could bo trec d beck leterally to the

c ntre1

p r ph r 1 rid

d

%

ex mined in

wr

c rpets of

•

ct

0

th r f or

1
{' ou

um .

1-

Slne

th

holl

vary
\II

imilar to

hos

und r con ' d r tion

of th

hollo s

ar

loiti lly
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phase of .=...:.....r:.====:::.

a t th e base of the pool deposits .

Th e pool phase consists

~ n itially

of S. subsecundum with a r ooti ng zone of

• angustifolium and litter of mo linia usu ally present .

Th e amount of

litter increases towards th e hi gher horizons a nd S . s ubsecun dum is re placed
as the dominant either a bruptly or gradually by S. euspidatum .

here

• cuspidatum a nd molinie lit te r occur t og ether there is in some cases
a distinct layering with thi n bands of litter ( 0 . 5 - 1 cm . thic ) separated
by thin banda o f
su rface thi

Whe re

• cu spida tum.

• pepi l losum is present at the

is se n t o overlie th e pool- phase deposits .

int rfac o b twee n pool ph sand

• papillosum is ab rupt (p ools 3 and 4)
are Sa sho s the two

whil st it is generally be twee n 2 and 6 cm s . thic k .
phases t ogethe r ov r a thickn es s of 18 ems .
b t ween th
S.
fr o

pl u ~ulo

th

of t hi

nd S . compectum but these do not cau se s uffic ient di ver gence

In all th

ction .

the in illin
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2
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tion .

found th t in

lilt r zon

p rip h [' 1 [' d • a
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cr b
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p

c

roup 1 .

could b

rder t o de t e r ine th e

11 cas s s hoo t ep ices adja ce nt

rec d b ck leterally to the
um.

n t 81
in

pillosum ca rp e t •
xamin d in

to th e

d

hollows examined E. a ngu s tifolium had invade d

paul , r ooting in t he compac t litter and s ubsequen tly occurring ,

thou gh with 1

mod

.=...:.~~~~~~~

goner 1 tr nd au lined ab va to warrant attention in the contex t
8

Th

further diffe r nces exist

v rious car as , such as th e pr esence of
um

In some cases the

mil r t o
!:Jlnc

th

hos

hall w und r can id f a ion

of th

holl0 a

ar

initi lly

- 115 shallower the process of infilling has prog ressed further .

hilst s ome

of the gr oup 1 hollows showed signs of lateral enc r oac hment by

• papill osum

thi s feature is more pronounc ed in the hollows desc ribed in this section .
It ap pears that the lateral s pread of S . papillosum was previou sl y prevente d
Once t he molini a litt e r - S . cuspidatum ma t

by the height of pool edges .

r eaches a cer tain hei gh t ho we ver, the

• papillosum is able to spread acr oss

s in t he case of the gr oup 1 hollows t he previou s edge of the

the hollow .

small hollows cen be examined by rem oving th e material which has filled t he
It is clear t ha t these holl ows ha ve r esulte d from infilling of sma 1

poo l .

steep - edged ,

h llow poo l s and it is sug ges ted th a t t he a ccumula t io n of

mol inia litter has been of importa nce in this process.
(c ) Litter Accumul a ti on in the Ea s t ern Pool Network
Alo ng t he t r a nsec t (figure 12) th e de pth of l i tter in the open pools
Thi s is a loose de pos it of lit t er , illu st rated in

va r ied from 0 - 25 cm .

In the ' b ys ' and ends o f the pools the litter is concentr a t ed

figure 42b .

s 30 - 55 ems . thick,with which ere associated aquatic

int o more compact me
phegn
r
1n th

ngustifolium .

and often
(i

ld obao rv tions it is known that immediately af t er deposition

pools th

litt r i

lat e r occur in th

at r .

with firat axp rim nt
g r own on th
b

bottom

conc ntr

blo n by wind t o t he edg s where la r ge accumul a t ions
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t
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by
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r ela tiv ely deep (4 0 - 50 cms ., compared wi th 30 - 40 cm s . average for the
pools section 1) ne vertheless parts of th ese pools where litter is concentrated
will be subjected to infilling owing to the very l ar ge surface a rea of wa ter
ov r wh ich litter is trapped .

In those places the process of infilling can

be expec ted t o occur in a s imil ar manner t o that described in s ect ion 1 above .
8ion
Ratcliffe and

a lker (1958) noted that t he pe rip h ral pools on the

up p r bogs of th e Silv er flowe were ' phagnum grown' but did not offer any
expla nat ion f or this
of

(P I t

ong Loch 80g

dev l opm nt of
ith

eature which is well displayed in th ei r illustration

can

pp. and S. papillosum may

so modified w re pre viously st
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a
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failure of a quatic
Section 5 .

phagna in the open pool networks as described in

Th e fact that pools are being filled in both directly by wind-

blown molinia lit te r and by aqua tic Sp hag na in ass ocia t ion wi th the litter
implies that there has bee n a n increa.e in th e amount of litter a vailable
It may be t ha t t he me chanism by which

since such pools were fo rme d.
aquatic

phagnum spp . are pre vented from colonisi ng deep pool networks is

counter acted when a ce rtai n deg ree of Mol inia litt er accumulation has occurred .
Never theless t he rete of l itter accumul ation must have been r elatively slow
Unfortuna te ly th ere is no

f or t he pools t o form in the first place .
r eli able

vidence fr om oth r sourc es to show tha t th e amount of available

molinia litt r ha

be n s ubstantia lly less at any time in the past.

Indeed

~tr t igr phica l evide nce (profile 28 , fi gur e 24b) indicates th at deposit ion

of mo linia lit ter occurr ed i n
xt n ive pool netw ork .
the compact p

pool phase prior t o the de velopm ent of the

Fu r thermor e Ratcliffe and

al ke r (1958) term

t underlying pool developme nt on Snibe 80g a ' Sphagnum- olinia

bench ' implying th t molinia w s a n abundant component of the su rfa ce
v 9 t tion prior to pool formetion .
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definite evidence of such a change taking place and whilst attractive the
su gges tion cannot be taken any further here . .
Results of the litter trapping experiment show that there is at
present a considerable disparity in the amounts of litter available in the
northern and southern sections of the Silver Flowe .

This must be related

to differences in the local en vironment and indeed age differ ences of the
adjacent Forestry

ommission plantations provide the most likely explanation

of this feature .

Young Forestry Commission plan t ations occupy the whole of

the valley to the east and north of the Silver Flowe.

The oldest of these

are situated at the foot of the valley and the you ngest at the valley head .
lopes to the east of Craigeazle 80g we r e ploughed in 1959 and planted in
1960 whilst en ar a immediately north - east of the northern bogs

in 1965 and planted i n 1966 .
applied by hand (1
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litter in t he pools it is considered that this will only affect th e uppermost
horizona of the deposits described in this chapter .

However it does serve

to illu strate the fact that chan ge s in local environment c ond i tions can have
an effect and this might be important if continued over a long pe riod .
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DISCU SI ON
The object of this section is to bring together the main points a rising
fr om the various lines of investigation and to consider the extent to which
thes e result s contribute t o an understanding of pattern development , not
only on the study area .

The present work indicates th at several in depe ndent

factor s and processes are involved i n the development of the patterns
ome of th ese a re concerned with th e actual

concerned .

establishment ~

of

patterns whilst other s are important in influencing the form which the
pa tterns t ake .

Conseque ntly it is necessary to con sider various aspects

of the problem in turn in order to distinguish clearly where any particular
factor or pr ocess is important .
The main aspects of the pr oblem ha ve already been defined in the
introduction and these form th e bas is of the follo wi ng discussion .
the

Firstly

xtent to wh ich the patterns on the study area are compa rable with those

describ d from oth r areas is can idered .

The two basic theories which

have bean ad va nced t o account for patter n develop ment are then outlined and
th

xt nt t o which th

Fall a ing this , pr oces
ty po

present work support s thes e ideas is discussed .
s invol ve d in tho develop ment of particular pattern

( e . g . ap n poo l n twork

avid nc

fr m th

In th

v riou

11n s of investigation desc r ibed .

intr a uc tion it was poi nted ou t th a t se ve r a l theories have been

advanc d to

cc unt for the development of surface pa t tq rns of the type

descri bed in th19 wo r k .
earl i r

or linear hollows) are c onsidered , utilising

c ti on

in

0

m of th

e ha ve also been re f erred to in

r t o expl in why a particular line of inves tiga tion
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was adopted .

Re fer ence t o the literature has , ho wever , been kept to a

minimum during the descr iptiv e sections i n order to

a clear distincti on

~ake

between t e work which form s the basis of this thesis and t he various theories
which ha ve pre viousl y been suggested .

e t ails of these th eor ies a re now

re quired bu t rather tha n provide a separate re view of the literature , wh ich
would inevitably result in repetition , the major cont ributi on s are described
in t he r elevant section o f the discussion which now foll ows .
onsider atio n is gi ve n firs t to the extent t o wh ich the distribution
and f or m of dif eren t kinds of patterned surface on the study araa are
c omparable with oth r pre viously described areas .

Th e basic picture , a

r ather irregul r ne t work of pools occupying the fl a t cen t ral areas
8urDoun ded by a disconti nuous zone of linear pools or hollows , each o f
wh i ch is elonga ted par all e l with tha contours , is characteristic of many
ot he r

am d bogs which show pattern dev el opment (e . g .

a t. al e 1928 ,
r ai

jars 1948 , 1963 and Tolonen 1967) .

ne of the Finnish

d bogs illu str ated by Tolons n ( 1967 p . 290) Kesonsuo Ilomantsi shows

a p rticul rly

tr king r sembl nce to the study a rea , though on a much
i n having

1 rg r

jar

pool n t ark .
on

s vald 1923 , Rudolph

n rr ow zone of linear pools peripheral to t he
1 4 ) r

compl t ly hori ont 1

even the yl i ht
dir c t ion of

t

lop

lope .

Th

1n t h

d r ction of

lop

n th

op

etring- li

8

rring t o cert in

wedish bogs states that

ur a ce the hollows a re ' i sod iametric ' but on

holl ows

re

l ongated at right angles t o the

n twork of hummocks i s pressed together , shortened
end 1 ngthened i n the dir e cti

he low

b come l ong

I

of t he c on t our .

nd narrow and hummocks

- 122 The present work shows that pools are limited to areas where the
surface gradient is le ss than about 1 in 37 and tha t th e form of the pools
is also r ela ted to surface gradient in tha t networks of extensive pools
occur on the flattest parts of the surface (a gradient of 1 in 300 in the
Eastern Pool Ne twork) , whil s t narrow linear pools occur where the gradient
is steeper (appr oxima tely 1 in 100 to 1 in 40) .

The effect of gradient is ,

howev r , partially masked by the fact that peat depth also influences the
extent of pool development , pools being best developed where the peat is
deepest and t otal ly absent wher e it is less than about 1 m. deep .

The

relationship with gradien t is best demoostrated by figure 7 which shows that
pools are absent from th e steeper slopes to the east of the study area .
similar area of bog extending from th e Long Loch Bogs towards Brishie
Bog , with an average gradient of 1 in 28 , is also de void of pool development .
It is of int rest that the linear pools on

trathy Bog (Pearsall 1956)

termina te where the surface gr adie nt increases abruptly from an average of
1 in

0 t o 1 in 35 .

long ted pool

seem

lways to be associa ted with a sloping peat

surface though the slope ne d not necessarily be very pronounced .

jars (1961) regul ar lin ar patterns on miner atrophic peatlands in the

to

80reel zan
pool

on

on

urfac

d

According

oft n occur
bog neer

gradi en t i

hiconich

which slope

crib d fr om

2

era

cho lov

bout 1 in 95

at
i

lopes as little as 1 in 1000 .

The elongated

utherland (Soatman and Armstrong , 196B) occur
bout 1 in 44 whilst very similer features
(udolph

t. 81 . 1926) oc u

where the su rface
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a the distribution of differ e nt forms of pools on the study area is
similar to that described for other situations in that it shows a dis tinct
correlation with surface gradient , but the pattern is complic a ted by
variations in pea t depth .
In the introduction the variety of explanations advanced to account for
pattern f orma tion was outlined and it was emphasised that there are two
ome workers consider the patterns to be structural

schools of thought .

phenomena whilst others regard them as essentially ' ecological ', that is
the result of a specialised form of bog growth dependent on differential
rates of peat accumulation .

uggestions f r om the structural school fall

into t wo mai n types some in volvi ng f r ost action and others dependent on
slope .
One of the pri ncipal exponents of structural processes was Auer (1920)
who relied on differential freezing and thawing to explain the development
of ridg s on Aapamoor (miner atrophic peatland with narrow ridges and wide
hollo

Troll (1944) suggested downslope gliding of peat to account for

).

linBar ridges wh ' ch he considered t o be ace ntuated by frost action .
oth r worke r
p atland

have rali d on regelation phenomena to account for the patterned

in

of perm frost e . g . Sigafoos (1952) and Tantuu (in Cajander

In on

1913) .

a con volution of the pest within a ridge has been

d monstret d in
jars

1961 )

p rm frost
ty p
the a.

rea subject t o p rm frost (Orew and Shanks , 1965) .

n

cc pt

th t pa ttarn s have a diff rent form (higher ridges) in

nd Ruuhij rvi (1960)

of p tt rn in
or

Numerous

in

xpleins differ n

' BS

between certain

nd on the be is of regelation phenomena , but both
lh t fro t action only modifies the pattern .

Sjors

- 124 (1946, 1963 , 1965) has r epea tedly emphasised th at pr onounced pa tt erns occur
in areas whe re fr ost action is insi gni fica nt .

Certainly it seems most

unli kely that frost action is a f ac t or in ma intaining su r face pat t er ns on
blan ke t bog in the temper a te maritime clim ate of Br i ta in , or i n the most
southerly areas of pattern develop me nt in No rth America ( Heinselman , 1965) .
mos t of the structural expla nations of patte rn de velopment rel a te to
the very gentl y sloping minerotr op hic mires ( Aapamoors or string - bogs) .
It is probably bec ause th e ridges are the s ole expression of pattern in such
situa ti ons th at many workers have regarded these a s the basis of pattern
development , and have the r efore tur ned their at tention to physical Factors
Pa tterns on ombrotrophic mir es have rarely been

t o explain th e proce ss .

attributed solely to physical processes , thou gh Newbould (1 95B) thin ks that
concentric pa tte rns on a rais e d bog (Hamm rmosse n in Sweden) result fr om
the s urface sk in of vegetation being thro wn into folds f oll ow ing desicca ti on ,
a sug gestion which i s not consistent with the str atigra phical evidence
( Granlund 19 32 ) .

mo re impor t ant is the attempt by Pearsall (19 56) t o

ccount f or pat t ern s very sim ilar t o those o f t he pr esent study area by
m ens of

tructur a l processe s .

in north Suth rl and .
end r i y

or

I furrow d l .

In addi t ion , there are , on t he cr own of each bog ,

p- edg d poo ls similar t o th se f orming networks on the pr es nt

or

tudy

r e.

p

r

tr~bu t

d in

di

In both cases the sloping bog surfaces show a pool

morphology (with pools 20 - 30 m. l ong and 2 m. wide) which Pearsall

d Bcrib s
on

These patterns occur on t wo blanke t bogs

of

trethy Bog I th

t

ind p

8uro-ri

11

ugg sts th a t l in both si tes th

m nn r sugg
furr ow-r idg

urr ow- ridge systems

tive o f pres ur e ridges l •
zon

In th e case

occupies a place where one might expect

whilo t e unfurrowed

kin of the uppe r part might
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possibly represent an area un der tension .

If this were so the pool on

the crown of the bog might represent a ' tear in the skin '.

He points out

that the gener al impression is th a t the patterns are in some way related to
the instability of the swollen peat mass .

Similarity t o crevasses and

pressure ridges on glaciers is mentioned .

No evidence is given to substant iatE

such a hypo thesis yet Pearsall goes on to outli ne a hypothetical de velopmental
sequence involving fu rr owi ng and splitting in differe nt zo nes of the surface
skin during phases of desiccation of the peat mass.
Ratcliffe and

alker (1958) r ecognise the essen t ial similarity between

the pa tte rns of ' t r a th y 80g and those on part s of the Silver Flowe but t he y
reject Pearsall's sug ges t ions, point i ng out tha t the very small gradients
of mineral ground of

ni bs 80g (1 i n 1 50) ar e i nc ons istent

ith la t eral

moveme nt of pea t and that the stra tigr aphy indicates a rising wate r table
r ther than

esiccation during initiation of pool-hummock morphol ogy .

Boatm nand Ar st r on

(1968) showed that the direction of elongation of

1 rg r pools ov r pert of a bog i n w st

the slop
th

of th

und rlyin

ny

po~

do nslop
t nsiv

gr

t r

mineral ground and th y c nsider that this appears to preclude

concept of pre

ur

glid ng of pe t , can
min rotro hie p

Neither

ridges , nor Troll's (194 4) suggestion of
pply

n the case of th

Aapamoores end other

tl nds , where the regularity of the pattern is

v n wh n the gradient is only I : I 00 .

moint 1n

I

pe t surf c e , irr specti ve of local variations in slope of

bil ty of the pools originating as wrinkles or tears .

II '

ar

utherland ia related strictly to

lin
lop

r p tt rn

re pon e t o gravitational
cc nlu t

the p tt rn .

f ect

then

f rence to the pr sen

war

- 126 (particularly figure 7) shows that this is not in fact the case .
the areas of greatest slope are de void of poo l development .
the case

Indeed

Also , as in

escribed by Boatman and Armstrong (196 8 ) , the orientation of

elongated poo ls throughout the whole study area is related solay to the
pr e sent slope of the peat surface a nd bears no relationship to that of the
underlying mineral ground which is extremely irregular .

Pearsall ' s concept

of ' pressure ri ges ' is therefore inconsistent with th e f orm of the pea t
body in this case and some other process must be involved in the development
of line r hollows and ridges .

ne feature of the patterns on the study

area is , howev r , more compatible with Pearsall ' s general concept .

hilst

orientation of pools is unre1 ted to shape of the mineral groun d , the
distribution of pools definitely is related to this .
ar

rg st in

i plie

The fact that pools

reas of deepest peat and a re absent in areas of thin peat

tha t shape of the pea t body (if only pea t dep th) might have some

in lu nc e on pool de velopme nt , though not in th e precise way which Pearsall
conc i v

svald (19 23 p . 283) states that pool complexes on

ne r y

lway

ground

n

P

oci t d

Lundqvi t
Th

t

in t he

i

ere

epressions of t he underlying mineral

1951 fi gure 12 2 ) shows a similar effec t on a sloping
i9ni icance of thi

aature will be considered later

cu son .

Id

o not

ith slight

om08se are

b

pp a

d

on phy ical proces e 8 to account for pa tt ern

to b

nd it

can

evelopment

nt wi th th e p tt rns described on the study

ry to consid r alte native thea

e St

jars (19 61,

19 3) e nd Heins 1m n (1963) h ve both emphasis d th e fac t th a t patterns
in min r o trophic m r

r

trict d to zones of water moveme nt through
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th e mi r e system and Sjors (19 48) shows t hat poo l systems on omb rot rop hic
mires in

weden are res tri cte d t o ar eas of high rainfall and humidi ty .

It

appears th a t pa tte rns are associa t ed wi th areas whe r e t here is a water
Thi s may seem ob viou s since pools are an integral compone nt

' su r plu s '.

of th e pa tt ern .

The point is , howe ver , that this l ays the emphasis in

discussi ng pat tern forma ti on on the pools .

In th e case of ombrotr oph ic

mi r es a water ' surplus ' will de pe nd upon th e climat ic regime and also upon
Th e slop e of th e pea t surface wil l be important ,

the r ate of run- off .

shallow slopes pr ovi di ng th e l owest run-off rate a nd greatest possibility
of a high water table being maintained .

This is at l ea st c onsistent wi th

the dist r ibution of poo ls on the study area and pro vi de s a basis f or discussi on .
- The idea

tha t pools are the significant components of pattern impl ies

tha t initial de vel opment o f patterns must be associated with onset of wetter
A num be r of pre vi ous stratigraphical investiga ti ons indica te

conditions.

that pool and hummock development is associated wi th a resur gence of bog
gr owth , in

90me

R t cli ff e

nd W lker (19 58) s how th a t the po ol - hummock top ography of Snibe

80g 1

c ses assoc i a ted wi th ' floodin g ' of the pea t surface .

restricted t o th e up per hor izons of th e peat .

overli

mor
r pr

th t thi

ur ae , s ubs

lnt

humi i d

ph8gnum- molinia peat and Ra tcl i ffe and

or po ols .

Walker and
r is d bog

m t o h va b

0

iva y

alker suggest

u nt hummock development then determining th e ex t e nt of

tr ti grep y of c rtain Jri

r 1

phagnum pea t

nts ' loadi ng ' of wha t was probably a rel tively plane

d hollow

meJ r ty

Fresh

ure b 9

ur

c .

alker (19 61) examine d the

and concluded

~ at

the great

n cre ted by floodin g of holl ows on

8

LundQvist (1 951) sh ow ed that pool formation
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i s usually preceded by a per iod when bog growth was temp orarily ch ecked .
Tol onen ( 96 7) shows th a t development of pools and ridges on both Hochmoor
a nd

apamoo r in Fi nl a nd is asso ci a t ed with sup er imposi t ion of fresh Sphagnum

pea t over more humi fied horiz ons.

Sj ors (1 961) mention s that in man y

cas es patterns seem to have been l ack ing duri ng early develop men t of the
minerotrophic pea tl and s wher e they a re now so conspicuous and th is is also
Fin ally

shown by Heinselman (19 63 p. 360 ) .

odwin and Conway (1939

p. 357 ) show that t he pools and hummocks of their ' regener atio n complex '
ha v

de ve loped ove r an older drier surface a nd probab ly r ep resent some

de gr ee of r ene wed bog growth a fter a ph ase of retar da tion or st andsti ll .
They at t ribute t his to climatic ch ang e since it occurs in all three of the
bog . which they examined .
In
ugg

ddi t ion t o the s tratigraphic a l investigations other wo r ke r

ted th a t ' flooding ' of the peat s urface is important .

have

oa tman and

Ar mst r ong (1 9 68 ) , in accounting for the development of linear pools , suggest
t het r e t r ict d
th

am

th

1 v 1 ( hich t hey term ' bridges ' ) can be flooded and tha t the rate

t

of p

reas of firm peat between adjacent pools at ap pr oximately

ccumul tion on th as

9ur r oun ing ere

flooded bridges is subsequently less than on

They sugg st th at the same process might be

•

pon i 10 f or pool i nit i tion in general , slight de pressions on the bog

r

urfec
pool

bing th
und r th

c nt r

condit on

th t the proc

o

n th

p

r oc

r

9

d

0 p

of pool initiation which once
wh i ch they de cribe .

A significant implication

of ' floodin ' i3 not in t
d v lopme nt of th
rticul

re

loaded rema in as

case res ric ted to

bog but is a ' continu ous '
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The present stratigraphical investi ga tions show

that development of

distinct hummocks and hollows is associated with the upp er horizons of the
peat and that the lower horizons show les s lateral vari ation .

Establishment

of these differences involves the initiation of pools in some areas and
resurgence of peat growth in others.

Both these condit i ons imply tha t

the water table was higher in relation t o the peat surface at th e time when
patterns were initiated , than it was previously .

In many cores abrupt

changes from strongly humified peat to a pool phase are demonstrated, often
with a thin layer of

phagnum papillosum at the surface of the humified peat.

Presence of Cal luna , Eriophorum vaginatum and often Rhacomitrium , to gether
with general absence of Sp hagnum from the humified pea t below the horizons
where poo ls are initiated , indicates that these abrupt change s represent
flooding of a rel ati ve l y dry surface , th e thin layer of Sp hagnum papill osum
reflecting onset of wetter conditions .

Deep cores indicate that there is a

greater degree of vertical vari ation in cores from sites where pools have
developed and it is suggested that ridges on th e present surface represent
areas where pools have never developed .

All the ridge pr ofiles examined

show prese nce of hummock forming species e . g . Calluna , E. vaginatum ,

phegnum

rubellum and S. imbricatum and there is some evidence (fi gure 23) that
re surgence of peat growth in these situations c orres ponds in time wi th pool
development in others .
This work supports the conte ntion that patterns de pend on establishment
of pools on the bog surface.

A rise in water table c n be taken to infer a

change t o a wetter climati c regime but sudden changes from humified peat to
pool conditions indicate that the conditions of the peat surface its elf
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might be impo rtant t o the e sta blishme nt of pools.

The f a ct tha t pools are

ab s e nt fr om areas of very thin peat a nd are most extensive where th e pea t is
deep es t suggests that the form of the peat body might influ ence the areas of
t the time of poo l initiation the influ e nce of mineral

pool initi ati on.

gr oun d ridges must have been more pronounced than it is now .

It has been

shown th at the first indications of pool initiation at one site in the
Eas tern

Network lies at about 1. 2 m. (or about 3 1 9") below th e presen t

00 1

Re ference t o f igure 6 shows tha t this is l ower than the t op

bog s urface .

Th e surface o f the peat covering

of the min eral gr ound ridge t o th e west .
thi s ri dg

must ha ve sloped down to this l evel and i t may be that t his s l ope

was s ufficient t o preclu de poo l form a tion .
it

c~n

Taki ng this a step further ,

be ar gued that the horizon of pool init ia tion in anyone area might

corr espond
surfec .

i t h th e time when growth of th e bog produced a fairly level
If this we r e s o th e n site fact ors might be more important than

clim tic cha nge in initiating the pa tterns in situations , such as the study
ree ,

h ra the mine ral gr ound is very irregular.
t ion , in th e

t h n sug
Anoth r
of th

po~

p et

urfoc
m ght

c ondi tio na

ro r

th t
th

soci t d with desiccation and humification during dry
How
tor d.

t.h

pr onounc d
0

b ence of more extensive stratigraphical informa t i on .

ibility , thou gh agai n only conjecture , is th at slight contract ion

cond · han

nd

This can be no more

P

higher w ter table to be maintain ed once we tter
uch a n sf
t fill

luid

o conv x mi nor 1 gr ound

rl

ellow p
11 r b

in

t on c rt in p rt
cl o

t o Lon

l och

ct could be exp ctad to be more
depras ion than wher e i t is thin
urfec •

It we

'> t ed i n section one

of th

study ar a

nd surr ounding

much harder and more compact tha n
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th e deepe r pea t fillin g the basins .

Th ese suggestions are offe r ed to

a cc ount for the presen t distribution of pools on th e study area and i n
oth er particu l a r cases r eferred to earlier ( Osva ld 1923 a nd Lundqvist
1951), but it must not be taken to imply t ha t poo l deve l opme nt a l wa ys
Boa tman and Arms trong (1 96B) investiga t e d the

r equires su ch con di tions.

possibili ty that pool develop me nt on a sloping bog surface might be r ela ted
t o t err aci ng of the mineral ground but found that this wa s not so and
ce r tainly es t abli shment of a regular alternation of pools and ridges on
min erotr ophic mires cannot be a t t ributed to differences i n the mineral gr ound
t opog r ephy which is often r emarkably uniform (Drury 1956) .
Although it appea rs tha t patte rn formation is init ial ly due t o
' flooping ' of the bog sur f ace t his does not explain ho w differen t forms
of patter n arise nor the more fundamental pr oblem of ho w the surface
i rr eguleri t i s a r e main t ai ned once established .
jors (1961 , 1 63 , 1965) hol ds the view th at pa tterns on both
ombr ot r ophic and mi n rotr op hic mire s persist because of diffe r ences in the
rat

of p

t grow th in hummock and hol low .

He places tho emphasis on

r t rdation of poat gr ow th in the holl ows end speaks of ' local cessa ti on
of peat f orm t ion in w t rlogged sit s t.
th a t th

gr owth r ate of hummock

s t abli hm nt o f po ol
of pool

nd

l nt inin

by

r nlund (1 932) from

th

poole

hie

r

c

mi ght be increased a t the same tim

as th e

nd t h t thi s is im ortant in d termining th

extent

th

patter n.

r

An axtrema case is that

h rei ed bog , Hemmermo '

mon ly 3-4 m. d
th

Other investi gations indicate

d bog

n.

ascribed

On th is bog

p e nd extend down to a s amp - mud layer

o t thro ughout .

Immedia t el y above the
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swamp - mud at the base of the Sp hag num pea t f ormi ng t he ridges is a l aye r
of highly humified Spha gnu m a nd wood pea t .
r ep r esents birch- clad r aise d bog hummocks

ra nl un d s uggests that this

1 m.

high s epa r ated by le vel mud

H goes on to sa y t ha t wi th th e cha nge t o increased rai nfall

surfaces .

which cor responds

th e surfa c e of the high ly hum if i ed pea t t he hol l ows

w~ t h

be t wee n t he hummock s fi l led wi t h wa t e r a nd r aise d- bog growth ma de powe r ful
headway on the hummoc ks , t he r eby mai ntai ni ng t he pa t te rn .

alke r a nd

' al e r ( 1961 ) sug ge s t t ha t on ' matur e ' bog s whe r e Ca1 1una a nd

r ioph oru m

vaginat um play dom in an t roles , humm oc k deve lopme nt pr obab ly depe nds on
s uccessful gr owt h of i ndi vi du a l pl a nts o f Ca1 1una or ca esp it os e

• va ginatum .

They show that such hummoc ks us ua lly pe rs i st dur i ng flood ing of t he bog
s urfa ce t he r eby limiti ng the e xt e nt of pool s fo r ming over tho r es t of t he
They c an ider that ' th e s o humm ocks might themse lves be r e juve na t e d ,

s urface .

phag na playi ng a n impor t a nt r ole i n th e ir upwa rd gr owth whi ch may ha ve be en
not much sl owe r than t h t of t he s ur r oun di ng hollows a t t his stage ' .
e vid nc e for
ch ng

in c

bog s urf ce r eacting a ll over i n th e same di r ect i on t o a

8

nd i t~o n

s emphasised .

Boa tma n a nd

r ms tr ong ( 1968) in

t bli hm nt of hu mmock s f vour t he vie

can id ring the
v

The

culer pI nt , not th

t ha t it is the

br yophyt e , wh i ch ar e t he m i n a ge nt s in i ni t i ati ng

hummock f orm L_o n , i n pr ov ding t he nec e s sa ry s up art f or moss a s su ch as

B.

ub llum

nd

h coml tr i um t o ge t abova t he

cc r in lV ,
h

pc t

ur

n.w l d gf

t

uch v
c

w uid

n

Itt

cul a r p l nts are a bsent duri ng flooding o f
hol lows whi lst othe r

~ o u ld

be subjec t

th .
gr

1

ur rounding sa tura t ed pea t .

c irr

ul rit

men t w"t hi n t he ' cologie 1 sc 001 ' t hat
o f th

urfac

bei ng flooded ere impor t ant
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i n the init iation of more pronounc ed pa t terns si nce th ey provid e situations
whe r e diffe r en t r a t es of peat accumulation may occu r .

Even Ruuhijarvi

(1 960) , who rel ies on frost phenomena a nd other physical pr ocesses to
e xplain the deve lopme nt of pr onoun ced r idge s on Aapamoor , considers t hat
diffe r ences i n ' gr ades of wetn ess ' mus t be present before t he physi cal
, nly when distinct differences i n wetness

pr ocosses can have a ny effect .

are developed do r ege l atio n and other me chan ica l f or ces inter vene in the
development of t he st rHn ge (ridge s) '.
In ordo r to determi ne t he precise ma nner in which the dif ferenc es
between hummock and poo l are acce ntu a t ed i t woul d be necessary to establ ish
val ues for the rate a

pea t gr owth in these t wo situations.

be en qo ne i n t he pre s ent study .

Th is has not

Neverth e l e s s , some indication of t he pr oce ss
In pa rt i cula r a

can be gained fr om t he

t r atig ra phic a l investigations .

conside r ab ly increased

phagnum co nte nt is apparent i n the ri dge profile

( figure 23) a t approxi ma t ely th e same l e vel s a s pool phases in the profile
b low t he pr e s en t poo l which imp l ies th a t th e res ponse t o cha nging water

l avel

is

1mil r to tha t de cribed by Walker and

alke r (1961 ) .

No

comparison o f the ectu I r t e of peat acc umulat ion can be made , despite
the be

c

w ra u

d , t h t f or th e poo l pr o ile producing a possible error due to

mi l o r ~ ty

oomp ct on .
t he cor r u
ty
.t b

opt

Th!

app l i s in th e cas

holl

i ur

nd

of the linea r holl ows , in that

d i nv olv d compaction which might be more pronounc ed in some

h n

m nt of

1

o f th e profiles , beca use different t yp es of corer

n ot h r •

It

tt r cond t on
) th n th
t

lth r

auld be
to b

r uad tha t

ynchronou

88uming the

in t e small linea r

of p at accumUl a t ion is leas t in the poo l
, pepill o um is dominant or whe r e 1 t r al
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s pr ead of drier elements occur s , but this must remain only a suggestion in
vi ew of possible compaction effects .
A comp lete ly di fferent aspect of th e present work does howe ver have a
bearing on th e pr oblem of establishment and accentuation of hummoc k and
hollo w.

This is the behaviour of the wa ter-table , which shows pronounced

local differences in fluctuation according t o th e physical natur e of the peat .
fluctuatio n is least i n hollows and greatest in hummocks , a feature which is
a ttributed to di ff erences in storage capacity .

It has been shown in the

case of ridges a nd hollows on a sloping surface that when the water level
is high th e rate of fall in the hummock can be three times that of an
adjacent hollow .
the

f~ct

A similar effect is demonstrated over a wider area by

t hat thenrge oc f luctuation increases by about 3 cm . in the pea t

immediately surrounding th e Eastern pool Network .

It has also been shown

th a t the modal water l e vel depth at sites domin ated by plants cha racteristic
of pools and those characteri s tic of hollows over a large par t of the study
area differs by only 5 cm .

This means th at the differences in water level ,

f lu ctuation due to storage capacity are sufficient to accentuate differences
in ve getation between pool and hummock once these are established .

So I

sugge st that this is a possible mechanism by which the two ecol og ically
distinct environm ents might be maintained , once differences in degree of
wetness have been established by flooding of a previously drier bog surface
on which hummocks were already established .
Obviously some grad ie nt i s nec essary for spatial d' fferences i n water
leval to occur .

Th is may be a local gradie nt between adjacent hummock and

hollow , or th e gra die nt of the whole bog surface .

If di ferences in water -
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level are essential to the establishment of pattern then differences in
gradient must also be important .

This is because , according to Oarcy ' s

Law (see appendix 5) , the ra te of water movement through a given type of
pea t is prop orti onal to the hydraulic gradient , the latter being equivalent
t o the slope of the water tabl e in bog systems (Ingram 1967) .
Th is i s of course consistent with th e premise made earlier that
pattern development depends on establishmen t of pools wher e t he gradient
of th e bog surface is not t oo grea t .

It ca n be expected t hat given a

constant peat type th e re will be a certa i n gr adien t a t which the rate of
water movement through th e peat will preclude f looding of the bog surface ,
which is necessary for the establishment of pools .

n the study area this

appears to be a gr adien t of abo ut 1 in 37.
But the sig nificance of Oarcy ' s La w to pattern f orma tion is not limited
to th e dist r ibution of pa tt erns .

To gether with the evidence of diffe r ential

wate r-l evel fluctuatio n i n hummock a nd hollow it provides a basis for
un derstanding why patter ns are mointained and helps to explain some of the
f ature

of the pat terns on the study area .

Th is will be referred to in

detail in the discussion of parti cu lar forms of pattern which now follows .
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De velopment of particular pa ttern forms
In t he previous sect i on it wa s suggested that initia tion o f pa tterns
on the study area was due t o flooding of a rel a tively dry pea t surface
resulting in the development of poo l s in some cases and causing an increase
in t he r ate of upwa rd growth of hummocks or rid ges i n others .

If pool

f or mation is ba sic to pa t tern development th en it c a n be expected th a t the
forms which th e pa ttern takes will be rel a ted primarily to the con di tions
necessary for existence of a pool .

In particular the gradient of the bog

surface at the time of poo l initiation will be important in defining in
broad t e rms, th e possible extent of individual pools .
8

Thus flooding of

horizontal , but sli ghtly hummocky , bog surface will result i n the production
i~re gu l a r

of

s h~llow

pools with isl a nds repr esen ting former hummock centres .

In such situ tions& ngle pools could be e quidimensional .

On a similar but

sloping bog s urface the gr adient of slope will limit the extent of a pool
in th e direc tion a

slope .

The maximum width will be a function of the

amplitude of the microt opogr phy a nd a verage gradient of the bog surface ,

i

y.

me

th e

ib l

a

but th

m t ob viou

of th

hu

xt e nt of a pool along the contour will not be limited in
or

'hare th e bog sur face is s loping .

ock or r dg 9 down lope of any pool .

p r m ebility

i ll v ry

in e ' dry ' clim t •
th

p

t

pool to exist another f ac tor is also important , which

0

th

ccordin
r

u

t tlm •

The rel a tive importance of

t o tho climatic regime , bei ng most important

pool to be mainta i ned the drai nage r a te through

humm ck mu t b

r cipit t i n end 1n low

Th at is the permeability

10

s than the differ r.

bet een input

r om high er a r ea ) and evapotr nspiration , per
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If patterns are form e d i n this way then their persistance depends on
the fact that pools a re not subject to colonisation and hydroseral succ ession,
other wise t he pa ttern would be destroyed.

This applies part icularly to the

pool ne tworks but any explana t i on of pattern development on the study area
must also take accou nt of the li nea r Sphagnum-grown hollows .

The basic

how far a r e th e present pa ttern- forms c onsist~ft with the

question is ;

conc e pt of patter n being maintained , and per haps accentu a t ed , simply by
r elatively r apid upward growth of the ridges , res ulting in the pools and
holl ows being ' l ef t behi nd '.

Th is leads on t o consider a tion of factors

responsible for differential rat es of peat accumulation in the two
I t is also necessa ry to question how far de velop men t of

microhabitats .

patterns is i nflu ence d by ' erosion ' since it is clea r f rom th e presen t wo rk
that at least in the pool-networks some degree of erosion has occurred .

A bri ef s ummary of pr e vious work rele vant to these questions is given
befor e cons i der i ng the implications of the present work .

The suggestion

th at d op pools r epre ent precise areas of po 1 initiation , which for some
r eason r ma in e
by th

pools whilst the ri ges continu e t o grow , is supported

pr viously

ascr ibe

uppor t d by d
Del rn,
for

d

her

Lun qvist (19 51) hos sh wn that almost no peat has been

nn r
on

hollo

h

t

on

1

mi r

nd d

p pool s during the l as t 2000- 3000 years .

In

7) h s d mo nstr e ted th a t positions of ridges and
n L br dor h va rem in d constant

i nce their

nt .

Jor

c.

It is also

n a nal ysis of mires in the Swedish province of

n I fl rk I

addit on

investigations of Granlund (193 2) .

P

)

lron ly

t

ro

upp~r

h in w t r1 0g

th

ide
d

ite

tha t patterns are due to
nd put

for ard

8

theory

- 138 (1963 ) of corrosive oxida tion to account for this .

He su gges ts that a fil m

of a l ga e on t he su rface of bar e peat below the water level gi ves rise to
oxidation conditi ons whi ch will impe de or retar d pea t form ation.

jor s

claims th at signs of corrosive oxidation are obvious i n ombrotrophic bog
holl ows , where t he y ha ve usu a lly be en believed to r ep r es ent mechanical
erosion.

Al t hough he desc r ibes (196 3 p . 73) how such a n oxidat i on pr ocess

migh t ope r a te , he unf ortun a t ely fa i ls t o indicate th e features of th is pr ocess
which distinguishes i t from mecha nical erosion.

He also suggests ( Sjors ,

1965) th a t ab s enc e of aqua tic Sp hag na fr om th es e si t es is due t o compe tition
with micr o- alg e but gi ves no experimen t al evidence t o sup por t t his contention .
Other work r s ha ve sug ge sted tha t th e de velopment of pool netw orks has
involvod erosion .

Thus Ratcli ffe a nd Walker (1 958) say t ha t this is a

secon da ry pr ocess due to er osion and enl ar geme nt of existing hollows by

A similar view is exp r essed by Ra tclif fe ( in

wi nd and wa t er.

8va 1d (1923 and 1949) ,

nd Pea r sall (1954).

urnett 1964) ,

Boa t man and Ar ms trong (1968)

con id r th t erosion of peat oc cur s , s ubs equent t o the floodin g of the pea t
su rfac , in ce r t

end d po i t d 80m
p

duri ng

er

her e .

nod by thi
th i

8

i tu tion

wher e pool linkage occur s along the contour.

r osion re uires th at th e peat s o r emoved must be transported

Pn ysica l

v n d

n

ince the pools are c ons idered t o be enlar ged and

pr oce s ( a tcl iffe in Burnett, 1964) it is difficul t to

m t ri I i

trong w nd

'p

t- t

n i ng '.

un

rcu t n9 of

oc cur

on v ry

of th

t udy

I ha ve exami ned the pools on the study

nd fou nd tha t th e water did not show any noticeable

tu th r , i t h s be n shown i n sect!
00 1

r in

11
r

oing .

oft n 1

i

unlik ly to be due to wa v

nd ind

t wo

p . 15) t ha t

action , since i t

d m ny sme ll holl ows in the wes t ern part

t h n 1. 5 m. in l e ngth ) . have vertical edges
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of ba re peat which a re now concealed by accumul a tions of molinia litter
an d latera l s pr ea d o f S. papillosum .

On the oth er ha nd ther e is abundant

e vi dence tha t pea t ha s been rem oved by some process .

Th e theory outlined

by Sjors ( 1963 ) app ears to be consistent with features o f the study area ,
not least in the abundance of algae on the bare peat surfaces below the
wa ter leve l .
If this pr ocess has in fact operated then it is important to consider
the e xtent t o which it has contribut ed to t he present form of the pa tte rn s .
In this res pe ct it is immedia tely obvious th at if such a process occu rr ed
repidly then th e whole pattern would be lost due to lateral expansio n and
fre quent linkage of pools .

Although linkage does occur i t does not have

tho form wh i ch would be expected if t wo pools were to expand until they came
into contact .

Poo l lin ages only occur by means of straight edge d cross -

conn ction s thr ough r idges .
width in ar as wh r

Th e very fac t t ha t ridges ha ve a very consta nt

pool networks are de veloped on a slopi ng bog surface

im Ii s t ha t th re mu t be a limi t to the ' erosio n' .
a rg r n tworks than thos

il l u trat d by

o

urn tt , 19 4) .

78

, pla t

not c u

p at h

Q

n but h

th

t bli h d P tt rn .
nt th

r pr

di c ant nuity

11

ia c on

cor

nt

l th

of the study area , e . g .

laish

or th se r asons I suggest that removal

any app r eciab l e extension of pools subsequent to
only been
n this b

uf i c ient t o accentuate an already
is the 8m 11 pi llar-li ke islands would

of pr viou ly slightly larger islands and the

ar m d by th

n unt 0

(This point is best

d

pr s nt pool bottom can
blow th

h

ct

h t r

xplained by on ly

l ev 1 of pool esta blishment .
ur g nc

This

of peat gro th in the ridge
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profile l ies at approximatel y th e same level as the present pool bottom
in figure 23 .
This imp l ies that the pools have remai ned open and unveget ated whilst
the ridges have grow n up wards , a s s hown by Granlund and Lundqvi st .

The

results of experime ntal introduction of Sphagnum cu spida tum to these pools
during the presen t work provides some su pport for the contention by Sjo rs
that absen ce of aquatic Sphag na from th es e a reas is due to competition with
algae , but further work is re quired on this subject .
The

uestio n now is how far other f eatures of the poo l net wor ks are

consiste nt wi th the conce pt th a t patterns ar e due to differential peat
growth.

I have suggested earlier tha t extent of a pool on a sloping bog

surface will depend on th e a verage gradient and the amplitude of the
microtopography .

In the case of th e pool networks there is a contrast

be t we en the amplitude of present ridges and hollo ws (40 - 50 cm . ) and the
small differences betwe en wat er levels of adjacent pools (gen e r a lly l ess
tha n 12 cm . ) .

The po int I wish to emphasise is th a t th e l arge amplitude

of the pools and ridges i s i ncon sis tent wi th the relationship between
a verage gr adie nt and fre quency of pattern componentso

To my mind this

indicates th at the pres e nt pa tter n is simply an up ward projection (by growth
of the r idges) of a pattern initially de penda nt on small di ffer e nces in wate r
lev 1 .

Thea

wo uld , as s uggested earlier , ha ve been determined by a much

sma ll r amplitude of mi crotop ography at the t ime of pool initiation .
ne featu r e of the patterns , the downslope linka

of pools, appears

at first sight t o be inconsis tent wi th the idea that patterns are due to
upwa rd gr ow th of the ridges .

If gaps can occur in th e ridges the n it is

(a)

ridge
1

ridge

pool
1

pool

2

2

(b)

(c)

,- - - - --,

(d)

,------,
,
,

(8)

,- - -- - ---,
,

f

ridge
3
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difficult t o see how the pa t tern can be maintained.

I suggest that th e

process is ini t iated by ' flooding ' of the lowest parts of a r i dge , as i n
the case of the overflo w sites described i n sect ion two , and t hat such
areas are then subjec t to a s lowe r r a t e of peat growth th an higher sections
of the ridge , which are not flooded.

This is comparable with the pr ocess

env isaged by Boatman and Arms trong (1 968) to account for poo l expansion
along the contou r .
Any explanation of thi s process must take a cc oun t of the f act that
some r idges show no disti nct ' overfl ow sites ', whilst in other cases these
a r e well deve lop ed .

The problem is to expla in how th e flooding occurs , and

wh y it does not occur i n some cases .

Ass uming th a t poo l networks ar e the

re su lt of up wa rd growth of the pea t r idges then it is possible to demo ns tr a te
a developm ental sequence by which gaps might be for med in certai n r idges .
Th is de pends on differences in the rate of up ward growth of the lowes t
sections of ad j ace nt r idges .
1. Th e pa tte rn is a ccentuated by upward growth of ridge surfaces
(a and b).
2. for some r ea son (d iscussed belo w) ' overflow sites ' develop on the
l owest parts of one r idge but not on others .

Upward growth of the

over flow sites is s l ower than th at of the l owes t pa rts of other ridges .
It is al so s l owe r than that of hi gher par ts of the s ame ridge (c) .
3. Subse quent gr owth of r idge 1 wi l l cau se th e wa ter levels of the
pools l and 2 t o become continuous .

This wi

~

effectively pr odu ce

a fall of th e water table in pool 2 r ele tiv e t o r idge 3 .

(d)

4. ' ith furth er gr owth of r idges land 3 the original overflow sites
f r idge 2 will be s ubme r ged .
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The process of floodi ng would th erefore involve t wo phases .

The

f irst wo uld be ove rf low of wa ter across th e lowes t part of th e ridge .
Tho se cond wo uld be inundation o f these areas , due t o their gr ow th
being r e t arded whilst the lowest pa rts of th e next ridge downslope
continued t o grow .

It ca n be expected that these two phases will produce

rather different ecologi cal conditions .
Se veral features of th e study area are consistant with this se quence .
In particular it has been shown tha t submerged peat ridges occur between
islands (p . 19 and f ig ure 14) .
sup port dense stande of

The fact th a t these submerged ridges

riophorum angustifolium is compatibl e wi th the

se quence described above and it woul d be difficult t o envisage any way in
which th ese gaps in th e ridges could be pr oduced by erosion when they are
colonised in this way .

nother similarity is that where linkage has

occurr ed on th e study area the upslope pools are relatively shallow .

In

one case however it has been demonstrated (in the N•• Pool Net work) that
this is due to an ac tual f al l in water le vel (exposing bare peat ed es)
and in this case it appears that the level of the overflow sites has been
lower d by som

fo rm of ' erosion '.

wi ll occur where t her

It is reasonable t o expect that this

is a pronounc ed difference in level between the pools

c one rn d .
here

hould occu r on

it
to

ppe r s t o be no rea s on why initial development of overflow

8

orne ridge s a nd not on others .

It is more reasonable

th t they would occur on ell r idges , but th . the rela tive degree

of r

m ht v ry

th n oth r .

In th i

0

tha t some would be more eff ective in linkage

poct the hypoth tice l se que nce indicate s a possible

- 143 reason why linkage does not occur throu gh every r idge .

ne effect of

linkage is to incr ea se the hydraulic gradient of the r idge above the pools
which have linked (i . e . ridge 3 in the diagram) .

This is sUbstantiated by

the f ig ur es quo ted earlier for differences in water level between
pools forming the Eas tern Poo l Networ k .

cer~ain

Th e diffe rence between pools A

a nd 8 was 7 . 8 cm . and between 8 and C 12 . 4 cm . (measured on one occasion) .
In ter ms of the devel opmental sequence outlined abo ve pool B r epresents
t wo previously separ ate poo ls (see map fi gure 13) .

According t o

arcy ' s

Law the r ate at which wa t e r moves through the peat of a r idge will be
proport ional t o the gr adie nt , so it ca n be expected that some increa se in
r ate of water movement will occur in the ridge where
increased .

hydra ~u c

gr adient is

Depe ndi ng on the hydra ulic condu cti vi ty of the pe t and the

clima tic re gime of the ar ea it ca n be expected that there will be a minimum
hydraulic gradient in the ridge at which floodin g of the surfa ce will be
precluded .

Since linkage is cons i dered to depend on flo odi ng of th e

l owe st parts of t he ridge surface , ·th e process appears t o be self- regula tin . •
Ther e will be a limit to th
a single unit.

num ber of pools which can link t ogethe r to form

This wi ll de pend on the origi nal frequency of ridges a nd t he

average gr adie nt of the bog surface , as we ll as the i ntrinsic hyd r aulic
c onducti vity of the ridges .
Another poss ibility is that linkage ma y be i n fluenced by a gradual
incre s

in climatic we tness .

mov m nt through the system m

The resulting increase in rate of wa t er
~

be greater than can b

hydr eulJc conduct ivity and gradient of the ridges .
equal in t rms of gradi ent
t ak

pI c

a ccommodated by the
If the ridges we re all

nd hy dr a ulic conduct'vity then overfl ow would

on tho lowe t points of all the ri dg es , if their upwa rd grow th
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could not keep pace with the increasing climatic we tness .
in the thickness of the fresh

Slight differences

phagnum layers and also wid th of th e ridges

(a componen t of gradient) mi ght then determine those rid ge s which would be
most li able to ' flooding '.

This places the emphasis on overflow and

movement of wa ter across the lowest parts of a rid ge , rather tha n on a
gradu all y ri si ng water tabl e flooding these parts of the ridge .
on the first

Th a t is ,

r a ther than the second phase described above.

ph~se

Such a ch a nge in the hydrological regime is also consi s tent wi th the
fact that linkage results in reduction of ridge fre quences .

After linkage

the hydraulic gradient of each effective ridge is increased , whilst the
average gradient of th e bog s urface remains constant , and this is consistent
with an increased hydrological input .
The

~hole

problem of flooding appears to hinge on relative growth
In the case of a ridge which is gr owing rel a tively

rate of the bog surface .

rap i dly the hydra ulic gradient wi ll be increased , thereby increasing the r ate
of water movement through the s urface layers .

At the same time rapid growt h

may result in a thicker layer of rel ati vely pe rmeable fresh Sphagnum peat
at th

surface .

Bo th these features would restrict th e ' flooding ' of the

lower parts of such e ridge .
I ha ve sugges ted earlier that pattern initiation is due to diffe rences
in response t o flooding , some areas showing retardation and others a
resur genc

of growth .

flooding , re pres nt

In effect the lower parts o f ridge s, subject to
n

n logous situation .

devel opment o f an overf low
Ch pm n (1 65) h

it

It is po . ible that the

is a gradual process of vegetational Change.

hown th at subtle vegetational differences exist in areas
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o f bla nk e t bog whe re t here is pronounced wa ter move me nt .

The ove rfl ow s ites

of th e north - we st pool ne t work (table 1 pag e 17) di ffer less from the nor mal
ridge vege t a tion than do those of the Eastern Po ol Network , whi ch ar e subj e ct
to fairly continuous inundation .
It is appr opria te to regard the overflow sites as small examples of
' wa ter-tr a cks ' in which the rather specialised vegetation may be due to
greater availability of nutrients (Ingram , 1967), or to locally impr oved
conditions of oxygen av a ilability ( Armstrong and Boatman , 1967) .

In

contrast the continuously inundated areas , such as some of those in the
Eastern

001

etwork , have apreponderance of markedly hydrophilous species

and a total absence of Ericaceous species and caespitose plants.
suggested ( alker and Wal er 1961 , Boatman and

It is

rmstrong , 1968) that

humm ock form a tion may depe nd on the presen ce of suitable vascular plants.

r

hav e a lrea dy emphasised that the difference in modal wate r level of sites

dominated by Calluna and those dominated by ' hollow ' species is only 5 cm .
I suggest that waterlogging of the r obt ing zone of these species might be
the most signi icent stage in the form tion of overflow sites .

An

inv esti gation of tho ecological conditions of the overflow sites would be
a r ew rding study and might also indicate ho w the pr ocess of flooding
oper tes in other situ ations .
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Finally it is necessary to consider the development of Spha gnum
dominated hollows .

If the pool networks remain unvegetated due to the

presence of a lga e , it is necessary to question why the narrow linear hollows
are Sphagnum dominated and , that being so , why they do not become colonised
tratigraphical evidence shows that pool phases hav e

by ' ri dge ' species.

often been recolonised especially by associations of Sphagnum papillosum
and Eriophorum angustifolium , and in a number of cases pool cond i tions have
been re- e stablished.

Th is is true of the large linear hollows (figure 25)

and is also indicated by many of the pr ofiles below the Eastern Pool Ne t work.
I ha ve suggested that colonisatio n of shallow steep - edged pools has been
assisted by accumulation s of wind-blow litter of molinia caerulea ,
particularly in the peripheral r egions of the bog .

xamination of the

process of pool colonisa tion by S. papillosum and E. angustifolium in
ass ociation wi th moli nia l it ter indicates that these species require some
supp ort .
pools .

This would help to explain the scarcity of such species in deep
In all cases examined colonisation was found to occur by lateral

spread of S . papillosum over molinia litter , possibly supported by the mat
of

riophorum

(e. g . th

an9ustifo l ~ um

runner s .

Even in rel ativel y small hollows

small linear hollow f igure 26) it is apparen t that such coloni sa tion

has be on rest r icted to the p ripheral parts of the pool in the absence of a
continuous mat o f compact l itter .

Th e large lin ear holl ows show an

alt rnation of pool condit i ons and growth of Sphagnum papillosum .
pas ibl
of

th Dt r c ol onisation by S. papillo um is aga
l itt r

It is

de pe ndent on a mat

nd the loteral stems of Er iophorum angustifolium since
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both ar e abundant and e ven domina nt in the pool phases .
n the oth er ha nd it is possible that the balance between pool phase
and establishment of an

• angustifolium S . papillosum association can be

swayed in either direction by quite sma ll ch a nges in conditions .

Ther e

are strong i ndications that wh ere pools have once formed , subsequent
development is much more sensitive to chan ging cond itions (presumably
climatic) than on firmer areas where pools ha ve ne ve r formed (e . g . figure
I su ggest that this is due to the pool deposits being cap abl

22 , 23) .

of a gr eater degree of compact io n .

Th is pro vi des one possible r eason why

such areas are no t gener ally colonised by hummock species .

Because of

the nature of the vege t ation o f hollows upward gr owth wi ll not be as
pronounced as i n hummocks.
Thi s brings me t o th e final point concerning th e perpetua tion of
It has been s hown th a t th e hydraulic conduct i vi ty of the surface

hollows .

layers of a hummock or r idge (fr esh Sphag num pea t ) is considerably higher
than in the deeper mor e compact and amo rphous horizons (f igure 3gb) .

Due

to this the water 1 vel in a hollow is maintained a t e more constant level
than in th

I co nsider th is t o be fundamental to the

adj cent hu mmock .

maintenance of hollows since it ensur es that th e water l e vel r equir ements
of both ridge e nd hollowar e mai ntain ed.
fluctuation in th

Th e gr eater degree of wa t er table

r idge is suffi c ie nt to permi t growth of Calluna a nd

[ riophorum v gino tum which pro vide th e su pport necessary for upwar d gr owth
of th o hummock- forming mosses such as
n rr
o

th

hu mmo c

r n9

phagnum rubel l

In contrast the

of water 1 val fluctuation maintained very close to the leva l

bryophyt

s ur fee

of

ha hollow will preclude the establishment of

f orming sp c ia , end th

hollows will the refore remain .

SUMMARY ' OF CONCLUSIONS
Strongly patterned surfaces on the study area occur where the peat
is more than 2m deep .
This often corresponds with hollows in the
underlying mineral ground .
Pattern is indistinct or absent where peat
is l ess than about 1m thick and where the present gradient of the bog
surface exceeds 1 in 37 .
Orientation of the pattern is directly
related to present slope of the bog surface .
Pools and ridges are
elongat ed parallel to the contours even when the slope is only 1 in 100 .
Stratigraphical studies show that the present large scale pattern
has developed only within the upper layers of the peat (generally within
1m of the s urfac e ) .
It is superimposed on a relatively l evel surface
with a small- scale hummock and hollow relief .
A change from humified
to fr sher peat often accompanies this change .
The small scale pattern
shows vertical alternation of hummock and hollow in a number of places .
In contrast the components of the larger patt ern have remained constant
once established, though some lat eral oscillation of ve get ation zones is
d ons trat ed .
Range of water level fluctuation is l east (15 em . ) in the pool networks on the crown of the bog and gradually increas es towards the periphery (25 cm+) .
The uppe r limit of water l evel is a threshold above
which run off occurs .
This occurs r epeat edly during winter and less often
during th s ummer .
Short periods of heavy rain in summer can cause the
water tabl to rise to this threshold l evel , even after two weeks drought .
On slo ing ar s with l in ar ridges and hollows the range of fluctuation
is much 1
in the hollows than in the hummocks .
(It can be three times
th hummo k ) .
This differenc e is most marked during high
It i s consider ed that differences in ecological conditions
hummock
holloware largely due to the different behaviour of
bl
n th s two situations .
The importance of the differs
ph sised by the fact that water l evel modes for
r Osti of hummocks and hollows differ by only 5 em .
l

tb t the growth of fil entous algae in bog pools
r inb °bits th growth of aquatic Sphagnum spe cies and
t in mOnt i ning th patt erns of open pools .
of wind-blown M linia litter occur in the pools then
ools m y 0 cur , to th extent that a Sphagnum
t m y b form d .
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Appendix 1:

Survey methods

As a basis for subsequent description of the
marked out on the s urfac
int rvals.

~tudy

area a grid was

of the peat by means of stakes at 50' (15.2 m)

The data for figure 3, s howing the peat surface contours

were obtained by levelling at 10 f eet (3 m) intervals along the grid
lines (using a

uicksett Level and levelling staff to 1/20 feet).

In

the case of large pool networks the level was taken on the peat surface
at either side of the pool s and on the surface of islands, where
Bccsssible.

Contours were drawn at 3" (7.6 cm ) intervals.

Isolated

tell hummocks were not included, nor was any attempt made to fit contours
accurately around the edges of the deeper pool networks, evan though
the height of the edges often exceeded four contour intervals.

The

contours therefore indicate only the general height of the peat surface
end do not show the major depressions which extend below the water table.
The height of the bottom of the ppols was measured along the three grid
line8, profiles of which are shown in figure 6.
Date for figures 4 - 7 were obtained by measuring the depth of
p at

t the

m a urement

ame positions as the surface levelling.

were made between grid line8 where it was apparent that there

was en abrupt change in height of the mineral ground.
elope. of th

Additional

~in

Owing to the steep

ral ground it waB only possible to draw contours at

1 ft . (30 . 4 cm . ) interval.

II

All figures obtained were related to the height of a mark
chiselled on a granite rock (at point 5l9E 299N).

This arbitary datum

is represented by the contour line at 20 ft . on the maps but the relation
of this height to 0.0 . is not known.

Other measurements of height made

during the course of hydrological investigations are also related to
this datum.

Similar methods were used in the case of the small pool

networks near Long Loch .
Orientation of pools (figure 11) was measured in the field with
a compass.

III

Appendix 2:

Production of low-level aerial photographs

In order to record the present morphological features and
vegetation of the pool networks and to produce accurate large scale
maps of these , it was necessary to take lo w level aerial photographs
ince no existing photographs were suitable for this purpose.
The method adopted is an adaptation of that described by
Edwards and Brown (1960).

A camera was supported by means of a

70 0 g. rubber meteorological balloon , inflated with hydrogen to a
diameter of 2 - 2 . 5 m.

A single nylon line was attached to the

neck of the balloon, by means of which the balloon could be guided
from the ground •

The camera , a 35 mm . ' Robot ' automatic , WBe

. mounted , together with a solenoid , on the base of an aluminium frame
sus p nded from the neck of the balloon , by a rigid aluminium rod
about 50 cm . i n length .

A lightweight three- core electric cable

was connected to the terminals of the solenoid and passed up to the
neck of the balloon where it was attached , the main part of this
cable descending to the ground .

At the lower end the cable was

plugged in to contacts on a box containing batteries , which was
carried by the operator .

The solenoid was operated by pressing a

witch on the battery-box and the electric circuit incorporated a
fe d-back by me n8 of which a light on the battery-box flashed when
th

camer

huttar operated .

IV
The 'Robot' automatic camera has a clockwork mechanism which
winds on the film and re-sets the shutter after each exposure.
fully loaded 60 frames (24 x 24 mm.) can be obtained on a film.

When
However ,

the mechanism is only sufficient to wind the film on about 40 times and
it was therefore necessary to lower the balloon and rewind the mechani.m
at that point.

The light on the battery-box was automatically operated

and remained on when the film was finished.

Total weight of the

equipment lifted by the balloon, including the balloon material itself,
was 14 - 15 lbs., which required over 150 cubic feet of hydrogen to ensure
a sufficient lift.

The apparatus was designed for the camera to operate

at a height of 200 ft. (61 m.) above the peat surface.

At this height

the area included in the photograph was a square with sides 112 ft. in
length (about 34 m.).
It was found that completely still air wae necessary to position the
belloon accurately and also to ensure that vertical photographs were
taken.

Any air movement caused lateral drift of the balloon and period!

loss of lift.

Furthermore, movement of the balloon in this way caused

the camera mounting to swing like a pendulum.
mounting remained completely vertical.

In still air the camera

Suitable conditions on the

Silver Flowe were found to occur rarely and the opportunity had to be
taken whenever favourable conditions occurred during the course of
other

~ork.

Photographs obtained war

printed at approxima

ly equal scales

(1 : 190), this being determined by the position of cords along certain

v
grid lin es of the study area which showed clearly on the photographs.
The prin t ed phot ographs ware then examined on a Zeiss Aaro-sketchmaster
by means of which the outlines of pool networks cou l d be drawn at any
re quired scale and slight distortion due to deviation from the vertical
was corrected .

The two maps of the pool networks (figures 17 and I S)

ware compiled in this way_
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Appendix 3:

Extraction of peat cores

The solid peat of the ridges wa s sampled by means of a Hiller corer
but the

phagnum papillosum covered hollows and the deep open pools each

presented difficulties in the extraction of peat cores .
Alumini um tube
Hollows dominated by Sphagnum papillosum coul d not be sampl ed by a
standard peat corer owing to the fibrous texture of the fresh Sphagnum
peat with E. angustifolium , which formed the upper layers .

It was found

that thi s vegetation could be extracted by means of an aluminium tube
(8 cm . in diameter) , sharpened at one end , which was pushed into the
vegetation with a twisting motion so that a core of vegetation was
cut .

Th e core was then extracted by placing a hand under the lower
In this manner cores of maximum length 50 cm . could

end of the tube .

be ob tained , which was sufficient to investigate the fibrous horizons
concerned.

The peat core was removed from the tube by means of a

plunger , and was pushed out of the upper end of the tube so that
contamin tion w s unidirectional .

The core was th en enclosed in e

polythene sh eet and was carried in a rigid plastic tube to prevent
damage occurring during transportation .
mp l er for pool sites
Since the chamber of a Hiller corer becomes water filled and does
not oper ta
pool
Thi

ucces fully in the soft peat immediately below the deep

it w s neces

inc or por te

ry to desig n a corer suitable for

6

ch material.

two rigid plastic tube , each about 1. 2 m. long with

VII
diameters of 5 and 7.5 cm . , which are placed one inside tha other .
Attached to the outer tube at the lower end is a bevelled cutting edge
the inner margin of which is continuous with the inner plastic tube.

By

turning the inner tube against the outer one e number of teeth are made
to close across the tube forming a diaphragm just above the cutting edge .
A reverss movement causes the teeth to retract into the space between
the two tubes.

The corer is pushed into the 80ft peat (with the

diaphragm retracted) to a maximum depth of 60 cm .

The diaphragm is then

extended thereby cutting and supporting the core and the instrument
extract d.

If necessary a plunger was used to remove the core,

the case of the aluminium tube .

8S

in
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Appendix 4:

Tables showing climatic data
TABLE

1

monthly rainfall totals (inches) and % of average monthly
rainfall at Loch Dee (25/479792) during the study period
1967

1966

Actual
monthly
totals

of
average
monthly
rainfall

Actual
monthly
totals

%of
average
monthly
rainfall

Ja nu ary

6 .09

56

8.01

74

f ebruary

8 .27

124

8.26

124

arch

10.15

181

8.77

156

April

4.62

86

5.69

106

may

6 .65

126

10.02

191

J un

5.28

114

3.86

83

July

2 . 39

38

6.46

104

Au gust

6.71

93

SeptIJmbar

7.94

102

October

7.95

81

November

8 .83

96

December

15.60

170

Annual Total 90.48
The annual total for 1966 i. 103. 5% of the estimated
average annual rainfall 1916-50 (87.36 inches)

IX
TABLE
Monthl

2

rainfall

lill

~

Actual
monthly
totals

%of
average
monthly
rainfall

Actual
monthly
totals

% of

average
monthly
rainfall

January

5. 86

58

7.37

73

february

9.22

146

8.43

134

March

6 .40

120

7.59

143

April

5.60

118

3.83

80

may

6.23

125

9.74

194

June

4.43

102

3.06

70

July

1.85

31

6.22

105

August

6.66

97

5 ptember

7.11

100

Octob r

7.51

84

November

8 . 35

98

Oecemb r

13.12

150

nnusl Total 82. 34
The

nnuel total for 1966 is 100.42% of the estimated
eV8reg annual tainfall 1916-50 (81.99 inc es)

x
TABLE

:3

Rainfall totals and potential transpiration for
monthly periods at C1atteringshaws
1967

lli.§.

Rainfall
(inches)

Potential
Transpiration
for months
concerned
(inches)

Rainfall
(inches)

Potential
Transpiration
for months
concerned
(inches)

January

5. 86

0. 0

7.37

0.0

february

9.22

0.3

8 . 43

0.3

march

6. 40

1.2

7 . 59

1. 2

April

5. 6

1.7

3.83

1.9

ay

6 . 23

3 . 35

9.74

2. 65

June

4. 43

3.13

3 . 06

3. 46

July

1.85

3 . 32

6 . 22

2.7

August

6. 66

2 . 29

September

7 . 11

1 . 53

Octob r

7.51

0. 8

November

8. 35

0. 2

O.c mb r

13. 12

-0 . 05

XI
TABLE

4

Actual and average monthly values for net water
surplus or deficit at Clatteringshaws
Net water surplus
or deficit 1966
(inches)

Average
water
surplus
(inches)

Net water
surplus or
deficit 1967
(inches)

January

5.86

10.09

7.37

february

8092

6.01

8 .1 3

march

5 .2

4.13

6.39

April

3.9

2075

1.93

may

2. 9

1.85

7.09

June

1.3

0.95

-0.40

July '

-1.47

2.80

3.52

August

4.37

4.49

September

5.58

5.48

October

6.71

8.14

November

8 .1 5

8.33

December

13.1g

8.82

XII
TABLE

5

maximum rainfall, expressed as a percentage of average
monthly rainfall, at which a net soil water deficit will
just occur (based on average monthly valu es for rainfall
and potential~anspiration); to indicate those months
when deficit is most likely.

Percentage of average
monthly rainfall
Clatteringshaw8

Loch Dee

April

42.1

37.52

may

6l.0

60.1

J une

78.2

7:3.4

July

52.5

50.0

August

34.8

33.5

Sept mber

23.14

21.2
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Appendix 5 :

Da rcy ' s law a nd Hydraulic Conductivity

If open tubes are inserted a t two poi nts i n uniform saturated soil
thr ough whic h water is passing , th e difference in t he level of the water
surface in the two tubes will gi ve the diffe r e nce in hydraulic head between
t hes e two po ints .

Wate r wi ll move fr om the point represented by the high

level towards the low.
between the points ,

The diffe r e nce in head , ~ H , di vi ded by the dis t anc e

6 1, is th e hydraulic gradient .

It is known empirica lly

f r om t he work of Darcy in 1856 , that the volume , V, of water flo wing across
unit area of cross-section of soil in unit time is proportional to the
hydraulic gradient , i . e .

v = k. Ll H/ .6 1
The constant k , from analogy with similar equations f or flow of hea t
and electrici ty , has been termed the hydraulic conductivity (Richards 1952) .
I t is commonly expressed in units of cm/sec or em/day in mineral s oils.

The

value k varies not only with the texture of the soil but also with viscosity
and po t en t ial of the fluid , though f or s oi l - water systems over the normal
range of field tempe r atures above freezi ng point th e effects of these two
factors may b
f or soils of

ignored .
0

The valu e k can theref ore be regar ded as constant

gi ven te xture .

It has be en recommended (Rich a rds 1952) that

the word p rmeability sh oul d c onti nue to be used qualitatively to repre sent
the qu l ity or st t e of

porous medium , rela ting to th e readi ness wi th wh ich

it conducts or tr nsmits fluids .

